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Abstract
State-owned enterprise (SOE) reform has been one of the important pillars of the overall economic
renovation of Vietnam since 1986. Vietnamese SOEs have been moving from a cumbersome command-
driven economic system to a market-driven system. This thesis measures changes in the productivity
of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs over a ten year period. The focus is on possible productivity
changes due to privatisation. The thesis seeks to answer four main research questions. Firstly, what is
the productivity level of manufacturing SOEs in each of twenty-four sub-sectors? Secondly, what has
been their productivity and efficiency performance over time? Thirdly, what have been the components
of manufacturing SOE Total Factor Productivity (TFP) change over time? Finally, do we see any
correlation between the productivity levels of manufacturing SOEs and changes in their ownership
type?
O’Donnell (2016) has shown how the Geometric Young (GY) TFP index can be decomposed into
various measures of efficiency and technical change. This thesis applies the methodology to data on
684 Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs from 2002 to 2011. The dataset records changes in ownership.
The dataset was created from the results of the annual surveys of the General Statistics Office with one
output variable (revenue) and three input variables (capital, labour and material). Two-stage maximum
likelihood methods were used to estimate the parameters of a stochastic frontier model. The estimated
parameters were used to decompose TFP into various measures of output-oriented environmental
efficiency, output-oriented technical efficiency and output-oriented scale-mix efficiency.
The empirical results indicate that the average annual rate of TFP growth across the 24 sectors over
the full sample was 5.1%. Beverage SOEs had the highest productivity growth rate at 13.98% per
year. There was also a large variation in productivity and efficiency measures across different sectors.
The refined petroleum products sector was found to be the most technically efficient (94.08 % on
average). The lowest technical efficiency levels were found in the beverage (90.79%), leather and
related products (90.41%), wearing apparel (90.49%) and transport equipment (91.26%). Average
technical efficiency across firms in the sample reached a maximum in 2008 and then declined at an
average rate of 0.56% per year from 2009 to 2011. Results for SOEs were similar to results for private
firms. The empirical results show that changes in output-oriented scale-mix efficiency, and changes in
environmental conditions, are the main drivers of productivity change in Vietnamese manufacturing
SOEs whose ownership type was changed into private firms.
Results of second-stage regression indicate that the higher productivity levels of the privatized SOEs are
relative to longer post-privatization periods. This suggests that one of the best policy options to improve
productivity of manufacturing SOEs is to privatize them within a short span of time. Additionally,
sectoral productivity analysis in major manufacturing sectors indicates a link between productivity
improvements and export-oriented sectors. These outcomes suggest the government should implement
policies that promote privatization of these sectors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Vietnamese state-owned enterprise (SOE) reform is an integral part of the economic innovation process.
SOEs operate in various areas but manufacturing SOEs constitute a key component of SOE reform.
This is because manufacturing SOEs account for a large majority of, and contribute significantly to
the output of Vietnamese SOEs as a whole. Identification of recognizable causes of productivity
improvement or of productivity erosion in manufacturing SOEs is crucial to economic policy design.
It is very important to know how much change in Total Factor Productivity (TFP) efficiency of
Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs is related to environmental efficiency change, technical efficiency
change and scale-mix efficiency change.
Total Factor Productivity (TFP) is a productivity measure involving all factors of production (Coelli
et al., 2005, pp. 3). In this thesis, TFP efficiency is defined as the ratio of observed TFP to the maximum
TFP possible using the available technology in the firm’s production environment (O’Donnell, 2016).
Environmental efficiency is a new efficiency measure defined by O’Donnell (2016). It is measured as
the ratio between the maximum TFP that is possible using the period-t metatechnology in a specific
production environment and the maximum TFP that is possible using period-t metatechnology in any
environment. Scale-mix efficiency is also a new efficiency measure defined by O’Donnell (2016). It
measures the ratio of TFP at a technically efficient point and TFP at the point of maximum productivity
where all the constraints on outputs and inputs are relaxed. Technical aspects of TFP efficiency,
environmental efficiency, technical efficiency and scale-mix efficiency will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 3 (Methodology).
Economically meaningful TFP components will help in evaluation of productivity trends and in
deciding how to adjust the effects of different efficiency measures to obtain maximum benefit. For
example, technical progress may be obtained by increasing expenditure on research and development;
or scale-mix efficiency might be improved by changes in the monetary policy of the government
of Vietnam. This chapter will present objectives, research questions, summarised methodology,
contributions and the structure of this thesis.
1
1.1 Objectives and Research Questions
The objective of this thesis is to identify trends of, and factors affecting efficiency and productivity
change of, Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs, which will help to draw policy inferences. For example,
if basic metal is the least technically efficient sector then the sub-sector manager may need to pay
more attention to plans which promote the technological level of the production chain compared to the
education and training plans for the staff. The thesis focuses on applying a relatively new measure
under the TFP indices theoretical framework by O’Donnell (2012a), O’Donnell (2012b), O’Donnell
(2014a) and O’Donnell (2016) to analyse and decompose the productivity and efficiency changes of
Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. Emphasis is also put on computing how productivity and efficiency
levels changed after each manufacturing SOE was converted to another type of entrepreneurship.
Vietnam may provide an interesting case to study about manufacturing SOE reform from the perspective
of productivity growth. This thesis aims at measuring and analysing the Total Factor Productivity
(TFP) growth of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. In this study, Vietnamese manufacturing SOE
reforms will be carefully reviewed from the efficiency and productivity growth angles since “the
rapid growth of state industry alone cannot demonstrate the efficiency” (Jefferson and Xu, 1994) and
productivity (rather than growth) is believed a better reflector of the performance of an industry or
sector. This thesis will find the productivity levels and changes of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs to
resolve the main research question: Is there any correlation between the productivity and efficiency
level of the manufacturing SOEs and changes in the nature of their ownershipas the result of the
reform and equitization of manufacturing SOEs overtime? Additionally, the productivity performance
of manufacturing SOEs is also explored in the following aspects: What is the productivity level of
manufacturing SOEs in the data sample and in each of the 24 sub-sectors of manufacturing SOEs?
What has been their productivity and efficiency performance over time? (Can evidence of productivity
improvement or erosion be seen over time?) What have been the components of manufacturing SOE
TFP change over time and what is the main driver of the productivity change over the sample period?
And how can variation in firm level TFP be explained? What is the extent of the correlation between
productivity change and types of ownership change? Were there any productivity improvements or any
erosion of manufacturing SOEs after their being equitized?
1.2 Methodology
High productivity is one of the essential driving forces for growth. Many efforts have been made to
come up with an acceptable measurement of productivity and with ways to improve productivity from
both macro and micro perspectives. The decision-making and policy-designing processes would be out
of track with ambiguous analysis of efficiency and technical change. Among others, the TFP index
method is believed to be especially helpful in studying productivity performance and the economy as a
whole (GDP) or key sectors such as health, education, agriculture and manufacturing. That explains
why estimating productivity by TFP index theory has been widely applied in the literature over the last
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few years. Under a TFP index framework, productivity is often defined as the ratio of an aggregate
output to an aggregate input (Jorgenson and Griliches, 1967).
The primary aim of this thesis is to find a proper TFP index by which total factor productivity change
can be estimated in a reliable manner to apply in the context of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs and a
TFP index that does not require many more assumptions than traditional approaches. In addition to
other common properties of an index number, transitivity is a very important property as it allows us to
make a reliable comparison between the productivity of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs over time.
One of the recent definitions of TFP was given by O’Donnell (2012a) as the ratio of an aggregate
output to an aggregate input where aggregate output (Q(.)) and aggregate input (X(.)) are aggregates
constructed using non-negative, (NN), non-decreasing (ND) and linearly-homogenous (HD1) aggre-
gator functions. TFP indexes are ratios of measures of TFP that are constructed in this way. Such
TFP indexes are considered as ’multiplicatively-complete’ and can be decomposed into meaningful
components (O’Donnell, 2012a).O’Donnell (2014a) also pointed out that a proper TFP index satisfying
the transitivity property would be able to make precise comparisons between different observations
overtime. Advantages of this methodology lie in its ability to compute productivity as the ratio of total
output quantity change over total input quantity change and to decompose proper TFP indexes into
meaningful components of efficiency measures.
It is concluded that of the available indexes, the Geometric-Young index is most suitable as it satisfies all
the important properties for a proper index and can be easily decomposed into reliable and recognisable
measures of environmental and technical change, technical efficiency and scale-mix efficiency1.
1.3 Contributions
The novelty of this thesis is that it builds a unique dataset of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs with
changes in ownership types after 2002. This firm-level dataset is a balanced panel with one output and
three inputs which has not been used in the literature. This study has also made use of the relatively
new methodology of O’Donnell (2012a), O’Donnell (2012b), O’Donnell (2014a) and O’Donnell
(2016) to analyse the dataset. This methodology is preferable to the conventional approaches in the
productivity literature because it allows for accurate comparative analysis of the efficiency scores of
Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. Besides, it allows separation of the different productivity measures
associated with these efficiency scores and explores productivity and efficiency change. The obtained
efficiency scores will help to track the correlation between productivity and the changes in ownership
types. From the outcomes of the empirical analysis, we hope that some useful policy implications can
be derived and recommended for policy makers to optimize efficiency performance of Vietnamese
manufacturing SOEs and therefore further accelerate the SOE reform process.
1It should be noted that any TFP index can be decomposed into the different measures. However, if the TFP index is
not a proper index, then the decomposition will also involve some measurement error (i.e., a statistical noise component).
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis
This study comprises six chapters. Chapter 1 (Introduction) has presented the objectives, main research
questions, contributions and the structure of the thesis. Chapter 2 (Background and Literature Review)
provides an overview of the Vietnamese economy and Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. It also
reviews and presents critiques of the published papers on efficiency and productivity analysis relating
to Vietnamese SOE reform and manufacturing SOEs. Chapter 3 (Methodology) reviews the theory
of index numbers, TFP index number methods and the recent theoretical framework developed by
O’Donnell (2012a), O’Donnell (2012b), O’Donnell (2014a) and O’Donnell (2016) to measure various
components of a proper TFP index. This chapter also describes the Stochastic Frontier model and the
second stage regression model applied in the thesis. Chapter 4 (Data) provides a description of dataset
building from the results of the General Economic Census with one output and three inputs including
data size, classification, aggregation method and data cleanings. Chapter 5 (Productivity change
of Vietnamese SOEs) applies the chosen methodology to the dataset of Vietnamese manufacturing
SOEs. This chapter provides statistical inferences of estimated measures of technical efficiency scores
and productivity change. Empirical outputs are analysed to highlight relations between productivity
and change in ownership types of manufacturing SOEs and productivity change after privatisation
of manufacturing SOEs. This chapter also presents a productivity analysis of SOEs in five major
manufacturing sectors (wearing apparel; computer, electronic and optical products; leather and related
products; wood and wood products and beverages). Chapter 6 (Summary and Conclusion) summarizes
the main content and draws policy implications to contribute to the current policy debates.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Vietnamese Economy and SOE Reforms
Located in Southeast Asia, Vietnam is a developing country with a population of more than 90 million
people living in an area totalling 331,210 square km (GSO (2014)). From 1986, Vietnam embarked
on Doi Moi (economic renovation) to transform itself from a centrally planned economy to a market
economy and to promote economic liberalisation and modernisation. By 1989, only three years
after launching the economic renovation policy, the country had lifted its average growth rate by 4
percentage points (Sachs and Woo, 1994, p.4). Vietnam’s robust growth rate after the launch of Doi
Moi and accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2007 were fueled mainly by booming
foreign investment and increasing exports.
The annual GDP growth rate and Consumer Price Index (CPI) changes during the period of 2000-2014
are plotted in Figure 2.1. On average, GDP grew at 6.9% and CPI grew at 7.72% over the period.
GDP growth rate peaked at 9.5% in 2004 and has remained at around 6% in recent years. Very high
inflation occurred in 2008 (19.89%) and 2011 (18.13%) but the inflation rate dropped sharply to only
4.09% in 2014, owing to the tightened fiscal and monetary policy of the government. A generous
stimulus package was introduced in 2009 and this, associated with a tighter macroeconomic policy in
2011, prevented negative effects from the global financial crisis. However, there were still signs of
economic slowdown from 2011 onwards, which was clearly shown in the sharp drop in the stock and
property markets in the same year. The total GDP (purchasing power parity) of Vietnam was estimated
at 358.9 billion $US in 2013 and GDP per capita has significantly improved since the introduction of
Doi Moi, increasing from less than 100 $US in the 90’s to 4,000 $US (purchasing power parity) in
2013 (calculated from data in GSO, 2014).
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Figure 2.1 – Vietnam GDP and CPI growth rate 2000-2014
Source: Vietnam General Statistics Office (GSO) reports from 2000 to 2014
The Vietnamese economy is export-oriented and a large proportion of foreign trade is inter-regional
(within the Asia-Pacific). The country maintains trade relations with more than 170 countries and
territories and has signed more than 60 economic and trade agreements with partners. Full membership
of the WTO was granted in 2007 and Vietnam became a negotiating partner in the Trans-Pacific Trade
Agreement in 2010, completing the negotiation of the agreement in 2015. The US is Vietnam’s biggest
export partner (around 17.8% of Vietnam’s total export volume) and China is its largest import partner
(around 25.8% of Vietnam’s total import volume in 2014). Vietnam exported 150.19 billion $US and
imported 148.05 billion $US of goods and commodities in 2014 and is currently the biggest exporter
of pepper and the second biggest exporter of rice and coffee in the international market (GSO, 2014).
The government is endeavouring to diversify export markets and improve labor-intensive and low
value-added exports to boost export volume in the years to come.
The Foreign Investment Law was enacted in 2005 following the government’s efforts to create a level
playing field for both domestic and foreign investors. Vietnam became an increasingly attractive
investment destination after WTO entry in 2007. FDI inflows and licensed foreign-invested projects
reached 17,499 projects and 250.6 billion $US in 2014, an impressive jump from a total of 2.5 billion
$US in 2000. Companies from 101 countries and territories have invested in Vietnam with a focus
on the manufacturing, construction and property sectors. South Korea, Japan, Singapore, Taiwan and
Hong Kong are the leading investors. Foreign-invested enterprises contributed remarkably to the state
budget (14%) and exports (68%) in 2014 and created a lot of jobs1.
1Data on FDI enterprises are cited and calculated from the annual reports of the Foreign Investment Agency, Ministry
of Planning and Investment.
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SOE reforms
Vietnam has been implementing a policy of economic reform, Doi Moi, since late 1986. This was
seen as a breakthrough solution to its problematic former pursuit of a backward economic regime
with entire state ownership and control of the manufacturing and agriculture sectors which made
the country plunge into hyperinflation and depression. Priorities of Doi Moi have included: giving
SOEs autonomy and responsibility for their performance (since 1986); restructuring and consolidating
SOEs (since 1991); enacting a Law of SOEs (1995); and accelerating privatisation and equitisation
programs (since 2000). The country realised that enterprises in the market economy are directly
responsible for satisfying customers’ needs through market mechanisms, not through government
plans (Nguyen, 2003). However, changes in economic policy makers’ levels of awareness of SOEs’
importance and fast establishment and the development of the SOE system were not always associated
with the productivity improvement of the Vietnamese SOEs themselves. Nevertheless, it has been
widely recognized that although receiving a lot of privileges from the government, Vietnamese SOEs
still face a lot of difficulties and drawbacks.
In an effort to further promote economic growth during the global economic downturn, structural
reforms have been carried out by the government over the last few years, focusing on ’three pillars’:
state-owned enterprise (SOE) reforms; reorganization of the financial system; and restructuring
of public investment. With regard to the first pillar, although certain progress has been achieved,
SOE restructuring is still regarded as a sensitive area and also faces a number of problems and
challenges which need to be properly addressed. SOEs are still operating in various sectors in
which the government does not need to maintain a position of dominance, such as ship building,
maritime transportation, tobacco production and petroleum product distribution and production. Some
limitations such as slow adoption of new technologies, limited management skills, huge bank debt and
underemployment are believed to still exist in the operation of state-owned entities. Some analysts
still believe that neither the efficiency nor the productivity of SOEs corresponds with the resources
and privileges provided by the government. The so-called ’iron fists’ of the past cannot bring into full
play their roles as driving forces in the industrialisation and modernisation of Vietnam. SOE reform is
one important part of the national strategy for strengthening SOEs to become spearheads of domestic
enterprises and to be able to compete in international markets.
SOEs are an integral part of the Vietnamese economy. SOE development is closely associated with the
country’s economic history and is regarded as one of the essential ’pillars’ of economic reform. Deeper
investigation into the definitions, characteristics, history and performance of SOEs in the Vietnamese
context in the next section of the thesis will provide the necessary background for further research into
the productivity performance of this special type of firm.
Definitions
In the early stages of economic reform, SOEs were defined as “economic organisations established,
invested in and managed by the State and in which the State invests 100% of the charter capital. They
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operate in accordance with the Law and are equal to enterprises in other economic sectors, as provided
by law”2. In the first SOE Law in 19953, SOEs were defined as “economic entities, invested in,
established and administered by the State to perform business activities or provide public utilities to
achieve socio-economic objectives assigned by the State”. SOEs were categorized into: independent
SOEs, General Corporations and Members of the General Corporation. In 2003, the SOE Law was
revised and more emphasis was placed on the State’s equity-holding in SOEs. As such, SOEs are
“economic entities in which the State possesses all the chartered capital or owns equities and dominant
capital contribution” and fall under one of three types of entities: State-owned Company, Shareholding
Company or Limited Liability Company4.
From 2005, Vietnam has been involved in the process of WTO accession negotiation and under
pressure from other negotiating partners to create a non-discriminatory and level playing field as
well as a proper legal framework for the performance of enterprises, regardless of their ownership
structures. Existing legal documents needed to be enacted, amended and supplemented to legalize the
internationally-recognized concepts of SOEs. The new 2005 Enterprise Law was promulgated in this
context. Article 4, Section 22 of the 2005 Law5 provided that an SOE is “an enterprise in which 50%
of total capital is owned by the State”. The new 2005 Enterprise Law identified a period of four years
(until the 1st of July 2010) for the SOEs to be established in accordance with the 2003 Law and to
be converted into limited liability or shareholding companies, subject to the regulations specified for
these firms.
The most recent Decree, 99/2012/ND-CP, dated the 30th December, 20126 has provided the most
detailed concept of Vietnamese SOEs7. According to it, SOEs are “enterprises in which the State holds
a 50% stake, and they include one-member limited liability enterprises in which the State holds 100%
of the charter capital. SOEs also include shareholding companies, and two-member or more limited
liability companies in which the State holds more than 50% of the charter capital”8.
From a different angle, SOEs are also defined by administration levels. The overall management
network of Vietnamese SOEs can be found in Figure 2.2, which follows.
2Article 1, Decree 338/HDBT dated 20 November 1991.
3www.luatvietnam.vn
4Article 1, Law on SOEs dated 26 November 2003.
5www.luatvietnam.vn
6www.luatvietnam.vn
7This Decree was ratified in response to the urgent need to reform the SOE system where a number of large SOEs were
reported to be on the verge of bankruptcy.
8The detailed definitions of various types of enterprises will be covered in the Data Chapter.
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Figure 2.2 – SOE management mechanisms
Source: Office of the Government website (vpcp.chinhphu.vn)
Large-scale SOEs are generally administered by the line ministries at the central level; and medium
and small SOEs are typically managed at the provincial level. On 7th March 1994, under Decrees No.
90 and 91-Ttg, a number of so-called ’90’ and ’91’ corporations were established. These corporations
conceptually resemble holding companies, like those seen in South Korea (chaebols).
An exploration of changes in the definitions of SOEs will provide a good basis for drawing up the
criteria to identify the SOEs for empirical analysis in this thesis. SOEs are not only firms with 100%
state-owned capital but also the firms in which more than 50% of the equity is owned by the State.
SOEs are also classified according to the administration level (local or central). Different types of
SOEs might have diversified productivity and efficiency performances.
SOE characteristics and objectives
This section describes the main characteristics of SOEs in Vietnam. This is helpful for understanding
the difference between SOEs and other types of enterprises. Some characteristics have direct or indirect
impact on productivity and efficiency levels of SOEs and on changes in SOE ownership types.
Firstly, SOEs are economic entities established by the State. Their assets and capital belong to the State
and SOEs cannot exercise ownership rights over such assets and capital. To change the proportion
of state-owned capital, SOE managers must seek approval from higher authorities9. The autonomy
of SOEs over their inputs and outputs has improved over time, subject to the reform of the economic
9The Prime Minister or the line Ministries in the case of the central SOEs; or People’s Committee of the provinces or
central cities in the case of provincial SOEs.
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management mechanism. Under the old mechanism (i.e. before the economic reform of 1986), the
rights of SOEs over their assets were very limited. Under the new mechanism, SOEs have gradually
been gaining more autonomy over the State’s resources.
Secondly, the performance of SOEs is subject to the objectives of the State. SOEs are established
by the State and are injected with more capital, assets and other resources when the State feels it is
necessary. That explains why SOEs must achieve the goals assigned by the State. If the objective of
the State is to provide commodities for the society, the SOEs must concentrate on how to produce as
many high quality goods as possible and in sufficient amounts to meet the demands of the consumers.
If the government’s objective is for SOEs to provide public utilities or to strengthen national defense
or security, the SOEs must operate in order to achieve such socio-economic goals.
Thirdly, all SOEs are the economic entities of the State and the effective instruments of the State for
regulating the economy. Therefore, all SOEs are under the direct management of authorized State
agencies (the government, line Ministries or the Provincial People’s Committee). SOEs, especially big
SOEs, operate in key and important economic sectors of the economy such as manufacturing, energy,
telecommunications, mining and railways. Via these SOEs in important sectors, the State has full
rights to intervene in and regulate the domestic market. In some cases, SOEs are established in sectors
with less profit, or in sectors which require remarkably large invested capital such as infrastructure
projects. The differential characteristics of SOEs in setting the inputs and outputs of the production
process, may have an impact on their productivity performance.
The overall objective of SOEs is to play a dominant role, in helping the State to regulate, direct and
protect the economy from possible market failures. SOEs normally aim at: (i) becoming the pillars
of the national industrialisation and modernisation processes, and at becoming the path-finders and
support structures for the development of the non-SOE sectors in order to promote the rapid and
sustainable growth of the whole economy; (ii) providing essential public commodities and services
e.g. transportation, irrigation, electricity, water, telecommunication, healthcare, education, defense and
security; (iii) becoming tools for the state in its implementation of necessary social, defense or national
security policies and in its addressing of the limitations of the market economy. Different categories
of SOEs have different specific objectives. For example, the objective of manufacturing SOEs is to
become the core force in: providing essential outputs for the national economy; pioneering application
of advanced technology; and becoming the driving force of the modernisation and industrialisation
processes. SOEs in agriculture, fishery and forestry provide support for cooperatives and households in
their operation and rural infrastructure development by bringing new technology into crop production,
developing the processing industry for agricultural products, building science-technology centres to
support the farmers, and promoting relations between the domestic industry, agriculture and service
sectors and farmers. Trading SOEs aim at enhancing their roles in import and export activities and
in wholesaling and retailing to make the circulation and distribution of commodities smooth and to
protect the eligible interests of consumers and producers.
Different from the case of the non-SOEs, profit is, in certain circumstances, not regarded as the ultimate
goal in the SOEs’ performance. For example, Vietnam has been facing a relatively high inflation rate;
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therefore one of the most important targets of the macroeconomic policy over the past few years has
been to curb this ’unruly horse’. Among other measures it is considering, the government will decrease
the inflation rate by controlling the prices of inputs/commodities that are essential to the economy
and to consumers, such as electricity and petroleum via its guidance of Vietnam Electricity (EVN)
and of the Vietnam National Petroleum Group (Petrolimex). Since the sale price of EVN’s electricity
and Petrolimex’s petroleum, when fixed by the government, may be lower than the production costs
or the import price plus managerial and labour costs, macroeconomic stability (rather than profit) is,
therefore, the top priority of these two SOEs in this context.
Another important target of SOEs is welfare maximization for the people. This target is clearly reflected
in some particular sectors such as electricity transmission or clean water supply. The nationalization of
such sectors is to ensure that private firms will not be able to exploit any monopoly status they might
otherwise have. SOEs are also established to address the possibility of capital market failure. Some
industries require large amounts of capital that private firms cannot afford. This fact makes it difficult
to mobilise capital from the private sector to invest in such industries. Internationally, good examples
can be seen in the case of the aircraft production and assembly industry in Brazil (EMBRAER) or the
steel production industry in South Korea (POSCO).
To maintain social equality is also another important reason for the government to establish an SOE.
Private firms often do not want to invest in poor, remote or mountainous areas because of high costs
and low profit expectations. SOEs, however, can invest in such areas to ensure that the people there
can access basic services and utilities. In practice, the government advises the Vietnam National
Coal-Mineral Industry Group (TKV) to provide coal at a cheap price (even lower than the production
cost) to the Vietnam Electricity Corporation (EVN). From the perspective of a single enterprise, TKV
cannot make any profit from this deal, but for the economy as a whole, EVN can make use of subsidized
coal costs to produce and supply electricity at a reasonable price as an input to other sectors and
consumers.
As stated above, SOEs have various special characteristics and objectives to fulfil, and being different
from other types of firms, for them, profit pursuing is often not the most crucial target. Many economists
and economic policy makers wonder if, after SOEs are privatized and their objectives and features are
changed, their productivity and efficiency might be affected.
SOE facts and figures
This section reviews important timelines and statistical figures for Vietnamese SOEs.
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Figure 2.3 – Number of SOEs in the period of 1995-2011
Source: Own calculations, using data from GSO, Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI) and Department of
Corporate Finance, Ministry of Finance (MOF)
The reorganization and equitisation of SOEs under the SOE reform of the last decade has reduced their
numbers significantly as they have been gradually privatised and subsequently transformed into other
types of firms. In 2009, the total number of SOEs was 3,285. In 2010, the number of SOEs decreased
to 2,530 and sharply reduced to 1,309 enterprises in 2011 due to the strong SOE restructuring and
privatising measures of the government10. Currently, there are 391 SOEs providing public commodities
and services, 20 state monopolies, 62 lottery enterprises and 594 SOEs which are doing business.
There are 701 SOEs under local authority jurisdiction, 355 SOEs under line ministries’ management
and 253 SOEs under the authority of 91 general corporations11. Figure 2.3 presents the changes in the
number of SOEs from 1995 to 2011. In 2011, the total capital of Vietnam’s SOEs was 3,492,60112
billion Vietnamese dong (VND)13, accounting for 32.66% of the total capital of total firms nationwide.
The State Capital Investment Corporation (SCIC) (established in 2005) is the government’s contact
point, responsible for management of state-owned capital in all SOEs. SOEs’ contributions to the
2004-2010 GDP are presented in Table 2.1.
10Report of Ministry of Planning and Investment in 2012
11This refers to the general corporations established under the well-known Decision 91/TTg (March 1994) regarding the
pilot establishment of state-owned economic groups (known as 91 General Corporations).
12GSO data.
13Vietnamese currency unit. One AUD is equivalent to roughly 16,500 VND at the current exchange rate.
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Table 2.1 – Contribution of Vietnamese SOEs to the GDP: 2004-2010
Indicators 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
SOEs 39.23% 38.36% 37.30% 36.52% 35.54% 34.14% 33.74%
Source: Collins (2009)
Some analysists believe that one of the biggest limitations of Vietnamese SOEs is their inefficient
operation14. Despite their early establishment and a wide range of privileges granted in terms of natural
resources, land, capital and labour15, Vietnamese SOEs performed more poorly than non-SOEs with
respect to state budget contribution, employment, job creation, industrial growth contribution, debt and
incremental capital-output ratio, and this situation is presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 – Comparison between the roles of SOEs and non-SOEs in 2001-2010
SOEs Non-SOEs
2001-2005 2006-2010 2001-2005 2006-2010
Share in total investment capital 45% 28%
State budget contribution 19.6% 17.6% 15% 22%
Employment 44% 23% N/A N/A
Job creation -4% -13% N/A 87%
Industrial output contribution 50% 25% 50% 75%
Industrial growth contribution 29% 12% 34% 43%
Incremental capital-output ratio 6.94 9.68 2.93 4.01
Sources: GSO, Vu Thanh Tu Anh, How are SOEs playing their dominant role, www.vneconomy.vn, 24 April 2012;
Bui Trinh, An assessment on investment efficiency, www.thesaigontimes.vn, 22 November 2011, Economic
Committee of National Assembly (2013)
The ratios of profit over capital and profit over revenue of SOEs for the period of 2007-2009 fluctuated
between 3.5-4.3% and 6.3-8.2%, much lower than the corresponding ratios in Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) enterprises (9.1-11.7% and 10.6-13.1%, respectively)16.
Strong state monopolies still exist. The state giant in the petrol business, Petrolimex, holds 60%
of the domestic market share; EVN dominates almost the entire power market from production to
transmission and retail of electricity; TKV controls almost all the exploiting and provision of coal
14From a theoretical viewpoint, Chang (2007) analysed that this comes from ’the principal-agent’ and ’free-rider’
problem. The citizens of a country (the principal) as the de jure owner of the SOEs cannot administer the SOE managers
(the agent) and this is called the principal-agent problem. The citizens find there is no benefit from monitoring the SOE
managers and in the end the SOE managers are free from any supervision and this is called the free-rider problem.
15For example, SOEs were frequently given preferential loans with lower interest rates from the state-owned banks,
or guaranteed by the government to be able to borrow money from international financial institutions. SOEs were also
prioritised for gaining land for building headquarters, and business branches in favourable locations in big cities, and for
getting preferential access to natural resources and information on economic planning, based on their close relationships
with policy makers.
16Outcomes of the 2007-2009 National Survey by the General Administration of Statistics.
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nationwide17. This makes the domestic market distorted and may adversely affect the performance
and productivity of SOEs. State-owned Economic Groups still receive the most support from the
government with the expectation that they will become the real spearheads of the economy. However,
instead of concentrating on the core businesses, these economic groups rapidly establish a network of
hundreds of general corporations, child firms and joint-ventures, investing in areas (outside their own
strength) of finance, banking, stocks, real estate, mining, construction and building resorts18.
The major disadvantages facing Vietnamese SOEs including lack of capital, out of date technology,
weak management and overstaffing, are regarded as major causes of the reduction in their domestic
and international competitiveness (Yen, 2004). One question remaining is whether the SOEs can
match their non-SOE counterparts in terms of efficiency (Sachs and Woo, 1994). “The public sector
is the biggest problem ... and disorganization of the public sector is causing a broader economic
crisis in Vietnam”, as Nguyen Quang A, a Hanoi-based economist, put it in his interview with AFP (a
French news agency) in January 2013. According to a recent report by the Ministry of Planning and
Investment (MPI) in 2012, despite the fact that SOEs accounted for 79% of Vietnam’s total capital
investment in 2012 (roughly half of the total capital investment of the government) and accounted for
the largest share (70%) of the Official Development Assistances (ODA) of donor countries, SOEs are
only generating 37.38% GDP19. These figures reflect the fact that SOEs are remarkably prioritised
both directly and indirectly, and maintain their advantages of exclusive and greater access to capital
allocation over private enterprises (Gates, 1995). The favourable treatment given to SOEs may lead to
an inefficient allocation of resources and to the under-utilization of the growth potential of non-SOEs
(Hakkala and Kokko, 2007).
As Ari Kokko, an analyst at the University of Stockholm put it, “It would not be much of an exaggeration
to characterise the present financial situation of the state-owned sector as a time bomb” (cited in
Malesky et al., 1998). The total foreign debt of Vietnamese SOEs is currently 60 billion $US20. SOEs
are becoming a burden on the Vietnamese government’s budget (Yen, 2004).
172014 Report of Ministry of Industry and Trade.
18Vietnam Shipbuilding Industry Group (Vinashin), the largest shipbuilder in Vietnam, can be taken as a typical example
of the SOEs which do not concentrate on their core businesses. The poor management of the Group has led to a range of
serious errors in their management of state-owned capital and they incurred a debt burden of 4.5 billion $US in 2010. The
state-owned capital losses caused by Vinashin are anticipated to continue having negative effects on the entire economy for
the next few decades.
19Some pessimists have even observed that this number measures the contribution of the whole State sector, of which
SOEs constitute only one component. After deducting total of the GDP created by the state sector, (other than SOEs) such
as state administration, defence and security, social welfare, culture, healthcare and sports in the period of 2006-2010,
although SOEs accounted for 45% of the total investment capital, they only created 28% GDP. Meanwhile, the private
sector accounted for only 28% of the total state’s investment, but created 46% GDP.
20Released by the Ministry of Finance at the Consultation Meeting among the Government and Economic Groups held
in Hanoi, January 2013.
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Table 2.3 – SOE percentage shares in Vietnam economy 2000-2010
Year Percentage
Share of
Total
Number of
Enterprises
Percentage
share of
Total
Labour
Force
Percentage
Share of
Capital
Held by all
Enterprises
Percentage
Share of
Fixed
Capital and
Long-term
Investment
Held by all
Enterprises
Percentage
Share of
Pre-tax
Profits by
all
Enterprises
Percentage
Share of
Tax and
Budget
Contribu-
tions by all
Enterprises
2000 13.6 59 67.9 55.8 42.7 50.6
2001 10.4 53.8 65.7 55.2 42.6 60.6
2002 8.5 48.5 62.1 56 41.7 52.5
2003 6.7 43.8 59.1 51.4 36.1 48.5
2004 5 39 56.3 48.3 36.5 39.7
2005 3.6 32.7 54.1 51.1 39.9 41.9
2006 2.8 28.3 51.5 55.5 36.5 37.6
2007 2.2 23.9 46.8 47 34.3 37.5
2008 1.6 20.9 44.7 47.6 33.1 27.7
2009 1.3 19.4 38.7 44.8 37.8 37.4
2010 1.1 16.7 32.6 35.4 – –
Source: Economic Committee of National Assembly (2013), p.70
Table 2.3 shows that all the percentage shares of SOEs (2000-2010) in terms of number of enterprises,
labour, capital, long-term investment, pre-tax profit and budget contribution, have suffered a downward
trend over time. This trend can be attributed to two factors: the growth of the private and foreign
invested enterprises, and the equitisation of SOEs. The downward trend is explicit from 2000 to 2008
but it slowed down in 2009 (when even the indicators of pre-tax profits, tax and budget contribution
increased). The change in 2009 indicated the stagnation of the equitisation process in 2009.
Given the credit privileges received, SOEs tend to use more financial leverages than other types of
enterprises. Ratio of debt over ownership capital was at 252.6% in 2009, which was much higher than
that of private and foreign direct investment (FDI) enterprises, which were of 178% and 139% at the
same time period (Table 2.4).
Table 2.4 – Debt and Financial Leverage of Vietnamese SOEs in the period of 2007-2009
Unit: Percentage
Debt/Ownership Capital Debt/Total Assets
Year 2007 2008 2009 2007 2008 2009
SOEs 339.4 327.8 252.6 77.2 76.8 71.6
Private enterprises 178.9 181.4 187.2 63.9 64.1 65
Foreign-invested enterprises 142.9 151.9 138.8 58.9 60.2 58.2
Source: Hang (2011)
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Table 2.4 reveals a clearer picture of the financial performance of Vietnamese SOEs according to
economic sectors, based on the ratio of profit over total capital in 2009. Table 2.5 shows that the
SOEs in the sectors of mining and quarrying, fishery, transportation, storage, and communication had
much better business outcomes than other sectors in terms of profit. The sectors with low profit per
total capital ratio included essential services and manufacturing (e.g. electricity and water supply,
community services, manufacturing, construction and science and technology). Such a poor financial
situation can be attributed to the price control of the government in these sectors.
Table 2.5 – Ratio of profit over total capital of Vietnamese SOEs in 2009
Main business sectors of SOEs Proportion of capital Ratio of profit/capital
Mining and quarrying 6.07 22.1
Fishery 0.03 21.27
Culture and Sports 0.4 19.43
Transportation, storage, communication 17.17 9.34
Agriculture and Forestry 3.78 7.81
Assets and consulting business 3.25 5.5
Hotels and restaurants 1.33 5.46
Trading and maintenance 19.98 4.38
Manufacturing 19.61 4.01
Community and individual services 0.7 3.39
Construction 9.74 3.35
Science and technology 0.03 2.14
Electricity, gas and water supply 17.9 1.44
Education and training 0.01 -0.58
Source: Economic Committee of National Assembly (2013)
2.1.2 Vietnamese Manufacturing SOEs
The manufacturing sector plays an important role in realising the country’s target of basically becoming
an industrialized nation by 2020. In 2014, manufacturing and construction accounted for roughly
38% of GDP, ranked second after the service sector (43%) and remarkably higher than the agriculture,
forestry and fishery sectors (18.12%) (GSO, 2014). Despite the negative impacts of the recent global
financial and economic recession, the downturn in the export markets and the rise of input prices, the
manufacturing sector still maintained a two-digit growth rate annually (2001-2010). Nevertheless,
growth rates differed according to nature of ownership, and are shown in Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6 – Annual growth rate of the manufacturing sector by economic sectors
Annual average in 1991-2000 Annual average in 2001-2010
Entire economy 13.8% 14.9%
Public sector 11.6% 7.8%
Private sector 11.1% 20.5%
Foreign-invested sector 22.8% 16.7%
Source: Calculation from data in GSO annual reports, 1994 price as the base
From among all the SOEs, across all the different sectors, manufacturing SOEs account for the largest
number and are present in various important sectors of the Vietnamese economy such as the basic metal,
pharmaceutical, chemical, automotive, leather, rubber, textiles, rubber, paper and refined petroleum
industries. This is the reason for choosing manufacturing SOEs for study in this thesis. In 1991-2000,
manufacturing state-owned enterprises grew at 11.6% on average, compared with the 22.8% growth of
foreign-invested enterprises and the 11.1% growth of private firms. The picture changed in 2001-2010
when public firms grew at the lowest rate (7.8%) while private firms nearly doubled at 20.5%21. There
are still no statistics from the GSO and there has been no research into the productivity changes of
SOEs during the period 2001-2010; questions as to whether productivity and efficiency are among the
factors affecting growth rate of SOEs, remain open.
Vietnamese SOEs operate in more than 20 sectors. Among these 20 sectors, manufacturing SOEs
play an overwhelmingly important role in terms of both quantity and contribution to the economy. As
shown in Table 2.7, with regard to 100% state-owned enterprises, there were 247 manufacturing SOEs
accounting for 18.9% of the total number of SOEs in 2011. Manufacturing SOEs took the lead in
various key sectors such as electricity production, ship building, cement production and food processing
and became one of the backbones of the Vietnamese economy. However, the questions of whether
manufacturing SOEs operate efficiently and of how their productivity and efficiency performance may
change after privatisation, have not been answered adequately.
21Compilation from annual GSO reports.
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Table 2.7 – Sectoral structure of 100% state-owned enterprises in 2011
Number Sector Number Percentage
1 Manufacturing 247 18.9
2 Construction 114 8.7
3 Transportation 137 10.4
4 Financial and Banking 18 1.4
5 Trading and services 200 15.3
6 Public farms 120 9.2
7 Public forestry site 129 9.9
8 Lottery 63 4.8
9 Irrigation 92 7.0
10 Urban environmental service 89 6.8
11 Water supply 61 4.6
12 Publication 39 3.0
Source: Tran (2013)
Given their importance and the availability of data from the nation-wide census in 2002-2011 conducted
by the Vietnamese General Statistics Office, manufacturing SOEs have been chosen as the focus for this
thesis. Gaining a clearer picture of the productivity performance of manufacturing SOEs may provide
some useful suggestions for policy makers in the process of SOE reform and in the industrialisation of
Vietnam.
2.2 Publications on the Productivity of Vietnamese Manufactur-
ing SOEs
Understanding productivity performance as well as tracking the trends in productivity improvements
and in the erosion of economic entities, are crucial to policy-making. In the transition from a
centrally-planned to a market-oriented economy, Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs have been among
the most important of business forces. A large part of Vietnam’s current capital and human resources
has been allocated to the manufacturing SOEs under several privileged schemes introduced by the
government. Such schemes corresponded with the government’s expectation of strongly developing
manufacturing SOEs into becoming pillars of the whole Vietnamese economy. SOE reform in general
and in manufacturing in particular, has been initiated to improve SOE performance. However, whether
manufacturing SOEs have been operating efficiently or inefficiently since reform, remains an open
question. The collapse of some of the largest Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs in 2010 and 2011 rang
an alarm bell about the status quo of the entire SOE system and encouraged the government to embark
on SOE reform. To reform efficiently, it is important to track productivity changes and to identify
individual sources of productivity change in Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs over a sufficiently long
period of time. Critical and consistent evaluation of productivity trends and levels may help the
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government to decide whether increased expenditure in research and development,or tax and subsidy
policy change, or structural reform, may lead to productivity improvement. Despite the need for this
evaluation, only limited literature has applied new and advanced productivity measurement methods
over time to explore the productivity and efficiency of the manufacturing SOEs in the Vietnamese
context. Besides, the SOE reform already conducted, has resulted in changes in the types of ownership
possible for the manufacturing SOEs. The motivation of this thesis is to reveal how much Total
Factor Productivity (TFP) change is related to each ownership type, which might help to shed more
light on the relationship between productivity performance and the change in ownership nature of
manufacturing SOEs.
The motivation behind this thesis also lies in the fact that there have been only a handful of published
papers applying various econometric techniques to conduct efficiency and productivity analysis relating
to Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. Some other studies on SOE efficiency and productivity analysis
in the context of transition economies, such as those of China, Russia and the Ukraine, have also been
reviewed.
Being one of the former centrally planned economies (other examples include China, the former Soviet
Union and Ukraine), Vietnam still maintains a wide system of SOEs. The development and reform of
the country’s SOE system in the broader process of economic reform has been an interesting topic
which has attracted the interest of some analysts. However, it can be said that the number of relevant
published studies on productivity analysis of Vietnamese SOEs is very limited and even the results
of that research are not fully satisfactory. To have a full picture of the extant literature, this section is
also extended to cover some related research into Vietnamese small and medium sized firms in terms
of productivity and efficiency analysis. Publications can be broadly divided into those following a
qualitative approach or those pursuing a quantitative approach.
The qualitatively-oriented research into Vietnamese SOEs from the angle of productivity analysis
is largely based on face-to-face interviews and comparative analysis in order to obtain views and
suggestions on the productivity performance of the SOEs (e.g. Yen (2004), Hang (2004)).
Yen (2004) qualitatively discussed the characteristics and direction of Vietnamese SOE reforms.
Initially, she presented the distinctive features of centrally planned and capitalist economies and
reviewed the political and economic situations in many transition economies including those of Central
and Eastern Europe, China and Vietnam. Many problems were identified such as slow economic
growth, hyperinflation, high rate of unemployment and environmental pollution. Against that context,
Yen (2004) analysed the Vietnamese SOE situation in two phases: the pre-restructuring phase (before
1986) and post-restructuring phase (after 1986 and until 2005) where the SOEs came into existence via
both their creation and the nationalization of private enterprises. Data relating to bad debts and total
output of SOEs in these periods are also presented to indicate the poor performance of the SOEs and
the necessity for further reform and restructuring of the SOE system. Learning from the experiences of
other transition economies, Yen (2004) provided some strategic suggestions in terms of promoting
competition, improving the business environment, imposing hard budget constraints on SOEs and
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building a proper regulatory framework for the policy makers to improve SOE performance in the
future.
Hang (2004) examined the impact of corporate governance on the productivity of Vietnamese SOEs and
from thereon proposed some good corporate governance criteria for better productivity performance
of SOEs in the Vietnamese context. Primary data for Hang’s research were gathered from interviews
with CEOs of 16 SOEs relating to ownership, management, social responsibility and institutional
interface. The data collected from these aspects were regressed as independent variables in a function
of corporate performance and productivity (as a dependent variable). In the view of Hang (2004),
corporate performance and productivity are simply growth rates of revenue, profit margins, return
on asset, sales growth and return on equity, which do not represent the conventional definition of
productivity as the ratio of output versus input. However, the sample of 16 SOEs is too small to reflect
the overall picture of performance and productivity of more than 4,000 Vietnamese SOEs in 2004.
In terms of quantitative studies, the first papers to do were those of Ngu (2002) and Ngu (2003a) for the
period of 1976-1998. In these papers, TFP growth rate was calculated using aggregate data on gross
output, labour, capital and intermediate inputs and the coefficient of the regression outcomes of the
Cobb-Douglas function from the data of 164 manufacturing SOEs in Vietnam from 1976-1998 (gained
from a survey conducted by the Ministry of Finance). Based on the conventional Growth Accounting
(GA) method22, if the only inputs are labour, capital and intermediate inputs, then a constant returns to
scale (CRS) Cobb-Douglas production function takes the following form:
Qit = AitL
α1
it K
α2
it I
α3
it (2.1)
where Qitdenotes the output of firm i in period t; Lit , Kit , and Iit denote the labour, capital and
intermediate inputs of firm i in period t; and α1, α2 and α3are parameters (estimated based on 1997
data) that sum to one. If T FPit ∝ Ait , then the formula used for TFP growth measurement is given by:
ln(T FPit/T FPks) = ln(Qit/Qks)−α1ln(Lit/Lks)−α2ln(Kit/Kks)−α3ln(Iit/Iks) (2.2)
where Qksdenotes the output of firm k in period s; Lks, Kksand Iksdenote the labour, capital and
intermediate inputs of firm k in period s.
The empirical outputs showed an average annual TFP growth rate of 3.05% for the whole study
period and 4.22% and 5.37% for the periods of 1982-1989 and 1990-1998, respectively. However,
the limitation of Ngu (2002) and Ngu (2003a) was that one restrictive assumption of GA method is
constant returns to scale. If Ngu (2002) and Ngu (2003a) did not constrain the estimated coefficients of
α1,α2 and α3 to sum to one (i.e., if they allowed for variable returns to scale), then TFP growth would
be under- or over-estimated.
22Different ways of estimating TFP will be covered in detail in the next section.
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In 2006, the World Bank released the Vietnam Development Report 2006 that measured the firm-level
’productivity gains’ or TFP growth of Vietnamese SOEs and the private and foreign direct investment
(FDI) enterprises. The focus was placed on the enterprises in the manufacturing sector (ignoring the
enterprises in the agriculture and services sectors). In this report, the World Bank’s economists merely
interpreted the outcomes of what they called the ’Solow method’ and ’Panel data estimates’ without
mentioning the details of the applied methodology. However, by the name ’Solow method’, it can be
guessed that this method assumes a CRS Cobb-Douglas production function in the form of:
Qit = AitL
α1
it K
α2
it I
α3
it (2.3)
where Qit denotes the output of firm i in period t; Lit , Kit , and Iit denote the labour, capital and
intermediate inputs of firm i in period t; and α1, α2 and α3are parameters (estimated based on
1997 data) that sum to one. If we assume that firms are price takers in input markets, that they
minimise cost, and that input prices and quantities are strictly positive, then α1, α2 and α3are equal to
observed input cost shares. Regarding ’Panel data estimates’, the World Bank’s report may assume
that lnAit = αi+δt+ vit where vit represents a functional form error (i.e., the possibility that lnAit is
not a linear function of time t). Under this assumption, the production function can be written as:
lnQit = αi+δt+α1lnLit +α2lnKit +α3lnIit + vit (2.4)
The unknown parameters of this multiple regression model could be estimated using some kind of
panel data estimator (e.g., panel least squares).
The firm-level TFP growth of different types of enterprises in the World Bank’s Vietnam Development
Report 2006 is presented below:
Table 2.8 – TFP growth of Vietnamese enterprises (2006 World Bank Report)
Solow Method Panel Data Estimates
SOEs ≈ 4% ≈7%
Equitized SOEs ≈ 6% ≈ 9%
Private enterprises ≈ 5% ≈ 7%
FDI enterprises ≈ 8% ≈ 11%
Source: World Bank (2006)
Given its features, the methods applied in the above studies and report do not provide us with the key
components associated with the TFP growth and they maintain a very strict assumption that there is no
technical inefficiency in the production. The interpretation of the TFP growth can also be misguided
since it is impossible to separate components of aggregate TFP growth if only the GA approach is used.
Besides, the TFP growth will be under- or over-estimated due to the constraint of constant returns to
scale under the ’Solow method’.
Besides the conventional growth accounting method, there is some other quantitative research available
on the technical efficiency of Vietnamese firms in general and Vietnamese SOEs in particular which
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makes use of DEA and SFA approaches. These showed improvement over the earlier efforts of the GA
method because instead of setting parameters of the production frontier equal to input cost shares (in
the case of the GA method), DEA and SFA are based on the observed data to establish the most feasible
production frontier/surface to fit the data points (in the case of the DEA method) and to separate the
statistical noise from the technically efficient frontier (in the case of SFA).
Ngu (2003b) applied the SFA method to investigate technical inefficiency of 164 manufacturing SOEs
in 1997 and 1998. The data were taken from the outcome of the survey of about 200 SOEs in the four
main cities of Vietnam. The author found the average technical efficiency level of SOEs were 0.788
for 1997 and 0.789 for 1998. The average growth rate of technical inefficiency level in 1997-1998 was
0.3%. The technical inefficiency of SOEs among different cities, between central and local SOEs was
also compared and the author found that SOEs in Ho Chi Minh city and the central SOEs recorded a
higher level of technical efficiency than other types of SOEs. Two-stage regressions was also applied
to explore the impacts of bonus payment, share of skilled workers, location and export on the technical
efficiency level of each SOE.
Ngu’s work in 2003b was one of the first papers to study the technical efficiency of Vietnamese
manufacturing SOEs. However, the empirical outcome can only show the change in technical efficiency
which is only one component of productivity change. Moreover, the study period of two years is
inadequate for evaluating the productivity changes of SOEs overtime.
Using the firm-level data of 2,298 construction firms in Vietnam, Minh and Long (2005) applied
both DEA and SFA methods to estimate the technical efficiency of the construction industry in 2002.
The authors compared the average technical efficiency scores obtained from DEA and SFA between
construction SOEs and construction non-SOEs, and found that the figure for SOEs was 10% higher
than for the non-SOEs (65.54% versus 55.51% in DEA and 65.99% versus 55.67% in SFA). According
to Minh and Long (2005), these results showed that construction SOEs may get better access to
preferential financial resources and infrastructure than the non-SOE counterparts. The authors then
tested the impact of other factors (firm category and location) on technical efficiency of these firms by
multiple regression and found out that SOE construction firms are more efficient than non-SOEs and
the location of the firm (i.e. in Hanoi or Ho Chi Minh City) also has an impact on the efficiency scores.
The model used by Minh and Long (2005) was:
T E = α0+α1krl+α2r+α3r2+α4loc+α5dnnn+ ε
where T E is technical efficiency, αi are coefficients of the respective independent variables, krl is net
capital-labour ratio, r and r2 are revenue and squared revenue (representing the firm size), the dummy
variable loc indicates the location (1 if in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City and 0 if otherwise) and dummy
variable dnnn denotes the categories of the firm (equal to 1 if the firm is an SOE and 0 otherwise). The
coefficient of the dummy variable dnnn (equal to 1 if SOE and 0 if non-SOE) is positive and Minh and
Long (2005) concluded that firms under state ownership had better efficiency levels than the non-state
ones after controlling for other factors.
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While having made some contributions, Minh and Long (2005) also suffered some limitations since
they only analysed the efficiency of construction firms in one year (2002) and thus could not provide
an overall picture of the possible technical efficiency improvement/erosion of SOEs in various sectors
over time.
Minh and Vinh (2007) applied a DEA approach to 1000 Vietnamese industrial firms of 23 manufactur-
ing industries for the period of 2000-2003. The data were collected from the Economic Census for
Enterprises for the period of 2000-2003 by the General Statistics Office of Vietnam. The empirical
outcome showed that 96.9% of the firms were operating below their full technical efficiency. Technical
efficiency across different sectors in the economy was also measured and the collection, publication and
distribution sector had the highest level of overall technical efficiency of 66.6% and the manufacturing
of paper and paper products recorded the lowest level of 34.3%. The author also used a Tobit model
to evaluate factors affecting technical efficiency and the Lothgren and Tambour (1999) algorithm to
bootstrap the DEA estimator23. The contribution of the authors to the literature was to analyse and
compare the efficiency scores in different sectors and regions24 and apply the Tobit model to assess the
impacts of other factors on efficiency score and bootstrapping technique to estimate efficiency scores.
However, the period of three years may be relatively short for obtaining reliable results about technical
efficiency changes among Vietnamese SOEs.
More recently, Viet and Charles (2010) used the SFA method to analyse technical efficiency levels of
more than 5,000 small and medium-sized manufacturing firms in Vietnam in 2002, 2005 and 2007
and found mean efficiency levels at 84.3% (2002), 92.5% (2005) and 92.3% (2007). The authors also
modelled the impacts of external environment factors such as age of establishment, location, types of
ownership and government financial assistance on technical efficiency scores. The contribution of the
paper was the expansion of the scope of the environment factors (including firm size, location, type of
ownership, involvement in export activity, government assistance in terms of credit or premise and
land at start-up ) to evaluate the effects of those factors vis-à-vis technical efficiency of the firms. The
limitation of this study was that the time period of the dataset was not continuous and the components
of productivity change were not explored.
The SFA method was also used by Tran, Grafton and Kompas (2008) to examine the efficiency of
non-state small and medium manufacturing firms in 1996 and 2001 (608 firms in 1996 and 1500 firms
in 2001). The new point in the paper was that a translog production function was assumed (other
than Cobb-Douglas functional form) and empirical outcomes demonstrated a wide range of efficiency
scores among firms. The authors found that the average technical efficiency of small and medium-sized
23Bootstrap method is a statistical resampling method to find how data change affects the efficiency scores. As described
in Minh and Vinh (2007), the bootstrap method using the Löthgren and Tambour algorithm basically includes the following
steps: (i) Estimate the DEA model as usual to obtain (original) efficiency scores which are denoted as θˆi,i = 1,2, ...N, (ii)
keeping the output vector (Q) fixed, transformation of input vector (Xˆ = X .θˆ), (iii) resample (randomly select a subset of) n
efficiency scores from the set of θˆ to get δ∗i , i = 1,2, ...,N resampled efficiency scores, (iv) create a new dataset (called
bootstrap pseudo data) (X∗,Q∗) = ( ˆX/δ∗,Q∗), (v) solve the linear programming problem to get the estimated bootstrap
efficiency scores, (vi) repeat steps (iii), (iv) and (v) 100 times to get a set of 100 firm level estimated bootstrap efficiency
scores.
24Minh and Vinh (2007) found that the publication and distribution sectors had the highest estimated technical efficiency
and that the paper manufacturing and paper products sectors had the lowest scores of efficiency.
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enterprises was 87% in a given period and the number of firms having a high technical efficiency
level (more than 90%) had increased in 2001 compared to 1996, especially in the chemical industries.
Additionally, Tran, Grafton and Kompas (2008) also took into account the effects of a number of
environmental factors such as family labour, metropolitan location and government support in the
mean efficiency levels of the firms.
Using both SFA and DEA methods, Minh, Long and Thang (2007) found the average technical
efficiency of more than 1,492 Vietnamese small and medium-sized firms to be about 50% and 40%,
respectively. Under SFA, a translog production function was assumed (confirmed by generalized
log-likelihood ratio hypothesis test) and the parameters of the production function were estimated
by maximum likelihood method. Efficiency scores were then regressed upon some environmental
and dummy variables of firm age, sub-industries and ownership types to find the relationship among
efficiency scores and these external factors. Under DEA, the efficiency scores were measured by
solving the linear programming problem25. Minh, Long and Thang (2007) also explored and found a
negative and statistically significant correlation between firms’ profit and their location.
Tran, Grafton and Kompas (2009) developed an indexing decomposition method called the error index
decomposition method (EIDM) using the value-added TFP measurement in the sample of around
1000 industrial firms in Vietnam from 1996 to 2001. The value-added of different firms has been
decomposed into different contributing factors, including productivity, labour, capital and price. The
empirical outcomes revealed that there was a significant contribution of TFP to the value-added of firms
and the big firms were likely to use capital more efficiently than the small firms. Again, using EIDM
can help to decompose effects of other factors to the value added of the firms but not the components
of the technical efficiency.
In the extant literature, the cross-cutting unsatisfactory feature was that the authors could not measure
components which determine productivity changes and therefore could not identify the proper ways to
improve productivity in practice.
The literature of SOE productivity growth in other countries (rather than Vietnam) has also provided
a variety of research within the context of SOE operations. There are some published studies which
explored China’s SOE reforms26 which began from a very early stage (e.g.Byrd (1983), Kuan et al.
(1988), Dollar (1990), Groves et al. (1994), Jefferson and Rawski (1994), Jefferson, Rawski and Zheng
(1992), Woo et al. (1993), Bai, Li and Wang (1997), Zheng, Liu and Bigsten (1998), Liu and Liu
(1996), Kong, Marks and Wan (1999), Shiu (2002). These studies in the Chinese context where SOE
reforms took place earlier than in Vietnam, can provide a benchmark and references for analysis of
SOE productivity in Vietnam. Generally, the studies on the productivity of Chinese SOEs followed the
conventional methodologies of GA, DEA and SFA. For example, Jefferson and Xu (1994) estimated
the nominal TFP growth rate (TFP measured at current price) of Chinese SOEs at 3.2%, 2.6% and
2.1% in 1980, 1985 and 1989, respectively. They also found empirical evidence of convergence in
25Detailed discussion of different theoretical approaches to estimating productivity and efficiency can be found in the
Methodology Chapter.
26Please refer to Li and Putterman (2008) for a detailed review of two principal phases in China’s SOE reforms: the
1980s and from the 1990s until now.
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SOE efficiency (reflected by a decline in nominal TFP over time) during the period of 1980-1989 using
the panel data of 226 Chinese SOEs. In detail, the authors found that return to labour, capital and
materials relatively converged among large and medium-sized SOEs. A coefficient of the variation
equalled ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of marginal revenue product was constructed to
measure dispersion of factors across time, at both aggregate and industry levels. Before that, the same
convergence was also discovered by Dollar (1990) in efficiency of labour and capital under a smaller
sample of 20 enterprises. In an effort to provide counter-arguments and examples for the conception
that TFP growth rate is the ’bottom line’ measure to assess the performance of SOEs and SOEs
maximize profit at all times, Bai, Li and Wang (1997) used a model to show that higher productivity
may lead to lower economic efficiency and greater allocative distortion if profit maximization is not
the utmost objective of the firm. The authors modelled the maximum profit at the given output Q as
the subtraction between output value Q and a function of minimum input value. Bai, Li and Wang
(1997) proved that since the function of minimum input value is strictly convex, it is more costly to
produce the next unit of output. Bai et al. (2000) and Bai, Lu and Tao (2006) established a multi-task
theory of SOE reform where the SOEs would have multi-tasks of production and provision of social
welfare. This was based on the assumptions that there would be no independent agency providing a
social safety net in the transition economy and the government would rely on SOEs to do this task in
the transition period.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Productivity and efficiency have been recognized as an engine for economic growth for a long time by
policy makers and researchers. To investigate the different aspects of productivity, there are quite a
number of productivity measurement techniques, and from among those, the index number method is
one of the most widely-applied. A vast literature on index number has tried to decompose the index into
different components across sectors. This section reviews the key development of the index number
method, TFP index number, and the decomposition of the TFP index number. Lastly, I argue, using an
illustrative example, that the Geometric-Young TFP index of O’Donnell (2012c) and O’Donnell (2016)
is a suitable TFP index number for estimating the productivity of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs.
3.1 Technologies and Metatechnologies
Technology is defined as “a technique, method or system for transforming inputs into outputs”
(O’Donnell, 2016, p. 328). O’Donnell (2016) on page 330, defined “the set of all technologies
that exist in any given period” as a metatechnology. Let q ∈ RN+, x ∈ RM+and z ∈ RJ+denote vectors
of outputs, inputs and environmental variables respectively. The set of output-input combinations
possible using the period-t metatechnology in a production environment characterized by z is de-
fined as T t(z)≡{(x,q) : x can produce q in period t in environment z}. The set of outputs produced
using inputs x and the period t metatechnology in an environment characterized by z is defined as
Pt(x,z)≡ {q : (x,q) ∈ T t(z)}. To ensure the relevance of the metatechnology, O’Donnell (2016) set
up the following assumptions:
T1: (x,0) ∈ T t(z) for any x ∈ RM+ (inactivity);
T2: Pt(x,z)≡ {q : (x,q) ∈ T t(z)} is bounded for all x ∈ RM+ ;
T3: q≥ 0⇒ (0,q) /∈ T t(z) (weak essentiality; no free lunch);
T4: (x,q) ∈ T t(z) and 0≤ λ≤ 1⇒ (x,λq) ∈ T t(z) (outputs weakly disposable);
T5: (x,q) ∈ T t(z) and λ≥ 1⇒ (λx,q) ∈ T t(z) (inputs weakly disposable);
T6: Pt(x,z) is closed for all x ∈ RM+ ; and
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T7: Lt(q,z)≡ {x : (x,q) ∈ T t(z)} is closed for all q ∈ RN+.
When T1-T7 are met, T t(z) is said to be regular (O’Donnell, 2016, p. 330) and can be represented by
(Shephard, 1953) output and input distance functions 1 in the form DtO(x,q,z) = in f{ρ> 0 : (x,q/ρ) ∈
T t(z)} and DtI(x,q,z) = sup{δ> 0 : (x/δ,q) ∈ T t(z)} respectively. Then the output (input) distance
function is non-negative (NN), nondecreasing (ND) and homogeneous of degree one (HD1) in outputs
(inputs).
3.2 Index Numbers
3.2.1 Index Number
An index number is one of the most frequently-used economic tools for measuring level changes of
economic variable. It measures changes in a representative group of observed data points compared
with a standard or base value. Index numbers are compiled and published across various areas such as
prices, productivity, employment and security markets. There are different types of index numbers
which are categorized according to some criteria or “axioms” (Fisher, 1922), as cited in Balk (1995)
and therefore each index will be suitable for a specific purpose.
A quantity index is the index comparing two sets of quantities. Quantity indexes are widely applied in
economics research. Some commonly-used quantity index numbers can be named such as Laspeyres,
Paasche, Fisher and Törnqvist indices. In the context of productivity analysis, the index number
method plays an important role in estimating changes in Total Factor of Productivity (TFP).
A quantity index will normally satisfy a certain number of properties (axioms). Fisher (1922) proposed
some meaningful axioms to find the best-suited formula to construct an index number such as mono-
tonicity, linear homogeneity, homogeneity of degree 0, commensurability of dimensional invariance,
time-reversal, and proportionality.
Let QIst denotes the quantity index that compares vector qs with vector qt , using qs as the reference
vector where qs denotes output in period s and qt denotes output in period t. The following 3 axioms
play an important role in choosing what quantity index can be applied in a certain context of productivity
analysis:
Axiom 1: Identity: Quantity index relative to one period (period t) is equal to 1 or
QItt = 1 (3.1)
Axiom 2: Transitivity: For any three periods, s, t and r, this axiom requires that
1It is noteworthy that Shephard, Gale and Kuhn (1970) did not mention multiple technology or the inclusion of
environmental factors in the distance function.
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QIst = QIsr×QIrt (3.2)
This means that a direct comparison between period s and t yields the same index as an indirect
comparison through period r.
Axiom 3: Circularity: The quantity index relative to one period (period t) is equal to the product of the
quantity index for period s relative to period r and for period r relative to period k and for period k
relative to period t, i.e.
QItt = QIsr×QIrk×QIkt (3.3)
All of these 3 axioms are equally important and are not independent of each other. All of them are
satisfied if and only if any 2 of them are satisfied. All of them play a very important role in making
an accurate comparison among index numbers within different periods of time. For example, if a
state-owned power plant A produced an output twice as large as state-owned power plant B and B
produced an output twice as large as C, the transitivity axiom is satisfied if and only if the output of A
is 4 times as large as C.
It is noticeable that not all of the indices satisfy all of the above properties. Only an index that satisfies
the above 3 axioms can become a proper index for application in practice. By reviewing which
axioms are satisfied by each index, one can determine which index is the most suitable for empirical
application.
3.2.2 TFP Index Numbers
Total Factor Productivity (TFP)
The TFP of a single output and single input firm is simply defined as the output-input ratio.
Let xit = (x1it , ...,xKit)′ and qit = (q1it , ...,qJit) denote input and output quantity vectors of firm i in
period t then O’Donnell (2012b) defined the TFP of firm i in period t in the case of more than one
input and more than one output as:
T FPit ≡ QitXit (3.4)
where Qit ≡Q(qit) denotes aggregate output and Xit ≡ X(xit) denotes aggregate input. The distinguish-
ing feature of the definition of TFP of O’Donnell (2012b) is that Q(.) and X(.) are non-negative (NN),
non-decreasing (ND) and linearly-homogenous (HD1) aggregator functions2.
2Ideally, TFP is constructed using all inputs in the production process; however, in fact, it is often hard to collect the
data of all inputs for the TFP measurement. That is why some might prefer to use the term ’Multi-Factor Productivity’
instead of TFP.
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TFP index
A TFP index can serve as an effective instrument to measure TFP growth, which one might be interested
in as the driving force of the firm’s output growth.
In a further development, the definition of TFP by O’Donnell (2012a) in Equation 3.4 opens the
possibility of constructing a TFP index as the ratio of an output quantity index to an input quantity
index. The TFP index comparing the TFP of firm i in period t with the TFP of firm k in period s is
given by:
T FPIks,it ≡ T FPitT FPks ≡
Qit/Xit
Qks/Xks
≡ QIks,it
XIks,it
(3.5)
O’Donnell (2012a) defined TFP indexes as those that can be written in the form of aggregate quantities
like Equation 3.5, and where the aggregator functions satisfy certain regularity properties (i.e. non-
negative, non-decreasing and linearly homogenous) as multiplicatively-complete3.
The class of multiplicatively-complete TFP indexes includes Laspayres, Paasche, Fisher and Hicks-
Moorsteen TFP indices, but not the Malmquist TFP indexes of Caves, Christensen and Diewert
(1982).
- Laspeyres TFP index
T FPILks,it =
p′ksqit
p′ksqks
w′ksxks
w′ksxit
(3.6)
- Paasche TFP index
T FPIPks,it =
p′itqit
p′itqks
w′itxks
w′itxit
(3.7)
- Fisher TFP index
T FPIFks,it =
(
p′itqit
p′itqks
p′ksqit
p′ksqks
w′ksxks
w′ksxit
w′itxks
w′itxit
)1/2
(3.8)
- Hicks-Moorsteen TFP index (O’Donnell, 2012a, p.258)
T FPIHMks,it =
(
DsO(xks,qit)
DsO(xks,qks)
DtO(xit ,qit)
DtO(xit ,qks)
DsI(xks,qks)
DsI(xit ,qks)
DtI(xks,qit)
DtI(xit ,qit)
)1/2
(3.9)
- Input and output-based Malmquist TFP indexes of Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982) (listed in
O’Donnell, 2012a, p.258) which are not multiplicatively-complete:
3The formal definition of ’multiplicatively-completeness’ can be found in O’Donnell (2012a), p. 257 as “Let
T FPI(xt,,qt ,xs,qs) denote an index number that compares T FP in period s with T FP in period t using period s as
a base. T FPI(xt,,qt ,xs,qs) is multiplicatively complete if and only if it can be expressed in the form T FPI(xt,,qt ,xs,qs) =
[Q(qt)/X(xt)]/[Q(qs)/X(xs)] where Q(.) and X(.) are non-negative, non-decreasing, and linearly-homogenous scalar
functions.”
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T FPIIMks,it =
DtI(xks,qks)
DtI(xks,qks)
DsI(xks,qks)
DsI(xit ,qit)
(3.10)
T FPIOMks,it =
DtO(xit ,qit)
DtO(xks,qks)
DsO(xit ,qit)
DsO(xks,qks)
(3.11)
where wit = (w1it , ...,wKit)′ and pit = (p1it , ..., pJit)′are vectors of input and output prices, s and t
denote reference and current time periods, respectively; qks and xks denote input and output quantity
vectors of firm k in period s (reference period).
The decomposition of TFP indexes
A TFP index can be decomposed into a number of different meaningful measures of productivity and
efficiency change.
In the literature, much effort has been exerted in measuring different components of total factor of
productivity. Most of these measures focused on decomposing TFP indexes into technical change,
technical efficiency and allocative efficiency (e.g. Coelli and Rao (2005), Fried, Lovell and Schmidt
(2008), Färe et al. (1994), Ray and Desli (1997) and Balk (2001)). However, these decompositions are
not exhaustive in that they are limited to only technical change, technical efficiency, scale and allocative
efficiency changes. Some other researchers such as Ray and Mukherjee (1996) and Kuosmanen and
Sipiläinen (2009) tried to decompose TFP change into conventional components, ’scale economies
due to output change’ and ’price effects’. Most of these methods did not provide a thorough and
adequate economic interpretation of TFP components and still required price information (especially
in computing allocative efficiency). In practice, the price of goods is not always available or might
be distorted due to market failure. The most popular decomposition of a TFP Index was developed
by Fare et al. (1989) for the Malmquist index of Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982), which
can be decomposed into efficiency change and technical change. Efficiency change can be further
decomposed into technical efficiency change and scale efficiency change, given the constant return
to scale representation of the technology. However, O’Donnell (2012a) showed that the Malmquist
index by Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982) is not multiplicatively− complete4. Therefore, the
Malmquist index by Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982) cannot be decomposed into reliable
components of technical change (i.e. the movement of the production frontier), technical efficiency
change (i.e. the movement of a given point representing the observed combination of inputs and
outputs to catch-up the production frontier), scale efficiency change (measuring the movement on the
production frontier) and mix efficiency change (changing the proportion of inputs while holding the
output level fixed)5.
4Because of the manner of its construction, the Malmquist index is not built from input and output aggregator functions
consistent with axioms from index number theory (please refer to detailed discussion on the relevant axioms above).
5Detailed description of this decomposition can be found in Figure 3.1.
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O’Donnell (2012a) and O’Donnell (2016) proposed a comprehensive methodology for exhaustively
decomposing TFP measures in an aggregate-input and aggregate-output framework. This framework is
consistent with all common economic theory properties and provides a reliable decomposition of TFP
change into environmental and technical change, technical efficiency change and scale-mix efficiency
change. The new and unique concepts defined by O’Donnell (2012a) and O’Donnell (2016) are
environmental efficiency and scale-mix efficiency. Environmental efficiency can be simply understood
as the productivity improvement due to changes in the environmental variables; and scale-mix efficiency
is obtained by the changes in input and output mix and quantity. These concepts are associated with
economy of scale and scope, where all constraints on input and output level and mix are relaxed (for
example material-to-labour or capital-to-labour ratios or the level of labour to produce one unit of
output). O’Donnell (2012a) also pointed out a class of proper TFP indices for reliable decomposition
including the Färe-Primont, Löwe and Geometric-Young TFP indices.
3.3 Efficiency Measures
O’Donnell (2012b) and O’Donnell (2016) described a series of efficiency measures and decomposed
TFP efficiency, or in other words, the distance from where the firm is to the frontier, on the frontier and
the movement of the frontier. The main efficiency measures include the following:
3.3.1 Output-oriented TFP Efficiency
TFP efficiency (TFPE) is the most overall measure of a firm’s productivity performance and the primary
interest of policy-makers.
Figure 3.1 depicts efficiency measures for a multiple-input multiple-output firm. Point A represents
output-input combination (xit ,qit) of firm i in period t. With the general assumption that the production
technology exhibits variable returns to scale (VRS), the curve connecting C and D represents the
frontier of a mix-restricted production possibilities set. This means that this frontier represents only
firm A or any other firms with the same input mix and output mix. The curve passing through point
E (F1(xit ,zit)) is an unrestricted production possibilities set when all mix restrictions are relaxed.
The curve passing through point G (F2(xit ,z∗)) is an unrestricted production possibilities set in the
optimum environment z∗. Visually, the TFP of the firm at point A in period t can be measured by the
slope of the ray connecting the origin to point A or T FPit = QitXit =slope 0A.
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Figure 3.1 – Output-oriented efficiency measures for a multiple-input multiple-output firm
Source: O’Donnell (2016)
As presented in Figure 3.1, T FPEit of a firm i in period t is represented by the movement from the
observed TFP (T FPit , point A) to the maximum TFP possible (T FP∗it , point E) using the available
technology in the firm’s production environment. Mathematically, T FPE is defined as:
T FPEit =
Qit/Xit
Q∗it/X∗it
=
T FPit
T FP∗it
≤ 1 (3.12)
where Q∗it = Q(q∗it) and X∗it = X(x∗it) are aggregates of (q∗it ,x∗it) = argmaxx>0,q>0{Q(q)/X(x) : (x,q) ∈
T t}.
3.3.2 Output-oriented Environmental Efficiency
Output-oriented environmental efficiency (OEE) measures the ratio between the maximum TFP that is
possible using the period-t metatechnology in a specific production environment and the maximum
TFP that is possible using the period-t metatechnology in any environment (O’Donnell (2016)). Output-
oriented environmental efficiency (OEEit) of a firm i in period t is a new measure in the literature and
is defined by O’Donnell (2016), on page 331 as:
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OEEit ≡ T FP
∗
it
T FP∗t
(3.13)
where T FP∗it denotes the maximum T FP that is possible using the period-t metatechnology in a
production environment characterised by zit (i.e., the maximum T FP that can be achieved by firm
i in period t), T FP∗t denotes the maximum T FP that is possible using the period-t metatechnology
(i.e., the maximum TFP that is possible in period t). OEEit is depicted in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.1,
the maximum T FP that can be achieved by firm i in period t is T FP∗it = Q∗it/X∗it =slope of the ray
OE. The maximum of the T FP that is possible in period t is T FP∗t = Q∗t /X∗t =slope of the ray OG.
Thus, OEE of firm i in period t is OEEit =(slope OE)/(slope OG). The firm is said to be operating in
a productive environment if and only if OEEit = 1.
3.3.3 Output-oriented Technical Efficiency
Output-oriented technical efficiency (OTE) is equal to the ratio of observed TFP and the maximum
TFP possible when inputs and the outputs mix are fixed (O’Donnell, 2016). Output-oriented technical
efficiency (OT Eit) of firm i in time t is defined in terms of aggregate outputs as:
OT Eit =
Qit/Xit
Q¯it/Xit
=
Qit
Q¯it
= DtO(xit ,qit ,zit)5 1 (3.14)
where Qit denotes aggregate output, Q¯it denotes maximum aggregate output possible when using input
xit to produce output qit . The value of OT Eit is between 0 and 1 or 05 OT Eit 5 1.
Output-oriented technical efficiency is measured by the vertical distance from point A to point C in
Figure 3.1 or is equal to the ratio of TFP at point A (observed TFP) to TFP at point C (maximum TFP
possible with the mixed combination of inputs and outputs) or OT Eit =Slope0A/Slope0C.
The firm is technically efficient if OT Eit = 1.
3.3.4 Output-oriented Scale-mix Efficiency
Output-oriented scale-mix efficiency (OSME) measures the ratio of TFP at a technical efficient point
and TFP at the point of maximum productivity when all the constraints on outputs and inputs are
relaxed (O’Donnell, 2016). Output-oriented scale-mix efficiency (OSMEit) of firm i in time t is
mathematically defined as (e.g., O’Donnell, 2016, p.331):
OSMEit =
FEit
OT Eit
(3.15)
where FEit is a new measure of firm efficiency and is defined by O’Donnell (2016) as FEit ≡
T FPEit/EEit = T FPit/T FP∗it . This concept is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In this figure, firm efficiency
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of firm i in period t is FEit =(slope OA)/(slope OE). The firm is said to be firm efficient if and only if
FEit = 1.
OSMEit is depicted in Figure 3.1 and it measures the TFP ratio of the output-oriented technical efficient
point (point C) and the point of maximum productivity (point E) where all the constraints on output
level and output mix are relaxed or OSMEit =(slope OC)/(slope OE). The firm is said to be fully
scale-mix efficient if OSMEit = 1. OSMEit is a new efficiency measure defined by O’Donnell (2016).
3.3.5 Statistical Noise
Statistical noise (SN) captures all statistical uncertainty such as measurement errors after all the
efficiency measures have been accounted for in the econometric model.
Definitions of output-oriented environmental efficiency, output-oriented technical efficiency, output-
oriented scale-mix efficiency as presented in previous sections, provided for the further decomposition
of T FPE as products of other efficiency measures. For example, T FPE of firm i in period t can be
decomposed as
T FPEit = OEEit×OT Eit×OSMEit×SNIit (3.16)
or
T FPit
T FP∗t
= OEEit×OT Eit×OSMEit×SNIit (3.17)
or
T FPit = T FP∗t ×OEEit×OT Eit×OSMEit×SNIit (3.18)
This decomposition of T FPit opens the possibility for the decomposition of TFP indexes in the next
section.
The decomposition of multiplicatively complete TFP indexes
The focus of many researchers is possibly not only to measure the productivity of the firms but more
importantly to measure the change in productivity. The change in TFP of different firm over different
periods is measured by the TFP index. O’Donnell (2012b) defined the index that compares the TFP of
firm i in period t with the TFP of firm k in period s as
T FPIks,it ≡ T FPitT FPks (3.19)
O’Donnell (2012a) proved that multiplicatively complete TFP indexes as in Equation 3.4 can be
decomposed into various measures of efficiency change. For example, the T FP index comparing the
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T FP of firm i in period t with the T FP of firm k in period s can also be further decomposed as:
T FPIks,it =
(
T FP∗t
T FP∗s
)
×
(
OEEit
OEEks
)
×
(
OT Eit
OT Eks
)
×
(
OSMEit
OSMEks
)
×
(
SNit
SNks
)
(3.20)
= OEIks,it×OT EIks,it×OSMEIks,it×SNIks,it (3.21)
where OEIst = (T FP∗t /T FP∗s )× (OEEit/OEEks) is an output-oriented environmental and technol-
ogy index, OT EIksit ≡ OT Eit/OT Eksis an output-oriented technical efficiency index, OSMEIks,it ≡
OSMEit/OSMEks is an output-oriented scale-mix efficiency index and SNIks,it ≡ SNit/SNks is a statis-
tical noise index.
Choosing a proper TFP index number
One of the important decisions that the researcher has to make is to choose a proper T FP index number
which is suitable for the empirical and research context. Different T FP indexes lead to different
answers and there is a problem of choice in selecting a proper T FP index to be used in a certain
practical application. In the context of productivity measurement and analysis, there is a need to
compare the TFP of one year with that of the previous year, and to compare the TFP of different firms,
and then combine annual changes in productivity in order to measure the changes among different
firms over a given period. This requires that the selected index must satisfy the transitivity axiom.
Some popular indexes such as Laspayres index, Paasche index, Fisher index, Törnqvist index and
Hicks-Moorsteen index, do not satisfy the transitivity axiom (Coelli et al., 2005, p. 96) and therefore
cannot be used for making comparisons across both space and time.
In empirical works, there is also an interest in proper TFP indexes that can be decomposed into
meaningful components indicating different measures of efficiency changes.
Within the context of this thesis where the Decision Making Unit (DMU) is Vietnamese manufacturing
SOEs, the O’Donnell (2015) approach is taken to select the best-suited index for measuring the TFP
index growth of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. This is because this approach allows for the selection
of an appropriate index number formula that gives precise comparisons of TFP growth over time.
Moreover, one of the characteristics of SOEs is that profit maximization is possibly not the ultimate
goal of the SOE managers in certain circumstances (this point and other features of manufacturing
SOEs has been discussed in more detail in Chapter 2 (Background and Literature Review)) and there is,
therefore, no assumption of perfect competition when researching into manufacturing SOE productivity
and efficiency.
Recently, O’Donnell (2015) developed a relatively new TFP index, the Geometric-Young TFP Index,
which is given by
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T FPIGYks,it =
∏Nn=1
(
qnit
qnks
)rn
∏Mm=1
(
xmit
xmks
)sm (3.22)
where qnit and qnks are n-th output quantity of firm i in period t and firm k in period s, respectively; xmit
and xmks are m-th intput quantities of firm i in period t and firm k in period s, respectively; i = 1,2, ..., I
is the number of firms; n = 1,2, ...,N is the number of outputs; m = 1,2, ...,M is the number of inputs;
rnit = pitqit/∑Nn=1 pitqit is revenue share of output n−th of firm i at time t; smit = witxit/∑Mm=1 witxit is
the cost share of input m−th of firm i at time t; r¯n = ∑Ii=1∑Tt=1 rnit/(IT ) is the n−th sample average
revenue share and s¯m = ∑Ii=1∑
T
t=1 smit/(IT ) is the m−th sample average input cost share. I and T are
numbers of firms and time periods. The calculation of r¯n and s¯m requires the averaging of revenue
share and input cost share over both I and T .
The advantage of the Geometric-Young TFP index is that it satisfies all three important axioms which
are transitivity, circularity and identity. Therefore, the Geometric-Young TFP index can be used to
make accurate productivity comparisons between different economic quantity interests over time6.
In this thesis, the theoretical framework of O’Donnell (2011),O’Donnell (2012a), O’Donnell (2014b),
O’Donnell (2016) and the Geometric-Young TFP index are applied to measure productivity of Viet-
namese manufacturing SOEs. This methodology and index are proper since they are useful not only in
examining productivity and efficiency changes over time, but also in allowing for further decompos-
ing productivity change into meaningful and associated components of environmental and technical
change, output-oriented technical efficiency change and output-oriented scale-mix efficiency change.
The decomposition will provide a deeper understanding of the driving forces behind the possible
productivity improvement/erosion of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs.
The following table presents a specific example of eight observations and different results of the
commonly-used Fisher (F), chained Fisher (CF)7, EKS (F), Törnqvist (T), chained Törnqvist (CT) and
Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982) (CCD) index numbers and the new Geometric-Young (GY)
index number.
Table 3.1 – An illustrative example to compare measurement error of Geometric-Young index number and
some other commonly-used index numbers
Obs q1 q2 True GY F CF EKS (F) T CT CCD GY Error F Error CF Error EKS Error T Error CT
Error
CCD
Error
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 2 5 A 3.211 3.516 3.516 3.307 3.554 3.554 3.328 0
3 6 4 B 4.866 4.733 5.162 4.899 4.736 5.194 4.914 0
4 3 3 3 3 3 3.272 3 3 3.289 3 0 0.272 0.289
5 3 2 0.5B 2.433 2.388 2.605 2.475 2.390 2.621 2.484 0 0.022 0.024 0.025 0.022 0.024 0.027
6 2 5 A 3.211 3.317 3.190 3.140 3.343 3.186 3.147 0 -0.200 -0.326 -0.167 -0.211 -0.368 -0.182
7 6 4 B 4.866 4.761 5.159 4.931 4.765 5.187 4.949 0 0.028 -0.003 0.032 0.028 -0.007 0.035
8 1 1 1 1 1 1.014 1.011 1 1.018 1.013 0 0.014 0.011 0.018 0.013
6Other commonly-used indexes that do not satisfy the transitivity axiom include the Laspayres, Paasche, Fisher and
Törnqvist indexes (O’Donnell (2012b))
7Obtained by using TFPIP 1.0.
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The formula for these quantity index numbers is as follows:
- The Törnqvist quantity index is a very popular index to measure changes in output (or input) quantities
over two different time periods s and t. It is a weighted geometric average of the relative quantity, with
weights given by the simple average of the value shares in periods s and t. For example, the Törnqvist
output quantity index is given by:
QTks,it =
N
∏
n=1
[
qnks
qnit
] rnis+rnit
2
(3.23)
where qnit and qnks are n-th output quantity of firm i in period t and firm k in period s, respectively;
rnis = pnisqnis/∑Nn=1 pnisqnis is the value share of n−th output quantity of firm i in period s; pnit and
pnis are prices of n−th output quantity of firm i in period t and period s, respectively. The Törnqvist
quantity index is applied widely in the literature but it only possesses identity axiom, not transitivity
axiom. - The Fisher quantity index (QFst) compares the quantity of period t with period s as the
geometric mean of the Laspeyres quantity index (QLst) and Paasche quantity index (Q
P
st):
QFst =
√
QLst×QPst (3.24)
- The Chained Fisher quantity index is the Fisher quantity index computed on a cumulative basis.
- The EKS index is obtained by applying the geometric averaging procedure of Elteto and Koves (1964)
and Szulc (1964) to Fisher binary indices.
- The chained Törnqvist quantity index is the Törnqvist quantity index computed on a cumulative basis.
- The CCD index is obtained by applying the geometric averaging procedure to the Törnqvist binary
index.
In Table 3.1, q1 and q2 are output quantities of period 1 (base period) and period 2 (current period).
Column ’True’ specifies the correct values of the index number, given the available outputs. For
example, index numbers of Observations 1 and 8 must equal 1, since q1 = q2 = 1. The index numbers
of Observation 2 and 6 must be equal to each other (=A) since the output quantities are the same
over 2 periods. Similarly, the index number of Observations 3 and 7 must be the same, and the index
number of Observation 5 is one half of that of Observation 3.
The last seven columns show the difference between the various types of available index numbers
and the corresponding values in the ’True’ column. In the ’True’ column, there are true values of
the quantity indexes that can be computed by hand using the values of q1 and q2. For example, if
q1 = q2 = 1, the true quantity index should be equal to 1. If, for the values of q1 = 6 and q2 = 4, the
quantity index is B, then the true quantity index for q1 = 3 and q2 = 2 should be 0.5B. After using the
same data of q1 and q2 to compute different types of commonly-used index numbers, the Geometric
Young index number is the only one that has no errors (= 0) in all 8 observations and can be used as a
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proper index number in practical applications. The other index numbers have measurement errors and
therefore are not sufficiently reliable for comparison overtime8.
This section introduced the definition of efficiency measures (TFPE, OEE, OTE and OSME) which
will be used for analyzing productivity and efficiency performance of Vietnamese manufacturing
SOEs in later parts of this thesis. Aside from that, this section also justifies the decision to select the
Geometric-Young TFP index as a proper TFP index in the context of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs.
An illustrative comparison of measurement error between Geometric-Young index number and other
commonly-used index numbers proves the reliability of the chosen TFP index in empirical works.
3.4 Stochastic Frontier Analysis
An SFA framework is preferred to a DEA model as a large dataset of manufacturing SOEs is likely
to be subject to many errors of measurement and this can only be accounted for by SFA. To deal
with the random noise, the SFA technique includes a random error term in the analysis. Possibly the
earliest study on SFA in the literature (e.g. Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen and van
Den Broeck (1977) is on estimating a Cobb-Douglas production frontier in the form:
lnqit = β0+β1lnxit + vit−uit
qit = exp(β0+β1lnxit + vit−uit)
or
qit = exp(β0+β1lnxit)+ exp(vit)+ exp(−uit)
where qit denotes the output of the i−th firm in period t, xit denotes the input of i-th firm in period t, β
is the vector of unobserved parameters, exp(−uit) is a non-negative element representing technical
efficiency (uit =−lnDtO(xit)). In this specification, qit is bounded by the frontier output exp(β1lnxit +
vit) and all the deviations from the frontier are considered to be the outcome of technical inefficiency.
The inclusion of the stochastic term vit means that frontier output is stochastic, which is why this field
is referred to as stochastic frontier analysis.
Taking into account the functional form of the deterministic part x′itβ and the distributional forms of
the error terms, we can use the maximum likelihood method to estimate the unknown parameters of
the frontier (Coelli et al., 2005). Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) developed a Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) procedure for the production frontier and rewrote right above equations in the form
of:
yit = x′itβ+ εit (3.25)
8This is because Törnqvist, Fisher and CCD index numbers do not satisfy the transitivity axiom. The EKS index number
is transitive but it violates the identity axiom.
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where εit = vit−uit is the composite error term.
It is commonly assumed that vit and uit are independently and identically distributed random vari-
ables and parameterise the log-likelihood function under additional distributional assumptions of the
inefficiency effect, uit , as a half-normal random variable.
O’Donnell (2012d) developed a new model in case of only one output and the compact output set as:
lnDO(xit ,qit ,zit) =lnqit+lnDO(xit ,1,zit)
where yit ≡lnqit , zit denotes environmental variables of firm i in period t.
Let us assume that lnDO(xit ,1,zit) is a linear function and that there are some unobserved inputs xit
and environmental variable zit . Then the basic model can take another form:
yit = x′itβ+ zitγ+ vit−uit (3.26)
Some common assumptions for vt and ut (e.g. O’Donnell (2012d)) are:
SFA1: E(vit) = 0 for all t (statistical noise on mean of errors is equal to zero given any values of
independent variables)
SFA2: V (vit) = E(v2it) = σ2v for all t (or homoscedasticity property, the error has the same variance
given any values of explanatory variables)
SFA3: E(vitvih) = 0 if t 6= h (there is no correlation among the error terms or the error terms are
independent and identically distributed)
SFA4: E(vitxit) = 0 for all t (no correlation between the error terms and the regressors). This
assumption also applies to environmental variable zit (no correlation between the error terms and the
zit)
SFA5: E(vituit) = 0 (vit and uit are independently distributed. This is a simplifying but restrictive
condition)
SFA6: E(uit) = µ= 0 for all t (mean of technical efficiency factor must be greater than or equal to 0)
SFA7: V (uit) = E(u2it)−µ2 ∝ σ2u for all t (variance is proportional to σ2u)
SFA8: E(uituih) = 0 if t 6= h
SFA9: E(uitxit) = 0 for all t
where SFA1-SFA4 are the assumptions for the classical linear regression model to ensure the unbi-
asedness of OLS estimation of parameters for the production frontier. With these assumptions, we can
consistently estimate the parameters of the production frontier (Coelli et al., 2005).
The most important assumption of the SFA approach and possibly one of its advantages over the
DEA approach is that it allows for the possibility of assuming that one or more inputs, outputs or
environmental variables are unobserved and/or measured with error. Besides, the SFA approach is
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always undertaken with an arbitrary functional form of the frontier (e.g., translog) to approximate the
unknown true production function9. Based on the selected functional form, econometric techniques will
then be used efficiently to better estimate the unobserved parameters of the production frontier. Given
the characteristics of SFA, the empirical implementation of this method may become computationally
complex. SFA is suitable for a dataset with a large number of observations and all errors can be taken
into account to have consistent results. To deal with the large number of observations in the context of
this thesis, SFA can be considered as an appropriate method to measure productivity and efficiency
performance of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs.
Decomposing of TFP change of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs
Decomposing TFP indexes requires the estimation of a functional representation of the metatechnology.
If a deterministic frontier is assumed for the functional form of the metatechnology, two of the
following important assumptions must be met (O’Donnell, 2015).
(1) All inputs, outputs and environmental variables are observed and measured without error; and
(2) The functional form of the metatechnology is known
These two assumptions are hardly true in the case of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. Therefore, SFA
is chosen to relax these two assumptions and to estimate the unknown functional relationship of the
metatechnology.
In the case of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs, the relationship between variables in the production
process can be represented by a Cobb-Douglas function in the following form:
lnqit =
J
∑
j=1
α jS jit +
J
∑
j=1
γ jS jitt+
M
∑
m=0
βmlnxmit + vit−uit (3.27)
or
lnqit =
J
∑
j=1
α jS jit +
J
∑
j=1
γ jS jitt+
M
∑
m=0
βmlnxmit + εit (3.28)
where t = 1,2, ...,10 is number of time periods and is equal to 10; J is the number of sectors and
ranges from 1 to 24; S jitdenotes the sectoral dummy variable and is equal to 1 if firm i is in sector j
and is equal to 0 if otherwise (the detailed list of sectors can be referred to in Table 4.1). The inclusion
of sectoral dummy variables and the product of sectoral dummy variables with time accounts for the
change in the production environment (environmental change) with respect to each sector and the
technical change over time. vit and uit represents statistical noise and output technical efficiency in
period t, respectively and εit = vit−uit .
The choice of the Cobb-Douglas functional form can be justified by one of the important assumptions
in the thesis, which is that inputs are strongly disposable. Under this assumption, output elasticities
9This is a strength of SFA because with an arbitrary functional form, the estimated efficiency scores will be subject to
certain statistical properties and thus the validity of efficiency scores can be statistically tested.
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will be nonnegative for all nonnegative input vectors. In this case, the production function cannot be a
translog function. This is because if the production function is a translog function, then there exists
a nonnegative input vector where at least one output elasticity will be negative. Thus, the usage of
translog function will result in the introduction of a functional form error into the analysis. If inputs
are strongly disposable, then a Cobb-Douglas function is theoretically plausible.
If the output-oriented distance meta-function is written in the form of Equation 3.27, the Geometric-
Young TFP index in the case of one output can be decomposed as
T FPIGYks,it =
[
exp(∑Jj=1α jS jit +∑
J
j=0 γ jS jitt)
exp(∑Jj=1α jS jks+∑
J
j=0 γ jS jkst)
][
exp(−uit)
exp(−uks)
] M
∏
m=1
(
xmit
xmks
)βm−s¯m [ exp(vit)
exp(vks)
]
(3.29)
where
[
exp(∑Jj=1α jS jit+∑
J
j=0 γ jS jit t)
exp(∑Jj=1α jS jks+∑
J
j=0 γ jS jkst)
]
measures output-oriented environmental and technical change (OET I),[
exp(−uit)
exp(−uks)
]
measures output-oriented technical efficiency change (OT EI), (∏Mm=1
(
xmit
xmks
)βm−s¯m
) mea-
sures output-oriented scale and mixed efficiency (OSMEI) and the last term,
[
exp(−vit)
exp(−vks)
]
is a statistical
noise index (SNI).
Equation 3.29 represents the decomposition of the T FPI comparing the T FP of firm k in period s with
the T FP of firm i in period t as
T FPIks,it = OEIks,it×OT EIks,it×OSMEIks,it×SNIks,it (3.30)
where OET Iks,it ≡ OET Iit/OET Iks is an index measuring the movement of the frontier due to envi-
ronmental and technical change, OT EIks,it ≡ OT Eit/OT Eks is an output-oriented technical efficiency
index measuring the distance to the frontier, OSMEIks,it ≡ OSMEit/OSMEks is an output-oriented
scale mix efficiency index measuring the movement around the frontier and SNIks,it ≡ SNIit/SNIks ≡
exp(vit− vks) is a statistical noise index.
If SFA1-SFA4 are satisfied, then we can use Maximum Likelihood or OLS as a consistent estimator for
all parameters in Equation 3.27. The OT E component in Equation 3.29 can be consistently estimated
by the Battese and Coelli (1988) estimator of E(exp[−uit ] | εit).
3.5 Second Stage Regression
Productivity change is normally associated with some Economic Quantity Interests (EQI). In the case
of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs, the correlation between EQIs and the length of time after the
manufacturing SOEs are fully privatized is investigated under the following model
ln(EQIit) = δ1D1it +δ2D2it +δ3D3it +δ4D4it +δ5D5it +δ6D6it +(δ7+σEQILit)D7it + εit (3.31)
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where EQIs are comprised of T FPI, OT EI and OSMEI. Dnit is the manufacturing SOEs category
dummy variable, which is presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 – List of dummy variables
Name of dummy variable Ownership category
D1 Central State-owned Enterprise
D2 Local State-owned Enterprise
D3 Central State-owned Limited Liability Company
D4 Local State-owned Limited Liability Company
D5 Joint-stock Company with more than 50% State-owned capital
D6 Joint venture between SOEs and foreign partners
D7 Private firms
Dnit = 1 if firm i in period t belongs to category n and Dnit = 0 if otherwise.
n = 1if the firm is a central SOE
n = 2 if the firm is a local SOE
n = 3 if the firm is a central state-owned limited liability company
n = 4 if the firm is a local state-owned limited liability company
n = 5 if the firm is a joint-stock company with more than 50% state-owned capital
n = 6 if the firm is a joint venture between SOE and foreign partners
n = 7 if the firm is a private firm
Lit is the number of years for which firm i in period t has been fully privatized
Equation 3.31 can be re-written as:
ln(EQIit) = δ0+δ2D2it +δ3D3it +δ4D4it +δ5D5it +δ6D6it +δ7D7it +σEQILitD7it + εit (3.32)
where central SOEs (represented by D1it as dummy variable) is taken as a base.
If firm i is a local SOE in period t, D2it will be equal to 1. E(EQIit) = δ0 + δ2 and is equal to the
increase or decrease in the productivity levels of local SOEs in comparison with central SOEs.
If firm i is a central state-owned limited liability company in period t, D3it will be equal to 1. E(EQIit)=
δ0+δ3 and is equal to the increase or decrease in productivity levels of central state-owned limited
liability companies in comparison with central SOEs.
If firm i is a local state-owned limited liability company in period t, D4it will be equal to 1. E(EQIit) =
δ0+δ4 and is equal to the increase or decrease in the productivity level of local state-owned limited
liability companies in comparison with central SOEs.
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If firm i is a joint-stock company with more than 50% state-owned capital in period t, D5it will be
equal to 1 and E(EQIit) = δ0+δ5 and is equal to the increase or decrease in the productivity level of
joint-stock companies with more than 50% state-owned capital in comparison with central SOEs.
If firm i is a joint venture between an SOE and foreign partners in period t, D6it will be equal to 1 and
E(EQIit) = δ0+δ6 is equal to the increase or decrease in the productivity level of that joint venture
between the SOE and foreign partners in comparison with central SOEs.
If firm i is a private firm in period t, D7itwill be equal to 1 and E(EQIit) = δ0 + δ7+σEQILit . If
σEQI > 0, the longer the firm has been privatized, the higher the productivity is and if σEQI < 0, the
longer the firm has been privatized, the lower the productivity is. One unit increase (decrease) in Lit
(equivalent to one year) will be associated with (σEQI ∗100) percent increase (decrease) in EQI.
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Chapter 4
Data
4.1 Data Selection and Cleaning
The dataset for empirical analysis was drawn from the results of ten general economic censuses of
enterprises in Vietnam. These were the largest surveys of Vietnamese enterprises and were conducted
annually from 2000 to 2011. These censuses were conducted by the General Statistics Office (GSO)
of Vietnam, the only governmental agency authorised for conducting this type of census nationwide.
During the period of 2000-2011, the results of the census each year were normally released at the
beginning of the following financial year. The number of surveyed firms differed each year but ranged
from 62,908 firms in 2002 up to 325,185 firms in 2011.
All the firms surveyed were categorized by the GSO within different sectors. Sectoral classification was
up to the 5-digit level and based on the main business activity of each firm. The main business activity
was the one that contributed the largest share in the output, or was identified as such when the enterprise
was set up. If this criterion for main business activity was not relevant, the main business activity of
the enterprise was defined as that which employed the biggest number of employees during the year.
The main business sectors of all the firms were classified by the GSO according to the 2007 Vietnam
Standard Industrial Classification (VSIC 2007). VSIC 2007 comprised 21 one-digit level sectors, 88
two-digit level sectors, 242 three-digit level sectors, 437 four-digit level sectors and 642 five-digit level
sectors. VSIC 2007 was developed in 2007 by the General Statistics Office of Vietnam on the basis of
the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities Version 4.0 (ISIC 4.0)
by the United Nations Statistics Division. Basically, VSIC 2007 had the same classification as ISIC 4.0
at the one and two-digit level1. There are only some adjustments to be made in terms of data collection
methods, given the Vietnamese context. The names of sections (with one-digit level classification)
under VSIC 2007/ ISIC Version 4, can be found in Table 6.1 in the Appendix.
1ISIC 4.0 was developed by the Statistics Division of the United Nations to classify firms according to their economic
activities. ISIC is used at international and national levels to compile statistics for economic and social purposes such as
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), employment and demography. Top-level categories within ISIC 4.0 are called ’sections’,
two-digit categories are ’divisions’, three-digit categories are ’groups’ and four-digit ones are ’classes’. There are 21
sections, 88 divisions, 238 groups and 419 classes in ISIC 4.0.
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For the purpose of this thesis, all manufacturing SOEs were sorted out from the 62,908 surveyed
firms in 2002 that had changes in the type of ownership in the following years (in the period of
2003-2011) and 781 manufacturing SOEs for the period of 2002-2011 were obtained. All the firms
with missing data, zero or negative data were deleted to get 684 manufacturing SOEs. Each of these
684 manufacturing SOEs had the same tax code over the 10 year period, which was an important
consideration for ensuring the consistency of the dataset used for the current research. Since the
ownership changes of SOEs can largely be attributed to the SOE reforms made by the government,
selection of manufacturing SOEs with changes in ownership since 2002 will help us to explore the
relationship between efficiency scores and ownership variation and to investigate the impact of SOE
reforms on the productivity performance of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs.
4.2 Data Classification
The dataset comprises 684 Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. It is a balanced panel at firm-level over a
10 year period (from 2002-2011). Each firm is represented by a unique tax code at the 10-digit level
and belongs to a certain sub-sector. According to the classification of the General Statistics Office
based on ISIC Revision 4.0, there are 24 sub-sectors in the manufacturing sector. The list of the 24
sub-sectors and the number of manufacturing SOEs in each sub-sector in the data sample are presented
in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 – List of sub-sectors
Code Sub-sector Number of manufacturing SOEs
1 Manufacture of basic metals 13
2 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparation 21
3 Manufacture of beverages 21
4 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 33
5 Manufacture of computers, electronic and optical products 8
6 Manufacture of electrical equipment 21
7 Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipments 52
8 Manufacture of food products 120
9 Manufacture of furniture 5
10 Manufacture of leather and related products 10
11 Manufacture of machinery and equipment 10
12 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 14
13 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 110
14 Manufacture of other transport equipment 23
15 Manufacture of paper and paper products 15
16 Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 1
17 Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 27
18 Manufacture of textiles 26
19 Manufacture of tobacco products 10
20 Manufacture of wearing apparel 52
21 Manufacture of wood and products of wood and cork, except furniture 17
22 Other manufacturing 2
23 Printing and reproduction of recorded media 69
24 Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 4
Total 684
The SOEs in the dataset comprise six ownership types: (i) 100% State-owned enterprises operat-
ing according to Enterprise Law and under the control of Central government agencies; (ii) 100%
State-owned enterprises operating according to Enterprise Law and under control of Provincial/Local
government agencies; (iii) State-owned limited liability companies under the control of Central gov-
ernment agencies; (iv) State-owned limited liability companies under the control of Provincial/Local
government agencies; (v) Joint-stock companies and limited liability companies in which the state
owns more than 50% of registered capital; and (vi) Joint-ventures between SOE and foreign partners.
The definitions of these ownership types are:
- 100% SOE operating according to Enterprise Law and under the control of Central government
agencies (Central SOE): An SOE invested in, established and managed by a competent central state
agency or by the Prime Minister. These SOEs conduct business or public activities in pivotal sectors of
the economy (such as energy, the chemical industry, the national communication network, important
mining sectors, money printing, manufacturing and maintenance of weapons and military equipment)
to ensure macro-economic stability. Central SOEs are responsible for all their activities to the extent
of their ownership capital. They are often large scale and so have some advantages over small
and medium-sized enterprises in applying modern technology and in gaining access to international
markets.
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- 100% SOE operating according to Enterprise Law and under the control of Provincial/Local gov-
ernment agencies (Provincial SOE): An SOE invested in, established and managed by the People’s
Committee of each province, central city and authorised local state agency. Provincial SOEs mainly
conduct business or public activities in sectors which create essential commodities for the needs of the
local people and the people of the adjacent provinces.
- State-owned limited liability company under the control of Central government agencies: A SOE
whose members may be organizations or individuals2 and the members of which are liable for the
debts and other property obligations of the enterprise within the amount of capital that they committed
to contribute to the enterprise. The limited liability company cannot issue shares3. Such enterprises are
invested in, established and managed by a competent central state agency or by the Prime Minister.
- State-owned limited liability company under the control of Provincial/Local government agencies:
These types of SOEs have the same definition as the state-owned limited liability companies under
the control of Central government agencies, except they are established and managed by the People’s
Committees of provinces, central cities and authorised local state agencies.
- Shareholding company and limited liability company in which the state owns more than 50% of
registered capital: Shareholding company in which the state owns more than 50% of registered capital
is a company in which the charter capital is divided into equal portions called shares and the state owns
more than 50% of registered capital . Shareholders may be organisations or individuals; the minimum
number of shareholders is three and there is no restriction on the maximum number. Shareholders are
liable for the debts and other property obligations of the enterprise only within the amount of capital
contributed to the enterprise and shareholding companies may issue all types of securities to raise
funds 4. The limited liability company has been defined above.
- Joint-venture between an SOE and foreign partners is a company established in Vietnam by “two or
more parties on the basis of a joint venture contract or the Agreement signed between the government
of Vietnam and a foreign government” or it is a company established “on the basis of cooperation
between a foreign-invested company and a Vietnamese SOE or it is based on the joint-venture contract
between a Vietnamese SOE and a foreign investor”5.
4.3 Basic Data
There are 4 variables, 1 output (Qit =total output) and M =3 inputs (x1it =capital, x2it = labour and
x3it = material) for I =24 sub-sectors of the manufacturing sector over the period T =10 years from
2002-2011. To measure the output and input quantities, we employ the Price Index of Industrial
2The 2005 Law on Enterprise, Article 38 and Article 63 further classified this category of SOE into one-member limited
liability companies and two or more than two-member limited liability companies. The former is an enterprise, the owner
of which is an organisation or an individual. For the latter, the number of members cannot exceed 50.
3Article 38, 2005 Law on Enterprise.
4Article 77, 2005 Law on Enterprise.
5Article 2, 1996 Law on Foreign Investment.
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Producers’ Output (industrial PPI) for 2002-2011. In the GSO PPI data, the base year of the industrial
PPI is 1995. To make the data consistent, the PPI figures were converted using 2002 as the base
year. Industrial PPI is the price at which the industrial producers directly sell their products to the
market, including sales at the production premise or other places. This price index does not cover
taxes, distribution and transportation costs. The price index of the industrial producer’s output reflects
the trend and level of price fluctuation of industrial products overtime and is published annually by the
General Statistic Office of Vietnam.
Output quantity is derived by dividing net revenue by annual industrial PPI. Net revenue is used as the
proxy for output value. The General Statistics Office (GSO) defined net revenue as the total income of
an enterprise gained by selling products or services6. With this definition, net revenue appears to be
proper for representing output since it represents the output value in the market at the current price. In
this context, net revenue is the amount of money that the firm receives after selling its products to the
market and PPI is used as a deflator to remove the price change effects over time.
Capital quantity is equal to the product of the total value of fixed assets and basic interest rate7. Fixed
assets are defined as the assets with big value for long term usage. Fixed assets are depreciated overtime
and their value is gradually transferred into the production costs. Under this definition, the value of
fixed assets is regarded as the value of capital such as machinery, equipment and buildings. Therefore,
capital quantity is measured by the product of fixed assets and basic interest rates. The reason basic
interest rate is chosen is that it can be regarded as the rent of capital.
Material quantity is derived by dividing material cost by industrial PPI 8. As in the case of output
quantity, material quantity is deflated by PPI.
Labour quantity is obtained from the census results and is the total number of labourers in the enterprise
at the beginning of the year. Labour is defined as the total number of persons which an enterprise
manages, uses and pays salary and wages to. It would be ideal if the labour data could be adjusted
according to education level, age and gender composition. However, it is impossible to undertake
the adjustment here for lack of detailed information. There were no environmental variables in the
dataset. The measurement unit for the revenue, capital cost and labour cost was million Vietnamese
dong (VND-Vietnamese currency unit)9. Descriptive statistics of the output and input variables are
presented in Table 4.3 and factor productivity is presented in Table 4.4. In Table 4.4, the capital and
labour productivity of manufacturing SOEs in the sample over a 10-year period are presented. Capital
productivity is given by the ratio of output to capital input and labour productivity is given by the
ratio of output to the ratio of labour input. Capital productivity measures the amount of output per
one unit of capital and labour productivity measures the amount of output per one worker. In general,
6Total income is equal to gross revenue deducting all types of taxes and revenue deductions.
7Fixed assets comprise values of all machinery, equipment, buildings... of a specific SOE and the values are available
from the economic census
8Material cost is measured by subtracting profit, labour cost and capital cost from revenue. Profit is gained from the
production activities of the enterprise and is equal to revenue, deducting the total sum of capital, labour and material.
Capital cost is measured by the value of fixed assets.
9One AUD is equal to roughly 16,500 VND at the current exchange rate.
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both capital and labour productivity of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs increased overtime. Capital
productivity increased by 38.02% from 2002 to 2011 and labour productivity increased by 44,92% in
the same period.
Table 4.2 presents Herfindahl indexes since 2002-2011 at industry level. Generally, values of Herfindahl
indexes fell gradually after 2002. This indicates that there was a slight reduction in market concentration
of Vietnamese SOEs during the sample period.
Table 4.2 – Herfindahl indexes since 2002-2011 at industry level
Year Herfindahl indexes
2002 0.124160632
2003 0.1182951
2004 0.119599628
2005 0.114625759
2006 0.111180782
2007 0.107460379
2008 0.10782071
2009 0.101845266
2010 0.103725538
2011 0.110891098
Descriptive statistics of output and inputs over 24 different sectors and 7 different ownership categories
are presented in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. Among 24 sectors, the refined petroleum sector had the
highest average output quantity at 1,017,408 (7 digits). Almost all other sectors had average output
quantity at 6-digit level. With respect to ownership categories, joint ventures between SOEs and
foreign partners (D6) and central state-owned SOEs had the highest average level of outputs. Input
quantities statistics differ widely among different sectors and ownership categories.
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Table 4.3 – Variables and Descriptive Statistics
Year Output Capital
Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max
2002 129199.84 222647.51 692 1816030 54838.77 233035 61 4195343
2003 153780 276503 837.67 2688582.11 58227.53 233930.24 17.91 3942679.33
2004 166665.71 302017.93 989.82 3739685.43 57621.45 209236.32 92.63 3472825.60
2005 171591.92 316710.22 889.83 4162876.91 55777.56 190635.79 85.24 3198358
2006 184833.68 363564.30 1151.83 5156674.78 61744.90 194265.65 37.56 2887780.65
2007 213088.61 438618.96 999.78 6780005.61 63794.83 214327.43 85.14 2572376.50
2008 206628.55 419225.71 1027.06 5447581.36 58188.62 196501.29 25.02 2196199.85
2009 210931.67 462977.09 1161.97 7132926.03 61128.67 215775.84 34.63 2808104.33
2010 219457.75 513235.73 942.30 8197867.86 93287.69 240786.57 21.21 3818326.33
2011 226830.51 569956.02 837.67 9485208.33 59670.50 227400.99 17.91 3304054.40
Year Labour Material
Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max
2002 538 785.92 16 9940 109803 193150 415.96 1575.114
2003 583.68 852.39 6 10967 131676.32 240426.44 320.73 2436247.85
2004 597.71 872.44 17 10768 142018.36 259956.74 476.77 3195113.33
2005 598.11 889.77 12 11101 146773.26 271206.86 465.60 3423768.46
2006 565.78 827.30 11 10511 157496.61 312413.15 652.30 4451309.46
2007 561.29 843.42 10 9525 180266.17 380433.63 749.81 5854340.41
2008 568.36 840.45 10 8248 172513.80 365285.21 658.05 4821147.78
2009 562.37 906.37 6 9944 176641.66 398549.32 401.39 6277643.43
2010 540.64 862.16 7 9978 185745.82 444090.680 465.22 7303005.89
2011 520.45 768.75 7 6843 195550.94 509494.47 272.43 8856047.15
Table 4.4 – Factor productivity
Year Output/Capital Output/Labour
2002 2.3559 240.0512
2003 2.6410 263.4690
2004 2.8924 278.8415
2005 3.0763 286.8918
2006 2.9935 326.6870
2007 3.3402 379.6441
2008 3.5510 363.5496
2009 3.4506 375.0773
2010 3.4676 405.9240
2011 3.8013 435.8363
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Table 4.5 – Sectoral descriptive statistics*
Sector Output Capital
Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max
Basic metal 383059 432136 3158 1985401 35733 41893 1464 251351
Pharmaceutical 120441 106407 1588 551183 26942 40445 185 339101
Beverage 247497 574975 1027 3719796 83257 160589 799 845312
Chemical 308706 394692 900 2009425 52961 100321 245 643207
Computer 178393 186500 6425 806136 12990 14364 17 52045
Electrical 369196 452925 8887 2484047 48005 48860 1590 282475
Fabricated metal 132041 202403 2639 1297715 34869 71005 508 480296
Food 265814 458156 692 4719762 51283 95649 867240 61
Furniture 43073 48604 2688 201304 7115 6338 970 23666
Leather 94618 60442 4332 253353 19501 16507 806 64976
Machinery 20632 15318 2570 72643 6251 7673 109 40000
Motor vehicles 471901 505566 923 1953185 58768 62573 443 283957
Other non-metallic minerals 140921 283612 837 2073396 138521 454315 37 4195343
Other transport equipment 558778 1263870 3246 9485208 206261 457516 339 2369212
Paper 90649 87448 2011 434279 30975 67760 392 486040
Refined petroleum 1017408 522811 454702 1751945 195285 94770 64898 337575
Rubber 203947 255349 1854 1180488 40327 46698 734 213890
Textiles 154888 168327 3833 803024 62839 64527 1836 298151
Tobacco 183082 174874 31266 785897 20244 18464 661 97458
Wearing Apparel 90984 144148 2240 978198 24699 47422 119 426058
Wood 35756 39867 989 171206 12430 34665 171 235251
Other manufacturing 44237 39638 5461 95776 7003 6906 740 23329
Printing 28316 39422 1136 271691 11523 17001 82 126528
Repair and installation 127243 157769 4364 640096 14009 14007 117 42984
Sector Labour Material
Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max
Basic metal 455 727 58 3506 357019 413590 1237 1850629
Pharmaceutical 295 182 16 955 98139 86857 1308 444706
Beverage 326 286 19 2019 178719 413081 826 2509759
Chemical 514 747 13 4284 270514 356407 320 1830555
Computer 209 171 6 673 160756 176173 6131 786314
Electrical 559 623 30 3989 333952 427760 5822 2448301
Fabricated metal 325 71005 23 3253 113453 178319 1826 1126289
Food 631 683 12 3742 239992 415131 415 4494060
Furniture 467 408 35 1235 35458 41730 1884 179053
Leather 2132 2425 97 11101 69238 53737 959 218732
Machinery 179 168 25 910 16561 12469 1815 55114
Motor vehicles 565 1178 24 9978 420610 444042 487 1556231
Other non-metallic minerals 499 534 15 3744 107105 208753 401 1619699
Other transport equipment 991 1374 37 7653 469826 1110930 2171 8856047
Paper 353 241 43 1312 79178 79652 1617 396147
Refined petroleum 210.2 49 159 318 818977 382060 362939 1369523
Rubber 515 619 28 2914 171313 210637 1410 987664
Textiles 951 1230 42 7286 127713 134702 3573 657798
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Table 4.6 – Ownership categories descriptive statistics*
Ownership Categories Output Capital
Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max
D1 179496 265021 719 1812225 72428 240470 37 2477563
D2 93376 188196 1136 1846082 21744 38087 82 600848
D3 20632 15318 2570 72643 6251 7673 109 40000
D4 40557 50214 2710 129733 8458 6287 1037 20768
D5 52449 107662 692 572234 7374 11035 214 52661
D6 383299 694182 1123 8197867 154114 411676 166 4195343
D7 180871 385410 837 9485208 48422 172634 17 3818326
Ownership Categories Labour Material
Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max
D1 767 961 26 7286 155236 238537 565 1691226
D2 570 976 17 11101 82271 176466 537 1735559
D3 179 168 25 910 16561 12469 1815 55114
D4 806 665 23 2006 27907 36937 2228 90751
D5 332 455 29 1832 46206 104397 415 555862
D6 390 586 12 5094 317117 592448 401 7303005
D7 549 808 6 9978 153616 338130 272 8856047
Note: D1-D6 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. D7 refers to private firms. Details can be found in
Table 3.2.
This chapter describes how the dataset was constructed using the results of ten general economic
censuses of enterprises in Vietnam from 2002 to 2011. A total of 684 manufacturing SOEs with
changes in ownership types were selected to model the relation between the change in ownership types
and productivity change. Each firm in the dataset has a unique tax code at the 10-digit level and belongs
to a certain sector out of 24 different sectors. There is one output and three inputs (capital, labour
and material). Output and inputs quantities are deflated using industrial PPI. Descriptive statistics of
different variables, sectors and ownership categories show significantly large variation in mean and
standard deviation values.
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Chapter 5
Productivity Change in Vietnamese
Manufacturing SOEs
This chapter applies the Two-Stage Maximum Likelihood (2SML)-estimated parameters and Geometric
Young index to estimate productivity change and components of productivity change in Vietnamese
manufacturing SOEs1. Levels of output-oriented technical efficiency are also estimated for each
manufacturing SOE in 24 sectors. Taking advantage of the transitivity, circularity and identity properties
of the Geometric Young TFP index and its decomposition, it is useful to compare levels of productivity
including TFPI, OETI, OTEI, OSMEI and SNI of manufacturing SOEs in each sector using Equation
3.29. Five major manufacturing sectors, including wearing and apparel, computer and electronics,
leather, wood and beverages are selected for deeper analysis of productivity performance over the
sample period.
5.1 Parameters Estimates
As presented in Chapter 3 (Methodology), the parameters of the following equation will be estimated:
lnqit =
J
∑
j=1
α jS jit +
J
∑
j=1
γ jS jitt+
M
∑
m=0
βmlnxmit + εit (5.1)
where t = 1,2, ...,10 is the number of time periods and is equal to 10; J is the number of sectors and
ranges from 1 to 24; S jitdenotes the sectoral dummy variable, and is equal to 1 if firm i is in sector j
and is equal to 0 if otherwise. The inclusion of sectoral dummy variables and the product of sectoral
dummy variables with time accounts for the change in the production environment (environmental
change) with respect to each sector and the technical change over time. εit = vit−uit where vit and uit
represents statistical noise and output technical efficiency in period t, respectively.
Before estimating relevant parameters of the model, it is necessary to check for the structural break (if
any) in the time series. Results of the Chow test for structural break in Eviews 9 after the regression
1The software used for estimation is Frontier version 4.1 and Stata version 11.
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estimation of the model rejects the null hypothesis of no structural break. Therefore, there is inadequate
statistical evidence to conclude that there is no structural break in data series.
The next important step is to check the existence of endogeneity. The endogeneity test was performed
following the argument of Verbeek (2008). Verbeek (2008), p.331, argued that if all the dependent and
independent variables are stationary and cointegrated, OLS can ’produce a superconsistent estimator’
and so ’autocorrelation in εt’ (error term), ’omitted variables and endogeneity of Xt’ (regressors) can
be ’neglected’. In order to investigate whether relevant variables can satisfy Verbeek’s conditions,
stationarity and cointegration of variables of inputs and output are then tested using the following unit
root test and the panel cointegration tests.
Unit root test is a standard testing procedure in applied econometric work for testing the order of
integration among different variables and testing whether a time series variable is stationary or non-
stationary using an autoregressive model. Unit root test is useful for finding out the order of integration
for setting up a proper econometric model and making inference. It is an effective tool to sort out the
short-run or long-run effects of the econometric model. To test the stationarity for four variables (three
inputs of capital, labour, material and one output) in the model applied in this thesis, the panel ADF
(Augmented Dickey Fuller) test was performed in Eview 8.1 in three regression forms of ’without
constant and trend’, ’with constant’ and ’with constant and trend’. Results of the test reveal that
the p-values of four variables are all less than 1%. Therefore, the null hypothesis of ’variable is
non-stationary or has unit root’ is rejected at 1% level of significance. So we can accept the alternative
hypothesis of ’variable is stationary or has no unit root’ and conclude that all variables have no unit
roots or they are stationary. Since the variables in the stochastic frontier model are stationary, there is no
need to test for cointegration. Thus, the Verbeek (2008) argument cannot be applied, and endogeneity
may still be a problem.
To further investigate the endogeneity problem, the Hausman test was performed. The Hausman test is
used to test the presence of the endogeneity problem or the correlation between a regressor and the
error term. The null hypothesis is H0 : cov(x,e) = 0 and the alternative hypothesis is HA : cov(x,e) 6= 0
where x is the explanatory variable and e is the error term (with the assumption that the error term e is
not autocorrelated or autocorrelation is not present). The lagged values of three regressors (capital,
labour and material) are used as instruments. These lagged values are believed to be valid instruments
since they are very likely to be correlated with the values of x2 but are uncorrelated with the error term
e. The correlation between explanatory variables and the lagged values as instruments are modelled
in a regression function. Each of three explanatory variables will be regressed upon its relevant
lagged values as an instrument. This is the first stage of the Hausman test. The first stage models are
consistently estimated by least squares to derive the residuals. In the second stage of the Hausman test,
output was regressed upon all three explanatory variables and the three residuals obtained from the first
stage. Because all three variables (capital, labour and material) are tested for endogeneity, an F-test
was performed for the joint significance of the estimated coefficient of the residuals. The obtained
p-value of the F-test is equal to 0.000 and smaller than 1% significance level so the null hypothesis of
2For example, an SOE will make a decision on the number of workers in the current year based on the figures of
previous years.
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no correlation between explanatory variables (three coefficients of residuals are equal to 0) and the
error term is rejected (at 1% significance level).Thus, there is sufficient statistical evidence to conclude
that three explanatory variables are endogenous.
To address the endogeneity problem, the stochastic frontier models are estimated using Two-Stage
Maximum Likelihood (2SML) on 6,840 observations of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs over a
10-year period. There are two stages in 2SML. In the first stage, the model was estimated by least
squares, including on the right-hand side lagged values of three regressors (capital, labour and material)
as instruments and the residuals were obtained. In the second stage, the residuals computed in stage 1
were added as a new explanatory variable in the original model, and this new model was estimated
by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)3. The 2SML is used to estimate the components of TFP
change for Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs4. OLS, ML and 2SML estimation output for the slope
parameters of Equation 3.27 are presented in Table 5.1, which follows. It can first be noted that the
parameter values for three inputs (capital, labour and material) are all correctly signed (i.e. β1, β2
and β3 ≥ 0)5 and almost similar in the OLS, ML and 2SML estimation output. This indicates that the
desired properties of the estimated distance function will be satisfied. From the result of the Hausman
test in the previous section, the 2SML estimator is consistent and can be used to derive consistent
estimates for the parameters of the stochastic frontier model. 2SML was applied in the sample of
684 SOEs over 10 years (6,840 observations). The estimated parameters by 2SML are plugged into
Equation 5.1 to compute TFPI and the relevant efficiency measures of OETI, OTEI and OSMEI.
3STATA version 11 was used for the least squares estimation in the first stage and FRONTIER version 4.1 was used for
the MLE in the second stage.
4OLS and Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) are also applied to estimate slope parameters in Equation 3.27 for
comparison with the estimation output of 2SML
5The estimated coefficients of the log-capital, log-labour and log-material are easy to interpret, with all positive values,
indicating that an increase in each of the 3 inputs (capital, labour and material) will lead to an increase in output.
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Table 5.1 – Parameter Estimates
Variables Parameters OLS ML 2SML Variables Parameters OLS ML 2SML
Constant β0 0.6502 (0.0372)*** 0.7447 (0.0377) 0.1333 (0.1021) S24 α24 0.0501 (0.0681) 0.0549 (0.0682) 0.1308 (0.1926)
lnK β1 0.0474 (0.0021)*** 0.0484 (0.0021) 0.0476 (0.0059) Time γ0 0.0078 (0.0053) 0.0087 (0.0053) -0.0191 (0.0141)
lnL β2 0.0807 (0.0029)*** 0.0802 (0.0029) 0.0843 (0.0074) S2t γ2 -0.0051 (0.0068) -0.0059 (0.0068) 0.0106 (0.0178)
lnM β3 0.8775 (0.2313)*** 0.8763 (0.0023) 0.8640 (0.0060) S3t γ3 0.0129 (0.0068) 0.0111 (0.0068) 0.0226 (0.0179)
S2 α2 0.0147 (0.0420) 0.0174 (0.0421) -0.1208 (0.1167) S4t γ4 0.0013 (0.0063) 0.0008 (0.0063) 0.0071 (0.0166)
S3 α3 -0.1174 (0.0421)*** -0.1012 (0.0421) -0.2257 (0.1173) S5t γ5 -0.0065 (0.0086) -0.0071 (0.0086) 0.0191 (0.0239)
S4 α4 -0.0055 (0.0389) -0.0039 (0.0389) -0.0615 (0.1088) S6t γ6 -0.0057 (0.0068) -0.0064 (0.0068) 0.0027 (0.0179)
S5 α5 0.0668 (0.0535) 0.0679 (0.0534) -0.1798 (0.1564) S7t γ7 0.0012 (0.0059) 0.0005 (0.0059) 0.0075 (0.0157)
S6 α6 -0.0142 (0.0419) -0.0128 (0.0421) -0.0763 (0.1172) S8t γ8 -0.0012 (0.0056) -0.0021 (0.0056) 0.0165 (0.0148)
S7 α7 -0.0443 (0.0369) -0.0423 (0.0369) -0.1429 (0.1028) S9t γ9 0.0039 (0.0101) 0.0032 (0.0099) 0.0022 (0.0263)
S8 α8 -0.0966 (0.0348)*** -0.0915 (0.0349) -0.2476 (0.0971) S10t γ10 0.0065 (0.0081) 0.0059 (0.0081) 0.0079 (0.0213)
S9 α9 -0.1286 (0.0628)*** -0.1279 (0.0622) -0.1898 (0.1737) S11t γ11 0.0063 (0.0081) 0.0057 (0.0081) 0.0328 (0.0213)
S10 α10 0.0014 (0.0506) 0.0158 (0.0508) -0.1709 (0.1406) S12t γ12 -0.0141 (0.0074)** -0.0149 (0.0074) -0.0343 (0.0195)
S11 α11 -0.1116 (0.0502)** -0.1115 (0.0509) -0.3927 (0.1394) S13t γ13 0.0061 (0.0056) 0.0057 (0.0056) 0.0193 (0.0149)
S12 α12 0.0529 (0.0458) 0.0559 (0.0457) 0.2093 (0.1278) S14t γ14 -0.0182 (0.0067)*** -0.0177 (0.0067) -0.0243 (0.0177)
S13 α13 -0.0811 (0.0351)*** -0.0792 (0.0351) -0.2874 (0.0978) S15t γ15 0.0009 (0.0073) 0.00002 (0.0072) -0.0059 (0.0189)
S14 α14 0.0319 (0.0413) 0.0310 (0.0413) 0.1047 (0.1154) S16t γ16 0.0309 (0.0199) 0.0308 (0.0199) 0.0663 (0.0518)
S15 α15 -0.1075 (0.0451)*** -0.1057 (0.0451) -0.1228 (0.1248) S17t γ17 0.0007 (0.0065) 0.0002 (0.0065) 0.0194 (0.0170)
S16 α16 -0.0122 (0.1236) -0.1479 (0.1245) -0.1889 (0.3371) S18t γ18 -0.0001 (0.0065) -0.0010 (0.0065) 0.0128 (0.0171)
S17 α17 -0.0732 (0.0402)** -0.0729 (0.0401) -0.2260 (0.1116) S19t γ19 -0.0076 (0.0081) -0.0086 (0.0080) 0.0169 (0.0209)
S18 α18 -0.1307 (0.0407)*** -0.1283 (0.0407) -0.2964 (0.1126) S20t γ20 0.0233 (0.0059) 0.0223 (0.0059) 0.0404 (0.0157)
S19 α19 -0.0095 (0.0501) -0.0064 (0.0499) -0.2377 (0.1377) S21t γ21 0.0111 (0.0071) 0.0103 (0.0071) 0.0195 (0.0187)
S20 α20 -0.0308 (0.0373) -0.0210 (0.0374) -0.2563 (0.1035) S22t γ22 0.0105 (0.0146) 0.0095 (0.0146) 0.0436 (0.0378)
S21 α21 -0.1458 (0.0439)*** -0.1426 (0.0441) -0.2879 (0.1226) S23t γ23 -0.0032 (0.0058) -0.0040 (0.0058) 0.0116 (0.0153)
S22 α22 -0.0793 (0.0904) -0.7673 (0.0910) -0.4293 (0.2471) S24t γ24 -0.0019 (0.0109) -0.0031 (0.0109) -0.0274 (0.0295)S23 α23 -0.0014 (0.0362) 0.0007 (0.0363) -0.2360 (0.1007)
* The values in the parentheses are standard errors.
*, **, *** Significant at 10%, 5% and 1% level of significance.
In the above table, S2 to S24 denote dummy variables representing Sector 2 to Sector 24 (the detailed
list of sectors can be referred to in Table 4.1), β0 is the constant term; β1, β2 and β3 are parameters of
the three inputs (capital, labour and material); α2 to α24 are parameters of sectoral dummy variables
S2 to S24; γ0 is the parameter of time variable; γ2 to γ24 are parameters for products of S2 to S24 with
time.
5.2 Output-oriented Technical Efficiency (OTE)
Before presenting estimates of sectoral TFP growth and its components, it is worth highlighting some
of the empirical findings in terms of productivity levels. Output-oriented technical efficiency (OTE)
levels were obtained using the Battese and Coelli (1988) estimator of E(exp[−uit ] | εit)6. The estimated
OTE measures the vertical distance from point A to point C in Figure 3.1. Firstly, the OTE-maximising
sector is ’Manufacture of refined petroleum products’ (94.08% on average). This finding makes
good intuitive sense that this sector is one of the most important and fastest-growing sectors in the
Vietnamese economy. There are few SOEs in this sector and the National Oil and Gas Corporation is a
leading state-owned economic group with an average growth rate of nearly 20% per year, representing
approximately 18 % -20 % of the national GDP, and it contributes 28%-30% of total budget revenue7.
The rapid growth of ’Manufacture of refined petroleum products’ can allow SOEs in this sector to
6These estimates were obtained using FRONTIER 4.1.
7Author’s own combination from website of the National Oil and Gas Corporation (www.pvn.vn).
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invest more in R&D activity as well as in increasing the management skills and qualifications of
managers and employees. The improvement in quality of the managers and employees, and application
of new technology made this sector more technical efficient. The least technical-efficient sectors
across the sample period are ’Manufacture of beverage’ (90.79%), ’Manufacture of leather and related
products’ (90.41%), ’Manufacture of wearing apparel’ (90.49%) and ’Manufacture of other transport
equipment’ (91.26%). There appear to be a number of reasons for SOEs in these sectors to be lagging
from the frontier. For ’Manufacture of beverage’, ’Manufacture of leather and related products’ and
’Manufacture of wearing apparel’, the OTE downtrend appeared to arise from a lack in numbers of
highly-skilled employees, supporting industries and in advanced management skills in these sectors.
The more detailed information and analysis of these three sectors will be presented in the later section
5.9 of this chapter. The most important sub-sector in ’Manufacture of other transport and equipment’
is the building of ships and boats. The dropping away from the frontier of the firms in this sector in
2010 appeared to coincide with the collapse of the biggest SOEs in this sub-sector such as Vinashin
(Vietnam Shipbuilding Industry Group) and Vinalines (Vietnam National Shipping Lines) which each
had $US billions of debt. To repay the debt, the firms in the ’Manufacture of other transport and
equipment’ sector appeared to have to reallocate resources and cut the funding for R&D. Consequently,
these firms could not utilize new and advanced technology in the production process and thus become
less productive (produced less output using the same input). Aside from the internal problems in the
firms and sectors themselves, this finding might imply the increasingly hard competition of the foreign-
invested firms that resulted from the revised Investment Law of 2005, the subsequent penetration of
imported goods into the domestic market8, and the new open foreign trade policy of the government.
Figure 5.1 plots average scores for levels of OTE across firms in the sample from 2002 to 2011. This
figure shows that the changed average OTE levels can be categorized into three different sub-periods.
Average OTE levels declined slightly in the first sub-period (2002-2004) from 91.58% to 91.26%.
However, they recovered in the second sub-period (2005-2008), rising 0.54% (from 91.17% to 91.71%)
and then they started to fall from 91.38% in 2009 to 90.82% in 2011. The recovery of OTE levels
in the second sub-period stopped in 2008. This timing coincided with the outbreak of the Asian
financial crisis in 2008, which appeared to have a negative impact on firms’ performances and led to a
deterioration in technical efficiency of Vietnamese SOEs. The relation between the regional downturn
and productivity performance of firms can be explained by the fact that managers of firms decided not
to invest further in labour saving techniques, because hiring workers was much cheaper during the
crisis. Besides, when consumer demand weakened, the firms could not fully utilise their fixed inputs
and therefore firms performed less efficiently. However, the average OTE decline rate of 0.56% (from
2009 to 2011) can still be described as trivial in the context of the regional financial downturn.
8The year of 2005 has been regarded as the starting point of the second wave of foreign investment in Vietnam with the
total of registered investment capital reaching $US 6.839 billion (www.mpi.gov.vn).
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Figure 5.1 – Average output-oriented technical efficiency (OTE) scores of all SOEs
Source: Author’s calculation
Average output-oriented technical efficiency scores of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs and private
firms (originally SOEs but being converted into private firms during the sample period) are reported in
Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 – Average output-oriented technical efficiency level of SOEs and private firms
Type of firm OTE
Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs 0.9133
Private firms 0.9130
The entries in the table above indicate that on average, manufacturing SOEs were 91.33% technical
efficient when they were still SOEs and 91.30% technical efficient when they were converted into
private firms. Comparing these technical efficiency estimates of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs with
those from previous studies in the literature (Ngu (2003b)), there appears to be evidence of higher
technical efficiency levels in the sample period, than estimated any previous studies. Ngu (2003b)
estimated the average technical efficiency score of 164 manufacturing SOEs, which was 78.8% in 1997
and 78.9% in 1998. It should be noted that the studies in the literature were conducted for different
periods so it is not accurate to make comparisons between them. Aside from that, the estimates under
the growth accounting approach by Ngu (2003b) do not account for meaningful components of TFP
change (apart from technical efficiency). There was little change, on average, in the technical efficiency
of manufacturing SOEs from before to after privatization-i.e. from 2002 to 2011. However, this finding
is simply looking at technical efficiency of all manufacturing SOEs in the dataset as a whole. The
magnitudes of differences in productivity can also be compared by investigating technical efficiency
levels of manufacturing SOEs within a specific sector.
Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 plot average scores for levels of OTE across nine manufacturing branches. It
is worthnoting that since the total number of sectors was large, they were divided into nine different
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groups to compare TFP changes among sectors in each group as well. The grouping is based on GSO
classification and on the nature of each sector. For example, Group 1 contains all SOEs in sectors
relating to the manufacture of metals; and Group 6 consists of SOEs in the transport vehicles and
equipment sectors. The list of groups and the composition of each are presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 – List of Sectoral Groups
Group name Sub-sectors
Group 1 1. Manufacture of basic metals
2. Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and
equipments
Group 2 1. Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical
preparation
2. Manufacture of chemical and chemical products
Group 3 1. Manufacture of beverage
2. Manufacture of food products
Group 4 1. Manufacture of leather and related products
2. Manufacture of textiles
3. Manufacture of tobacco products
4. Manufacture of wearing apparels
5. Manufacture of rubber and plastic products
Group 5 1. Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products
2. Manufacture of electrical equipments
3. Manufacture of machinery and equipments
Group 6 1. Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
2. Manufacture of other transport equipments
Group 7 1. Manufacture of furniture
2. Manufacture of wood and products of wood and cork, except
furniture;
3. Manufacture of paper and paper products
Group 8 1. Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products
2. Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products
Group 9 1. Other manufacturing
2. Printing and reproduction of recorded media
3. Repair and installation of machinery and equipments
All plots are presented using almost the same scale along the vertical axis for more convenience in
making comparisons and they show that technical efficiency levels varied among different groups of
sectors. In general, average OTE levels of all sectors had declined by the end of the sample period
(2011). This finding highlights the concerns regarding the deterioration in technical efficiency of
manufacturing SOEs after privatization. In the ’metal’ group, with the two traditional sectors of basic
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metal and fabricated metal, OTE levels fluctuated slightly between 90% and 90.2% over 10 years.
The chemical and pharmaceutical sectors were more technical efficient than the ’metal’ group in the
sample period, ranging from 91% to nearly 92%. The food sector maintained a stable and relatively
high technical efficiency level at a little more than 91% for the same period. This finding demonstrates
the high stability of food SOEs’ technical efficiency from 2002 to 2011. The fourth group comprised
five sectors belonging to ’light industry’. There was some divergence in the productive performance
of the sectors in this group. The average OTE scores of the rubber, tobacco and textile SOEs were
almost the same at 0.91% across the sample period. Leather and wearing apparel SOEs were 1%
lower in terms of technical efficiency (at 90% on average). There was a significant decline in the
technical efficiency level of wearing apparel from 91% in 2002 to 88% in 2011. How this decline in
OTE affected the overall productivity performance of this sector will be further explored in a later
section. The OTE score of leather SOEs went to its lowest level of approximately 89%, in 2006 and
then recovered to about 90% in the following years. This might be attributed to the export growth of
the sector in the same period. The divergence among OTE scores (2002-2011) was even larger with
regard to the remaining four groups of sectors. In group six, the average OTE scores for computer,
electrical equipment and machinery SOEs went up in 2006-2007, but then deteriorated until the end of
the given period. The most significant fall in average OTE scores from approximately 92.5% in 2008
to 89% in 2011 can be seen in the ’other transport equipment’ sector which was mainly responsible
for building ships and manufacturing aircraft and railroad equipment. This finding again reflects the
decrease in technical inefficiency of SOEs in the sector which led to the collapse of some state-owned
economic groups in the same period. The furniture sector (in group seven) was one of the few sectors
with a rising OTE score which went up to about 92% by the end of the given period. The refined
petroleum sector achieved the highest OTE score level at more than 93% from 2002 to 2008, which
increased to about 96% from 2009 to 2011. The technical efficiency levels of the ’other manufacturing’
and ’repair and installation’ sectors were high in 2008 and 2009 at more than 93%, but fell 2% to
around 91% in 2011.
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Figure 5.2 – Output-oriented technical efficiency levels of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
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Figure 5.3 – Output-oriented technical efficiency levels of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
Figure 5.4 – Output-oriented technical efficiency levels of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
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5.3 Total Factor Productivity Index (TFPI)
In this section, we turn to a discussion of estimates of TFP change calculated on the basis of the
Geometric Young TFP index. This index is computed and decomposed for 684 Vietnamese SOEs in
24 sectors over the period 2002-2011. 2SML parameter estimates reported in Table 5.1 were used to
estimate TFPI defined by Equation 3.29. Recall that these estimates can be exhaustively decomposed
into various components of TFP change identified in Equation3.29 specifically: output-oriented
environmental and technical change (movement of the production possibilities frontier); output-
oriented technical efficiency change (movement towards or away from the production possibilities
frontier); and scale-mix efficiency change (movements around the frontier surface to capture economies
of scale and scope). All index computations are performed for each of 684 firms in the dataset with
Firm 1 in the Basic Metal sector in 2002 in the dataset as a base. Taking advantage of the identity,
transitivity and circularity properties of this index, it is useful to compare productivity change among
firms and sectors over the given period. However, since the total number of firms in the dataset is too
large for specific and detailed productivity analysis, we will present one illustrative example of TFPI
and its component estimates, which is reported in Table 5.4, which follows.
Table 5.4 – TFP and efficiency in Firm 1 and Firm 15 in 2011 compared to Firm 1 in 2002
Firm Sector Index Value
1 Manufacture of Basic Metal
TFPI 1.186
OETI 1.073
OSMEI 1.099
OTEI 0.999
SNI 1.005
15 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations
TFPI 1.091
OETI 1.039
OSMEI 0.990
OTEI 1.009
SNI 1.050
This table compares the TFP and TFP components’ changes in Firm 1 (in the ’Manufacture of Basic
Metal’ sector) and in Firm 15 (in the ’Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical
preparations’ sector) in 2011 with the corresponding level of Firm 1 in 2002. For instance, Firm 1
was 18.6% more productive in 2011 than it had been in 2002 (TFPI=1.186). This productivity change
was mostly attributed to a 7.3% increase in output-oriented environmental and technical efficiency
(OETI=1.073) and a 9.9% increase in output-oriented scale-mix efficiency (OSMEI=1.099). Firm 1
was only 0.001% less technical efficient in 2011 compared to 2002.
Due to the transitive nature of the Geometric Young TFP index, an accurate comparison can be made
between Firm 1 and Firm 15 over time. For example, Firm 1 was 8.7% (TFPI=1.186/1.091=1.087)
more productive than Firm 15 in 2011, mostly because Firm 1 was 11% more scale-mix efficient than
Firm 15 (OSMEI=1.099/0.990=1.110). Firm 15 in 2011 was 9.1% more productive than Firm 1 in
2002 (TFPI=1.091) but 1% less scale-mix efficient than Firm 1 in 2002 (OSMEI=0.990).
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Aside from firm-level productivity comparison, such TFP change calculations and their decomposition
can also be performed relative to each of the 24 sectors. The accuracy of the comparisons is ensured
by taking advantage of the properties of the Geometric Young index.
The annual average TFP changes of nine groups of sectors, calculated on the basis of the Geometric
Young TFP index as defined by Equation 3.29, are depicted in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. In most groups,
productivity of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs increased steadily from 2002 but started to decrease
in 2008 or in 2009. This deterioration coincided with the economic downturn, when the Vietnamese
economy experienced a negative impact from the Asian financial crisis. It appeared that the strong
commitment of Vietnam’s central government to more rapid SOE privatization could not reverse the
declining productivity performance of manufacturing SOEs in the economic recession. Despite the
general trend, productivity in some light industries with exporting advantages, such as wearing apparel,
textiles, and rubber and plastics, increased significantly after 2008.
The average annual rate of TFP growth across 24 sectors over the full sample was 5.1%9. There
was only 1 sector (out of 24 sectors) that had negative TFP growth rate. This particular sector was
’Manufacture of other transport equipment’ (-0.09%)10. The average annual rate of TFP change for
beverage SOEs was the highest at 13.98%, followed by wood and refined petroleum SOEs (at 11.06%
and 10.68%, respectively)11. Although the annual average productivity growth rate of ’Manufacture of
Wearing Apparel’ was only 8.66% over the sample period, this sector had experienced an impressive
increase of 35.97% in 2011. In the same manner, productivity of textile SOEs grew more than six times,
from nearly 2% in 2002 to 12.13% in 2011. The period from 2006 to 2011 witnessed the signing of
the bilateral trade agreement between Vietnam (the fourth largest exporter of wearing apparel products
in international markets) and the US (one of the biggest importers of wearing apparel products) and
this finding presents good evidence of the strong relationship between the productivity performance of
a sector and export growth. The fact that export growth has been associated with higher TFP can be
explained by the role of ’learning-by-exporting’. When firms enter and compete in an international
market, they can gain technical expertise from importers and improve productivity. Exporting activities
are often associated with the reallocation of resources from less efficient plants towards more efficient
plants and as a result, firms are more productive when engaging in exports. The relation between this
reallocation of resources and productivity will be further revealed in the TFP decomposition in the
following sections. In group 1, the productivity growth rate of both basic metal and fabricated metal
SOEs reached a peak of 10.69% and 9.33%, respectively in 2010 from -0.8% and 1.03%, respectively
in 2003. Productivity of the chemical sector went up steadily from 1.64% in 2003 to more than 14%
in 2008 and then slightly decreased to about 10.15% in 2011. Average productivity growth rate has
improved significantly in the Beverage sector from -4.92% in 2003 on average, to reach around 25.3%
growth in 2010 and 17.18% growth in 2011. Group 4, with five sectors in light industry (leather,
9It should be noted that the growth rate of TFP and other components of TFP are calculated with 2002 as the base year.
10It must be noted that these figures of productivity reduction rate are computed as an average over the sample period.
The annual rate can be in a different direction compared with the average rate.
11Full results of annual average TFP growth and its components for individual sectors are available in Table 6.2 in the
Appendix.
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textiles, wearing apparel and rubber and plastics), experienced a very rapid TFP average annual growth
rate (except for the tobacco SOEs). The highest TFP average annual growth was wearing apparel
at 8.66%. This was closely followed by leather at 7.7%. Textiles and rubber SOEs were at 5.79%
and 5.33%, respectively. With strong competitive advantages, these sectors were also key sectors in
contributing significantly to the GDP growth and budget of Vietnam. Group 5 consists of the electrical
and electronics-related sectors. Both computer and electrical equipment sectors experienced minimal
productivity change at 0.13% and 0.6%, respectively, while the productivity of the machinery sector
increased at an average rate of 5.18% annually. The automotive group (Group 6) also had limited
productivity growth in the given period (motor sector at 0.15% and other transport equipment sector at
-0.09%). Productivity of SOEs in motor and other transport equipment sectors reduced by -4.96% and
-10%, respectively at the end of the sample period. It is interesting to note that there was significant
productivity growth in all three sectors in Group 7 (furniture, wood and paper sectors). Wood SOEs
enjoyed the highest productivity growth of 11.06% while the rate of productivity growth for furniture
and paper SOEs was 3.12% and 3.45%, repectively. The last five years of the sample period were
when SOEs in these sectors had the strongest growth rates. This might be attributed to the policy and
incentives of the central government in promoting the export of wood products. Group 9’s rates of
annual average productivity growth were high, with 10.68% for oil refinery and 5.37% for non-metallic
mineral manufacturing. The repair and installation of machinery and equipment sector was the one
with the highest TFP growth rate in Group 9 (at nearly 10%), followed by other manufacturing (4.7%)
and printing (4.49%).
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Figure 5.5 – The TFPI changes of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
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Figure 5.6 – The TFPI changes of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
Figure 5.7 – The TFPI changes of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
Various components of TFP change are further investigated in the following sections to find out what
the driving forces behind the productivity changes of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs in different
sectors might be.
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5.4 Output-oriented Environmental and Technical Index (OETI)
As presented in Chapter 3 (Methodology), TFP change can be exhaustively decomposed into a number
of measures of environmental and technical change and efficiency change. In this section, we will
explore output-oriented environmental and technical change (OET). Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 point
to annual average change in production environment in nine groups of Vietnamese manufacturing
SOEs. The environmental efficiency of the manufacturing SOEs reduced at the rate of -0.05% per
year on average. The OET of 13 sectors of manufacturing SOEs showed a downward trend over time
and the OET of 11 sectors increased in the given period. Refined petroleum, other manufacturing,
wearing apparel and machinery sectors are four sectors that achieved a two-digit OET average growth
rate from 2002 to 2011 (37.5% per year for the refined petroleum sector, 21.18% for the other
manufacturing sector, 15.05% for the wearing apparel sector and 13.51% for the machinery sector).
A large deterioration in annual average OET was seen in the motor vehicles sector (-21.47%), repair
and installation sector (-19.61%), other transport equipment (-18.55%) and paper (-11.23%). There
were possibly a number of environmental factors causing such falls. However, it can be guessed the
sample period is the time when Vietnam promoted international economic links with the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and joined the World Trade Organisation (WTO). As a result,
the tariff barriers for foreign trade were lowered and domestic enterprises had to face increasing
competition from imported products. It is interesting to note that Vietnam had no or only little
competitive advantage in the motor vehicles, the other transport equipment, repair and installation
and paper sectors, all of which appeared to suffer from severe competition from imported goods. Due
to strong free trade commitments in these sectors, the Vietnamese government also had to cut the
production incentives (e.g., taxes and subsidies) for domestic firms and this action was also a reason
for the sharp decrease in their OET over the given period.
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.Figure 5.8 – OETI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
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Figure 5.9 – OETI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
Figure 5.10 – OETI of selected group of manufacturing SOEs
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5.5 Output-oriented Technical Efficiency Index (OTEI)
The next element of the TFP decomposition is that of output-oriented technical efficiency. Sectoral
indexes of changes in OTE are already plotted (Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4) and were discussed in Section
4.2.
5.6 Output-oriented Scale-Mix Efficiency Index (OSMEI)
The next component of TFP decomposition is that of output-oriented scale-mix efficiency. This
component measures the TFP ratio of the output-oriented technical efficient point and the point of
maximum productivity where all the constraints on output level and output mix are relaxed. In other
words, output-oriented scale-mix efficiency measures the movement around the production frontier.
OSMEit is depicted in Figure 3.1 as the ratio of (slope OC)/(slope OE). It should be noted that there
is only one output in the sample, so in the productivity analysis of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs,
OSME is equal to purely scale efficiency. The estimates of annual OSMEI change for the nine groups
of sectors are reported in Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13. The OSME of almost all sectors increased
slightly or fluctuated over the sample period. On average, the OSME of the nine groups of sectors
went up by 1.08% from 2002 to 2011. The manufacture of machinery had the highest average OSME
growth rate, at 2.08%, and was followed by the refined petroleum and textiles sectors at 2.06% and
2.05%, respectively. The OSME of the textiles sector increased nearly seven times in 2010 compared
with 2003 (from 0.68% in 2002 to 3.48% in 2010). The pharmaceutical and chemical sectors had
an impressive increase in OSME from 2002 to 2008 and to 2009 (from 0.48% to 2.49% in 2009
for the pharmaceutical sector and from 0.41% in 2002 to 3.37% in 2008 for the chemical sector).
The computer, other manufacturing and wearing apparel sectors were the only three to experience a
negative OSME change rate (-1.65% for the Computer sector, -1.03% for the other manufacturing
sector and -0.48% for the wearing apparel sector). The Computer sector experienced the fastest decline
rate (roughly ten times in the sample period, from -0.35% in 2003 to -3.49% in 2011). For almost all
other sectors, annual average OSME fluctuated or started to decline from 2008 onwards. This might
be attributed to the negative impacts of the global economic downturn on Vietnamese state-owned
manufacturing firms starting from the same year. The exceptions were average OSME scores for the
beverage and food sectors, which rose at rates of 1.61% and 1.46%, respectively over the sample
period. The food sector (consisting of the three main sub-sectors of dairy products, vegetable oil and
confectionary and biscuit production) has been one of the fastest growing industry in Vietnam due to
the large market size of more than 90 million people. To meet the increasing demand, managers of food
SOEs applied advanced technology to improve the production chain, adjusted their scale and scope
(through changing of input mixes) and thus increased the scale-mix efficiency of the firms. Details
on the productivity performance of Beverage sectors in general and of scale-mix efficiency changes
in particular, will be further analysed in Section 4.9 (Productivity analysis of SOEs in some major
manufacturing sectors).
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Figure 5.11 – OSMEI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
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Figure 5.12 – OSMEI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
Figure 5.13 – OSMEI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
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5.7 Statistical Noise Index (SNI)
The last component in TFP decomposition is that of statistical noise. This component was estimated
to represent factors behind the productivity changes of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs that could
not be identified. Statistical noise index is equal to
[
exp(−vit)
exp(−vks)
]
or the last term in Equation 3.29. The
statistical noise changes of the manufacturing SOEs in nine groups of sectors are presented in Figures
5.14, 5.15 and 5.16.
Figure 5.14 – SNI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
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Figure 5.15 – SNI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
Figure 5.16 – SNI of selected groups of manufacturing SOEs
5.8 Second Stage Regression
In this section, parameters of the second stage regression model are estimated using 6,840 observations
of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs in the sample. As presented in Chapter 3 (Methodology), the
second stage regression model is given by:
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ln(EQIit) = δ0+δ2D2it +δ3D3it +δ4D4it +δ5D5it +δ6D6it +δ7D7it +σEQILitD7it + εit (5.2)
where Dnit = 1 if firm i in period t belongs to category n and Dnit = 0 if otherwise.
n = 1if the firm is a central SOE
n = 2 if the firm is a local SOE
n = 3 if the firm is a central state-owned limited liability company
n = 4 if the firm is a local state-owned limited liability company
n = 5 if the firm is a joint-stock company with more than 50% state-owned capital
n = 6 if the firm is a joint venture between SOE and foreign partners
n = 7 if the firm is a private firm
Lit is the number of years for which firm i in period t has been fully privatized.
Central SOEs (represented by D1it as dummy variable) is taken as a base. EQIs are comprised of
T FPI, OT EI and OSMEI. The values of T FPI, OT EI and OSMEI were obtained from the results in
Sections 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6 of Chapter 5 (Productivity change in Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs). Dnit
are manufacturing SOEs category dummy variables which are presented in Table 3.2.
Estimated parameters δ of the above second stage regression model are reported in Table 5.512. The
majority of the estimated coefficients are plausible. Entries in the table indicate that except for the
fact that Local SOEs are 2.53% and private firms are 0.18% less productive than Central SOEs, all
other types of SOEs are more productive than Central SOEs. Despite being less productive than
Central SOEs, private firms appeared to be 0.51% more technically efficient and 0.77% more scale-mix
efficient than Central SOEs. This result indicates that the main driver of the productivity deterioration
of private firms appears to be environmental and technical change. Central state-owned limited liability
companies are 28.66% more productive, local state-owned limited liability companies are 6.77% more
productive, joint-stock companies with more than 50% state-owned capital are 5.11% more productive
and joint ventures between SOEs and foreign partners are 22.79% more productive than Central
SOEs. On average, private firms (after being transformed from SOEs) are 0.18% less productive
than Central SOEs. Private firms are also 0.51% more technical efficient and 0.77% more scale-mix
efficient than Central SOEs. More interestingly, one unit change in the length of time after being
fully privatized (equivalence of 1 year) is associated with a 2.99% increase in the productivity of
Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. This indicates that the productivity of privatized SOEs continues
to increase at a rate of 2.99% per annum after being fully privatized. This outcome indicates that
SOE reforms are headed in the right direction, which helps not only in improving productivity of
Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs, but also in maintaining the productivity progress after privatization.
12It should be noted that OETI is beyond the control of the SOEs’ managers so there is no point in exploring the relation
between OETI and length of time, which is done for TFP indexes and other components.
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Table 5.5 – Productivity Indices and Changes in Ownership: Parameters Estimates
Dummy variables Name of dummy variables ln(TFPI) ln(OTEI) ln(OSMEI)
D1 Central State-owned Enterprise 1 1 1
D2 Local State-owned Enterprise -0.0253 -0.0004 -0.0295***
D3 Central State-owned Limited
Liability Company
0.2866 0.0409 -0.0757
D4 Local State-owned Limited Liability
Company
0.0677 0.0205 -0.0946***
D5 Joint-stock Company with more
than 50% State-owned capital
0.0511 0.0121** -0.0391***
D6 Joint venture between SOEs and
foreign partners
0.2279 0.0153*** 0.0669***
D7 Private firms -0.0018 0.0051*** 0.0077**
L(t)D7 Product of Length of Time and
Private Enterprise Dummy
Variables
0.0299*** -0.0009*** -0.0023***
***, **, * = significant at 1%, 5% and 10% level
Estimated parameters from the second stage regression relative to OTE are shown in the fourth
column of Table 5.5. Local SOEs are the only exceptions with an average OTE decrease of 0.04% in
comparison with central SOEs. All other types of SOEs experienced an increase in OTE. In detail, the
OTE of central state-owned limited liability companies, local state-owned limited liability companies,
joint-stock companies with more than 50% state-owned capital and joint ventures between SOEs and
foreign partners, were 4.09%, 2.05%, 1.21% and 1.53% respectively, higher than the OTE of Central
SOEs. The fully privatized SOEs were 0.51% more technical efficient than central SOEs. On average,
the OTE of private firms was 0.51% higher than that of the Central SOEs but overtime, private firms’
OTE reduced by 0.09% per year compared to that of central SOEs (at 1% significant level).
The second stage regression results of OSME can be found in the last column of Table 5.5. Local SOEs,
Central state-owned limited liability companies, local state-owned limited liability companies and
joint-stock companies with more than 50% state-owned capital are generally less efficient than Central
SOEs in terms of OSME. In detail, local SOEs, central state-owned limited liability companies, local
state-owned limited liability companies and joint-stock companies with more than 50% state-owned
capital were 2.95%, 7.57%, 9.46% and 3.91% more scale-mix efficient than Central SOEs. However,
joint ventures between SOEs and foreign partners and private firms (transformed from SOEs as the
results of privatization) were 6.69% and 0.77% more scale-mix efficient than central SOEs on average,
respectively. Overtime, the OSME of private firms eroded at the rate of 0.23% annually compared with
that of central SOEs.
It needs to be highlighted that the estimates of σEQI in Equation 5.2 are presented in the last row of
Table 5.5. The magnitude of σEQI shows the relation between the productivity of a private firm and the
length of time that the SOE has been privatized. If σEQI > 0, the longer the firm has been privatized,
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the higher its productivity is, and if σEQI < 0, the longer the firm has been privatized, the lower its
productivity is. One unit increase (decrease) in Lit-the length of time that the firm has been privatized
for (equivalent to 1 year) will be associated with a (σEQI ∗ 100) percent increase (decrease in EQI
(Economic Quantity Interest)). The result in the last row in Table 5.5 indicates that on average, the
productivity of private firms (being transformed from SOEs) in the sample increased 2.99% per year
after privatization. This increase was due to other factors than OTE and OSME. OTE and OSME of
private firms reduced at the rate of 0.09% and 0.23% per year after privatization.
5.9 Productivity Analysis of SOEs in Some Major Manufactur-
ing Sectors
In the previous sections, we have discussed estimates of TFP change for nine groups of sectors
calculated on the basis of the Geometric Young TFP index. These estimates can be exhaustively
decomposed into components of TFP change identified in Equation 3.29, specifically, output-oriented
environmental change (movement of the production possibilities frontier), output-oriented technical
efficiency change (movements towards or away from the production possibilities frontier) and output-
oriented scale-mix efficiency change (movement around the frontier surface to capture economies of
scale and scope). Such TFP calculations and their decomposition can be performed for manufacturing
SOEs in each of the 24 sectors. For presentation purposes, this section will provide an overview of, and
analyse the productivity performance of SOEs in important manufacturing sectors of the Vietnamese
economy, including in the sectors of: ’Manufacture of wearing apparel’; “Manufacture of computer,
electronic and optical products’; ’Manufacture of leather and related products’; ’Manufacture of wood
and products of wood and cork, except furniture’; and ’Manufacture of beverage’. These sectors play
essential roles in export-oriented economies like Vietnam’s in terms of revenue generation from foreign
trade activities and contribution to the state budget.
5.9.1 Manufacture of Wearing Apparel
Wearing apparel plays a very important role in an export-oriented economy like Vietnam. The sector
helps to create more jobs, improve the living standards of its workers and to contribute significantly
to the national budget because of its large export volume and economic development and growth.
Vietnam is one of the major exporters of wearing apparel in the world. The economic open-door policy
and the lifting of the US trade embargo in 1994 provided a strong momentum for the export activities
of the Vietnamese wearing apparel sector. The growth rate of the sector reached 14.5% per annum in
the period of 2008-2013, making the country the most rapidly growing country in the world in terms
of export volume increase (Tran, 2012). In 2011, Vietnam ranked seventh biggest among the garment
exporting countries worldwide, with exports reaching 14 billion $US (Tran, 2012). In 2013, wearing
apparel products of Vietnamese origin were exported to more than 180 countries and territories with a
total export value of 17.9 billion $US, and accounted for 13.6% of Vietnam’s total exports and 10.5%
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of its GDP (Bui, 2014). The annual export volume and growth rate of the Vietnamese wearing apparel
sector from 2005 to 2013 (Bui, 2014) are presented in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17 – Export volume (billion $US) and growth rate (%) of the Wearing Apparel Sector from
2005-2013
Source: Bui (2014)
The main exporting destination countries for Vietnam are the US, European Union (EU), Japan and
Korea and the main export products are jackets, T-shirts, trousers and shirts. Currently, there are
roughly 6,000 enterprises in the wearing apparel sector, attracting more than 2.5 million employees. The
number of employees in the sector accounts for about 25% of the entire workforce in the manufacturing
sector (Bui, 2014). According to the Vietnam Textile and Apparel Association (VITAS), every one
billion $US of apparel exports can create 150,000 to 200,000 jobs for the economy, from among
which 100,000 jobs are in the wearing apparel sector itself, and 50,000 to 100,000 jobs are in other
supporting industries. Almost all enterprises in the wearing apparel sector are small and medium-sized
enterprises located mainly in the north (Red River Delta) and in the south-east part of the country. Of
the total wearing apparel enterprises, private enterprises account for 84%, foreign direct investment
(FDI) enterprises account for 15%, and SOEs account for 1% (Bui, 2014). Although accounting for
only 15% of the total wearing apparel companies, FDI enterprises exported 10.7 billion $US in 2013,
which was 59.4% of the wearing apparel export volume in the same year (Bui, 2014). The Vietnam
National Textile and Garment Group (Vinatex) was established by the government in 1995 to supervise
all state-owned wearing apparel factories and to promote cooperation among them. By the end of 2007,
roughly 90% of Vinatex member companies had been privatized (Tran, 2012). The wearing apparel
sector in Vietnam contributed only limited value-added to the global garment supply chain because
almost all Vietnamese enterprises in the sector were still using imported material in production to
meet outsourcing orders from overseas buyers who supply their own specifications and brand names.
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Additionally, one of the biggest challenges confronting the sector is the less-developed situation of
the supporting industries for the sector, which makes it difficult for the sector to make full use of the
lower import duties from free trade agreements such as the Trans Pacific Partnership agreement or the
Vietnam-EU free trade agreement.
There are 52 firms operating in the wearing apparel sector that are used in the dataset. Similar to all
other firms in the sample, all of these firms were SOEs in 2002 and all of them were privatized by 2012.
The histograms of SOEs by size (employment and turnover) and by ownership category in the three
years of 2002, 2007 and 2011 are plotted in Figures 5.18, Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, which follow.
Figure 5.18 – Distribution of SOE size by number of employees in the Wearing Apparel sector
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Figure 5.19 – Distribution of SOE size by revenue in the Wearing Apparel sector
Figure 5.20 – Distribution of SOE size by ownership category in the Wearing Apparel sector
Note: D1-D7 refer to SOE with different types of ownership. Details can be found in Table 3.2.
The number of SOEs in the Wearing Apparel sector varied in terms of employment, revenue and types
of ownership. Based on the number of employees, they can be classified into 3 groups: from 25 to
50 employees; 500 to 2,000 employees; and from 2,000 to 7,000 employees. The histogram of SOE
distribution by employment reveals that the second group (medium-sized SOEs having from 500 to
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2,000 labourers) had the highest percentage compared to other groups (from roughly 46% to 51%) in
the sample period. The large SOEs with 2,000 to 7,000 members of staff, accounted for 15% to 25%
of the total number of SOEs. The year 2007 saw a dramatic decrease in the number of small-sized
SOEs: from 38.5% in 2002 to 23.1%. This decrease was largely due to the demand for more labourers
in the wearing apparel SOEs so that they could produce more for export. In terms of revenue, more
than 70% of SOEs in the sample yielded annual revenue of between 3,000 and 100,000 million VND
(from 187,500 AUD to 6,250,000 AUD13). About 20% percent of SOEs had from 100,000 to 500,000
million VND in revenue and only about 2% to 6% of SOEs had 500,000 million to 1,000,000 million
VND in revenue. The distribution of SOEs by size shows that although SOEs in the Wearing Apparel
sector had made efforts to expand by employing an increasingly large number of labourers to meet
the increasing export orders, their average annual revenue was still moderate. There have been large
changes in the distribution of wearing apparel SOEs by ownership, as shown in Figure 5.2014. In 2002,
all the firms in the sample were SOEs, among which, local state-owned enterprises accounted for the
largest share of 42.3%. This percentage reveals that the wearing apparel factories were usually located
in provinces (rather than in central cities) where the owners could make full use of large areas of land
to build workshops and make use of low-cost labour from among the local residents. After 5 years,
88.5% of all firms were transformed into private companies and in 2011, all the firms in the Wearing
Apparel sector were privatized. It can be noticed that progress in privatization was very rapid in this
sector and this appears to have involved a significant rise in TFP over the same period (see Figure
5.21).
A complete picture of TFP and the efficiency changes of SOEs in the Wearing Apparel sector from
2002 to 2011 is plotted in Figure 5.21 below. It is noticeable that TFP change and its decomposition,
as presented in Figure 5.21, is computed based on the geometric mean of annual TFP estimates with
revenue as weight (revenue-weighted geometric mean), which is given by
T FPWeightedt =
N
∏
i=1
(T FPit)ωi = exp[
N
∑
i=1
ωiln(T FPi)] (5.3)
where ωi is the revenue share of firm i15.
13Calculated based on the current exchange rate of AUD/VND. 1 AUD is equal to roughly 16,000 VND.
14D1 to D2 in the horizontal axis represents different types of ownership of the firms, which can be referred to in Table
3.2.
15It is noticeable that TFP change and its decomposition can also be computed based on the unweighted geometric mean
of annual TFP estimates which is given by
T FPUnweightedt =
N
∏
i=1
(T FPit)
1
N (5.4)
where T FPt denotes average T FP in time t (t = 1,2, ...,10), N is the number of firms in the sample. However, the
unweighted computation is not chosen in the context of this thesis because the disadvantage of using the unweighted
geometric mean, is that all the SOEs are treated equally in the computation regardless of their significant difference in
terms of revenue or employment size.
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Figure 5.21 – TFP and efficiency changes in the Wearing Apparel sector from 2002 to 2011
This figure presents the weighted geometric mean across all of the 52 SOEs in the Wearing Apparel
sector of the Geometric-Young TFP index, defined by Equation 3.29. It also presents the environmental
change, technical efficiency change, scale-mix efficiency change and statistical noise change compo-
nents of TFP change in the Wearing Apparel sector as defined in Equation 3.29. The indexes depicted
in Figure 5.21 are revenue-weighted geometric mean across all SOEs in the sector with 2002 as a base
period. Some of the findings are as follow. Although the average TFP in the sample was lower in 2013
than it had been in 2002, the average annual rate of TFP growth across all wearing apparel SOEs over
10 years in the sample was 0.05%16. There was evidence of strong TFP growth among SOEs in the
Wearing Apparel sector from 2002 to 2008. In 2007, the productivity of the wearing apparel SOEs was
4.94% higher than it had been in 2002 and this figure reduced to 2.93% in 2008 and even -6.76% in
2009. This trend can be mostly attributed to the rapid growth in the export volume of the sector in the
same period, as previously shown in Figure 5.17. There appeared to be a strong interaction between
exporting and productivity in this particular sector and there is evidence to imply that exports had
positive impacts on the productivity growth of wearing apparel SOEs. With increasing revenue from
wearing apparel exports, producers in the sector might have bought advanced technology, expanded
investment on production chains and on research and development (R&D) activities, employed more
skilled workers and so they might have quickly improved the productivity of the sector. The lifting of
the US trade embargo also opened a big market for Vietnamese wearing apparel products, thus helping
to provide momentum for TFP improvement in the sector. The removal of trade barriers to one of
the biggest wearing apparel markets in the world stimulated the SOEs to improve their productivity
and efficiency. Figure 5.21 further indicates that the long-term driver of TFP growth in the Wearing
16This computation is made by taking the average of annual TFPI increase (with 2002 as the reference year) and decrease
in the sector over 10 years.
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Apparel sector has been the change in scale-mix efficiency. Changes in environmental efficiency appear
to have had impact on TFP in this particular sector as well. Large decreases in TFP due to scale-mix
efficiency change after 2008 have been reinforced by the decrease in technical efficiency change. This
finding further supports the calculation from the estimates of the levels of technical efficiency (OTE)
for the wearing apparel sector, as given in Section 5.2 of this chapter. This calculation shows that the
levels of OTE among wearing apparel SOEs in 2012 were approximately 5.81% lower than they had
been in 2002.
The most striking fact from Figure 5.21 is that the main driver of TFP change of SOEs in the Wearing
Apparel sector is the change in statistical noise. It appears that OTEI, OTEI and OSMEI components
completely cancel each other out. Another possibility is that some of the input variables such as land,
advanced technology, management skills of managers or the government’s preferential policies might
have been omitted from the production function model. Data for these types of inputs are not readily
available in the surveys’ output or are very hard to be quantified. And the effects of these unidentified
factors appeared to be reflected in the statistical noise.
In order to have a deeper insight into TFP growth in the Wearing Apparel sector, the geometric mean
with employment as weight (employment-weighted geometric mean) of TFP growth was also computed
to compare with the results of the revenue-weighted geometric mean. Indexes of changes in T FPI,
OEI, OT EI and OSMEI, using both weighted and unweighted methods (revenue and employment),
are plotted in the following figures.
Figure 5.22 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted TFPI in the Wearing Apparel sector from 2002 to
2011
It is clear that there is significant difference between the two methods as to rates of TFP growth. The
average annual rate of TFP growth using the unweighted method over the sample period is -10.91%.
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The corresponding figures for the revenue-weighted method and the employment-weighted method are
only 0.05% and -0.75%. It appears that there is a significantly wide gap between TFP change among
SOEs of different sizes (in terms of revenue and employment) and when this difference is taken into
account, the actual TFP growth of Wearing Apparel SOEs is reduced to a much smaller rate. This
can be further demonstrated by plotting elements of TFP changes using weighted and unweighted
methods as depicted in Figures 5.23, 5.24 and 5.25. These figures show that the unweighted average
OE, OTE and OSME deterioration was much faster than that found by using the weighted method. For
instance, unweighted average OETI change went up 21.13% in 2011 (compared with 2002) but the
unweighted growth rate only fluctuated between 1.3% (revenue) and 1.8% (employment) in the same
year. Observe from Figures 5.24 and 5.25 that the decline in OTE and OSME was slightly lower using
the unweighted approach. This heterogeneity reflects vastly different rates of TFP change from firm to
firm in the Wearing Apparel sector. In terms of OSME, the result of the revenue-weighted approach
is significantly different from that found by the unweighted and employment-weighted approaches
(-26.03% versus -2.18% and -2.69% in 2011).
Figure 5.23 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OETI in the Wearing Apparel sector from 2002 to
2011
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Figure 5.24 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OTEI in the Wearing Apparel sector from 2002 to
2011
Figure 5.25 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OSMEI in the Wearing Apparel sector from 2002
to 2011
We now turn to a discussion of the estimates of average TFP change by ownership types. Figure 5.26
depicts the geometric mean of TFP change across all SOEs of different ownership types17. There
17Details of different ownership types can be found in Table 3.2.
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are no central state-owned limited liability companies (D3) and there was only one local state-owned
limited liability company (D4) in 2002 in the wearing apparel sector so no TFP change in these two
ownership categories is presented in Figure 5.26. Computation of the average TFP growth rate in
each ownership type reveals that productivity in each ownership category fluctuated between -2.19%
and 3.79% over the sample period. The ownership type that experienced the biggest average decline
rate of TFP was the central state-owned enterprises (D1) at -2.19%. This was followed by central
state-owned enterprises (D2) at -0.6%, joint-ventures between SOEs and foreign partners (D6) at
-0.32% and joint-stock companies with more than 50% state-owned capital (D5) at -0.04%. There
are no state-owned limited liability companies (D4) in the Wearing Apparel sector so no results for
this type of firms are reported in 5.26. After being privatized, the TFP of wearing apparel firms grew
at 3.79% on average. These results demonstrate the positive interaction between SOE reforms and
the productivity changes of SOEs, and suggest that on average, SOE reform helps to increase the
productivity of SOEs at 3.79% on average in this particular sector.
Figure 5.26 – Average TFP change by ownership types in the Wearing Apparel sector from 2002 to 2011
Note: D1-D6 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. D7 refers to private firms. Details can be found in
Table 3.2.
5.9.2 Manufacture of Computer, Electronic and Optical Products
According to the ’Master Plan for Manufacturing sector development of Vietnam by 2020, vision to
2030’18, the ’Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products’ sector (below referred to as
the ’computer’ sector ) will become a key sector in the Vietnamese economy and will account for about
9-10% of the total manufacturing sector of Vietnam in 2020. In practice, this sector has always been the
18Issued with Decision 34/2007/QD-BCN by Minister of Industry of Vietnam, dated 31 July 2007.
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top goods exporting sector of the Vietnamese economy. The annual reports of the Vietnam Electronic
Industries Association (VEIA) reveal that, before 1996, Vietnam had no computer and electronic
products for export but from 1997 to 2013, the country has exported to more than 50 countries and
territories. The leading role in the computer and electronic goods export industry, was assumed by
joint-ventures between Vietnam firms and foreign-invested firms, while the number of domestic firms
was reduced significantly due to their poor financial condition. The country has become the hub
of computer and electronics production of South East Asia and a promising destination for foreign
investors with more than 10 billion $US of foreign-invested capital in the industry by 2015. Many
big names in the world computer and electronics industry such as Samsung, Foxconn, LG, Panasonic,
Canon, Fujitsu, Nokia and Intel have secured their foothold in the country. Samsung is currently the
biggest foreign-invested company in Vietnam and the company has invested billions of $US into smart
phone factories in the country. In 2014, Samsung obtained 23.9 billion $US revenue from smart phone
export from Vietnam, which accounted for 18% of the country’s total export revenue. From 2013,
computer and electronics export has been at the top of Vietnamese exports, with annual export volume
of more than 30 billion $US (GSO, 2014, 2015). Vietnam has become the 12th largest exporter in
the world and the 3rd largest exporter in the Association of South East Asia Nations (ASEAN) (only
after Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore). Over the last few years, Vietnam’s increasing participation
in multilateral and bilateral free trade agreements associated with lower tariff barriers in the EU and
Korea, has helped to expand its export markets for computer and electronic products. In 2014, the
Microsoft Corporation moved their Nokia production chain from China to Vietnam; and in March
2015, LG Electronics moved their TV manufacturing unit from Thailand to Vietnam. Vietnamese
SOEs and private enterprises in the sector appear to be lagging behind in the domestic market. In 2014,
the export volume of computers and electronic products reached 11.6 billion $US (out of roughly 150
billion $US of total export volume), an increase of 10% compared with the previous year (GSO, 2014).
There have been 8 computer SOEs over 10 years, which is equal to 80 observations in the data sample.
Figures 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 provide histograms of computer SOEs by size (employment and turnover)
and by ownership category across the three years of 2002, 2007 and 2011.
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Figure 5.27 – Distribution of SOE size by number of employees in Computer sector
Figure 5.28 – Distribution of SOE size by revenue in Computer sector
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Figure 5.29 – Distribution of SOE size by ownership category in Computer sector
Note: D1-D7 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. Details can be found in Table 3.2.
When classifying by the number of labourers, there are two groups of computer SOEs: that with under
500, and that with above 500 labourers. Most of the computer SOEs in the data sample (87.5%) had
fewer than 500 workers in 2002 and 2007 and in 2011, 100% of the computer SOEs had fewer than 500
workers. The number of computer SOEs with more than 500 workers declined from 12.5% of the total
in 2002 and 2007, to 0% in 2011. These numbers reveal the recession among the domestic computer
manufacturers in the sample period and it appears that many employees were laid off to cope with the
increasing competition from foreign-invested firms. Distribution of computer SOEs by revenue is in
three groups (0-100,000; 100,000-500,000 and 500,000-1,000,00019). While the number of firms with
a large workforce decreased, the number of bigger-sized firms (from 500,000 to 1,000,000 in revenue)
rose, with the percentage increases in numbers moving from 0% in 2002 to 12.5% in 2007 and 2011.
In terms of distribution by ownership category, in 2002, half of all computer firms were central SOEs
(D1) and the other half were joint-ventures between SOEs and foreign partners (D6); all of these
SOEs were converted into private firms in 2011. It is noticeable that the pace of privatization in the
Computer sector was very fast, with more than 80% of the firms privatized in 2007, and 100% of them
becoming private in 2011. The fall in the number of joint-ventures between SOEs and foreign partners
(D6) from 50% of all computer enterprises in 2002 to 12.5% of them in 2007, indicated unsuccessful
performances from this particular type of firm.
Figure 5.30 provides a complete picture of TFP change and components of TFP change in the Computer
sector by the revenue-weighted method (2002 as the reference period). On average, productivity
decreased at a very minimal rate of -3.93% over the ten year period (calculation by taking the
19In million Vietnamese Dong.
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arithmetic average of TFP growth/decrease every year). The fastest period of productivity growth was
2006, when the average TFP was approximately 0.84% higher than it had been in 2002. After 2008,
productivity generally went down until 2011. In 2011, the productivity of computer SOEs was 10.32%
lower than in 2002. The decomposition of TFP growth illustrated in Figure 5.30 suggests that the two
main drivers of TFP decline were scale-mix efficiency and statistical noise, which declined at -1.27%
and -2.82%, respectively. This was followed by technical efficiency change ( increased by 0.01%) and
environmental and technical change (increased by 0.07%) over the sample period. These findings show
that SOE reforms appear to have had no positive impact on productivity changes in computer SOEs.
Scale-mix efficiency was fluctuating over a sub-period from 2004 to 2007 but appeared to have little
effect on the TFP downtrend.
Figure 5.30 – Estimates of TFP and efficiency change in the Computer sector from 2002 to 2011
Note: D1-D7 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. Details can be found in Table 3.2.
The three figures below compare TFPI, OETI, OTEI and OSMEI changes in the Computer sector
by unweighted and weighted methods from 2002 to 2011. Although the TFPI and OTEI computed
by the unweighted method show a distinct deceleration of productivity from 2005 onwards, those
computed by the weighted method only fluctuated and went down slightly after 2009 (Figure 5.31
and 5.33). For example, while total productivity of SOEs in the Computer sector in 2005, calculated
by using the unweighted method, was 5.01% lower than it had been in 2002, productivity in 2011
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was 64.49% lower than that in 2002 (nearly a 60% decrease in total from 2005 to 2011). However,
the decreases were roughly -10% and 1.9%, respectively, according to the revenue-weighted and the
employment-weighted methods. This could reflect the fact that if the revenue and employment weights
of each SOE are counted, there is only a slight change in the productivity of the computer SOEs over
the sample period. The same story can be seen in the comparison between weighted and unweighted
OETI presented in Figure 5.32. OET declined at an average rate of -0.01% from 2002 to 2011 under
the unweighted approach but increased at an average rate of 0.07% by the revenue-weighted approach
and increased 0.11% under the employment-weighted approach. The deterioration is clear in the
unweighted OSMEI at -12.26% annually compared to the revenue-weighted method at -1.27% and at
-1.48% by the employment-weighted method.
Figure 5.31 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted TFPI in the Computer sector from 2002 to 2011
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Figure 5.32 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OETI in the Computer sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.33 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OTEI in the Computer sector from 2002 to 2011
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Figure 5.34 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OSMEI in the Computer sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.35, which follows, depicts the geometric mean of TFP changes across computer SOEs
according to different ownership types. Manufacturing SOEs in the Computer sector belong to one of
only three types of ownership, Central SOEs (D1), Joint-ventures between SOEs and foreign partners
(D6) and private firms (D7). Average rate of productivity growth over the sample period was highest in
privatized computer firms and lowest in the central SOEs (195.87% versus -3.26%, respectively). This
could reflect the facts presented in the overview to the Computer sector: that is, computer SOEs have
been lagging behind and there has been a lot of effort from computer SOEs to improve productivity
after privatisation to compete with the strong penetration by foreign-invested firms into the domestic
market. Joint-ventures and foreign-invested firms have operated effectively and played a prominent
role in export activities in the sector over the last few decades. After the SOE reforms, the TFP of
private firms increased by 294.25% in 2010 (compared to 2004, the first year of the privatization of
computer SOEs) before going down to 190.2% in 2011, and achieved an annual productivity growth
rate of 195.87%. It can be described as a very good rate of growth for the sector and this coincides
with the export growth in computers and electronic products in the same period.
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Figure 5.35 – Average TFP change by ownership types in the Computer sector from 2002 to 2011
Note: D1-D6 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. D7 refers to private firms. Details can be found in
Table 3.2.
5.9.3 Manufacture of Leather and Related Products
Vietnam is currently the third largest exporter of leather and related products in the world (after China
and Italy) and accounts for about 10% of the global market share20. Figure 5.36 presents annual
export volume of leather and related products from 2002 to 2014 (author’s calculation from website
of the Customs General Department, www.customs.gov.vn). In 2002, Vietnam exported 1.61 billion
$US of leather and related products and this number increased more than seven times to 12 billion
$US after 12 years21. Vietnam ’s leather products exports are achieved mainly by using the method
of buying raw materials and then producing the requested goods under the brand names of foreign
partners (outsourcing) or manufacturing from imported raw materials (manufacturing for exports). The
’outsourcing’ method accounts for 52.7% of the exports and the ’manufacturing for export’ method
accounts for 44.6% of total export turnover22.
According to the Association of US Shoe Retailers, leather products from Vietnam were very competi-
tive in the international market thanks to Vietnam’s political and economic stability and cheap, skilled
human resources. Vietnam has been chosen by Japan and Taiwan manufacturers to set up production
facilities. The largest sports shoes producer, Nike, has produced 42 % of its total output in Vietnam
20Source: People’s Daily Online Newspaper (http://www.nhandan.com.vn/kinhte/hoi-nhap/item/27686802-de-nganh-da-
giay-viet-nam-chu-dong-nam-bat-co-hoi-tpp.html).
21Source: People’s Daily Online Newspaper (http://www.nhandan.com.vn/kinhte/hoi-nhap/item/27686802-de-nganh-da-
giay-viet-nam-chu-dong-nam-bat-co-hoi-tpp.html).
22Source: People’s Daily Online Newspaper (http://www.nhandan.com.vn/kinhte/hoi-nhap/item/27686802-de-nganh-da-
giay-viet-nam-chu-dong-nam-bat-co-hoi-tpp.html).
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since 2013, compared with only 30 % in China and 25 % in Indonesia23. The export turnover of leather
and related products is enjoying the preferential market access opportunities that opened up when
Vietnam concluded negotiating the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreements (TPP ) and the Free Trade
Agreement with the European Union.
Figure 5.36 – Annual export volume of leather and related products from 2002 to 2014 (billion $US)
We now turn to analyse the distribution of the leather SOEs in the sample by labour, revenue and
ownership types and this is presented in Figures 5.37, 5.38 and 5.39. In terms of employment, in 2002
and 2007, 70% to 90% of SOEs had from 500 to 2000 employees. In 2011, 30% of SOEs employed
fewer than 500 workers, 60% employed from 500 to 2,000 employees and 10% of SOEs increased their
human resources to more than 2,000 workers. Most of the leather SOEs in the sample had a revenue
size of under 100,000 million VND and about 30-40% of them obtained revenue of between 100,000
and 500,000 million VND in the sample period. This could reflect the fact that almost all SOEs in the
Leather sector were small and medium-sized firms. In 2002, 70% of the firms in the sample were local
SOEs (D2), 10% were central SOEs (D1) and 20% were joint-ventures between SOEs and foreign
partners. In 2007, 70% of the firms were privatized and privatization was completed in 2011.
23Source: People’s Daily Online Newspaper (http://www.nhandan.com.vn/kinhte/hoi-nhap/item/27686802-de-nganh-da-
giay-viet-nam-chu-dong-nam-bat-co-hoi-tpp.html).
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Figure 5.37 – Distribution of SOE size by number of employees in the Leather sector
Figure 5.38 – Distribution of SOE size by revenue in the Leather sector
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Figure 5.39 – Distribution of SOE size by ownership category in the Leather sector
Note: D1-D7 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. Details can be found in Table 3.2.
Figure 5.40 provides the annual changes in TFPI, OETI, OTEI and SNI for SOEs in the Leather
sector from 2002 to 2011 (calculated by the revenue-weighted method with 2002 as the reference
period). After increasing by approximately 2.06% in 2005 (compared with 2002), average productivity
estimates of leather SOEs went down -0.1% in 2006 and continued to decrease by -9.43% in 2011. In
the period of 2008-2011, the productivity of leather SOEs declined by approximately 9% compared
with 2002. Over the sample period, the productivity of the SOEs in the Leather sector went down
by -4.13% on average. The decomposition illustrated in Figure 5.40 shows that the main driver of
productivity change has been scale-mix efficiency. Scale-mix efficiency, which decreased -1.39% per
annum on average, drove the productivity erosion in the long term. This particular component of
productivity change has been underestimated in the literature (reviewed in Chapter 2 of this thesis)
about Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs’ productivity. The slight increase in technical efficiency (at
0.04% on average) showed almost no impact on the TFP change trend; however, there was a slight
upward trend by the second half of the sample period.
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Figure 5.40 – Estimates of TFP and efficiency change in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2011
The following figures compare TFPI, OETI, OTEI and OSMEI by using two different unweighted and
weighted methods. The weighted method was applied for both revenue and employment weights. Using
the unweighted method, average productivity estimates in the Leather sector fluctuated from 2002 to
2007 and then went down sharply from 2006 onwards. The productivity of leather SOEs peaked in 2004
at 12.45%, higher than it had been in 2002 and then fell significantly by -60.63% in 2011. On average,
the TFP of leather SOEs reduced at -27.58% per annum during the sample period. However, the results
using revenue and employment-weighted methods were substantially different. TFP estimates gradually
went down from 2006 at an average annual rate of -0.09% (using the revenue-weighted method) and
from 2007 at an average annual rate of -8.9% (using the employment-weighted method). In 2011, TFP
estimates was -9.43% (revenue-weighted) and -10.52% (employment-weighted) lower than in 2002. In
the Leather sector, scale-mix efficiency (using the revenue and employment-weighted method) and
statistical noise became the drivers of TFP change despite the increase in technical efficiency by 0.04%
(using the revenue-weighted method) and 0.29% (using the employment-weighted method). Figure
5.43 points to the slow OTE growth in the leather SOEs since 2002, with average annual levels of
OTE being 0.34% (using the revenue-weighted method) and 0.71% (using the employment-weighted
method) higher in 2011 than in 2002.
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Figure 5.41 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted TFPI in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.42 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OETI in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2011
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Figure 5.43 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OTEI in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.44 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OSMEI in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.45, which follows, depicts the geometric mean of TFP change across all leather SOEs in
different ownership categories. Manufacturing SOEs in the Leather sector can belong to one of
four types of ownership: central SOEs (D1), local SOEs (D2), joint-ventures between SOEs and
foreign partners (D6) and private firms (D7). Privatized leather firms maintained the average rate of
productivity growth, 0.07% per annum, over the sample period. Productivity of the private leather
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firms was 3.67% higher in 2006 compared with 2004 (the first year when the first leather SOE was
privatized). Within the period of 2007-2011, the average productivity estimates of the private leather
firms reduced by approximately -0.5% to -1.5%. Meanwhile, TFP estimates of local leather SOEs
(D2) and joint-ventures between leather SOEs and foreign partners (D6) went down at -2.83% and
-0.81% on average. These findings reiterate the positive impact of SOE reforms on the productivity of
privatized firms in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2006 and then privatisation appeared to keep the
productivity deterioration slower during the period of 2007-2011.
Figure 5.45 – Average TFP change by ownership types in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2011
Note: D1-D6 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. D7 refers to private firms. Details can be found in
Table 3.2.
5.9.4 Manufacture of Wood and Wood Products
Vietnam has currently 3,900 firms manufacturing wood and wood products, of which 95% are private
firms and only 5% are SOEs24. Foreign direct investment (FDI) enterprises account for only 10% of
the total number of firms in the sector, but 35% of the export turn-over25. There are firms from 26
countries and territories such as Taiwan, South Korea, the UK, Japan and China, investing in wood
manufacturing in Vietnam . Almost all FDI enterprises have advanced production technology for
producing high and stable wood product quality. 90% of firms in the sector are small and medium-sized.
Some industrial parks for wood processing and wood products manufacturing have been formed in the
northern and southern parts of Vietnam. The growth rate of wood and wood products exports has been
very high over the last 15 years. The export volume of 2012 was 4.57 billion $US, nearly two times
24Source: Annual report of Vietnamese Association of Wood and Forestry Products.
25Source: Annual report of Vietnamese Association of Wood and Forestry Products.
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what it had been in 2007 (2.404 billion $US)26. Figure 5.46 points to Vietnam’s annual export turnover
of wood and wood products since 2002. Currently, the country ranks 6th in the world for wood export;
and Vietnamese wood and wood products are available in more than 120 countries and territories.
The main markets are the US (38-44%), the EU (28-30%) and Japan (12-15%). There is potential
for growth in the domestic market, taking into account Vietnam’s population of more than 90 million
people. Furniture , art furniture and wood products for building services are the areas with strong
domestic sales. Some problems still exist in the sector such as in the available numbers and the quality
of the processing workers, neither of which meets the requirements of the sector; also the supporting
industries are still under-developed. Additionally, the application of scientific research findings and
advanced techniques for managing plantations of large-diameter trees for wood processing are still
limited. The future direction of the wood and wood products manufacturing sector development lies in
its becoming one of the spearhead sectors of the economy. The focus will be on producing goods with
a high competitive edge like indoor furniture, outdoor furniture and art furniture and on promoting the
modernization of large-scale wood processing.
Figure 5.46 – Annual export turnover of wood and wood products from 2002 to 2014 (billion $US)
Source: Writer’s compilation from the data of the Vietnamese Association of Wood and Forestry
Products
Figures 5.47 and 5.48 indicate that most of the wood SOEs in the sample are small and medium-sized
enterprises. Roughly 90% of firms had less than 500 employees and less than 100,000 million VND in
revenue in the given sample period. In terms of ownership types, more than 40% of the firms are local
SOEs and nearly 30% of the firms are central SOEs. The SOE reforms in the Wood sector appeared to
accelerate in 2007, with nearly 50% of them being converted into private firms at that time and then by
26Source: Annual report of Vietnamese Association of Wood and Forestry Products.
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2012, 100% of the firms were fully privatized. It is interesting to note that the pace of privatization of
the Wood SOEs was closely related to the productivity growth of SOEs in the sector. The timing of the
jump in productivity seen in Figure 5.50 in 2007 coincided with the high privatization rate of the same
year. Additionally, the productivity of wood SOEs continues to rise following the completion of the
privatization process. This finding could reflect the explicitly positive impacts of SOE reforms on the
productivity improvement of firms in the Wood sector.
Figure 5.47 – Distribution of SOE size by number of employees in the Wood sector
Figure 5.48 – Distribution of SOE size by revenue in the Wood sector
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Figure 5.49 – Distribution of SOEs by ownership category in the Wood sector
Note: D1-D7 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. Details can be found in Table 3.2.
Figure 5.50 shows TFP growth and its decomposition in the Wood sector since 2002, with average
levels of productivity being 21.48 % higher in 2011 than in 200227. The TFP index also shows an
average annual growth rate of TFP at 2.12%. The decomposition of TFP growth illustrated in Figure
5.50 shows that the main driver of productivity improvement is unknown and the main driver of TFP
deterioration has been environmental change and technical efficiency change. The environmental
efficiency and technical efficiency declined at the annual rate of -8.56% and -1.18%, respectively
over the sample period. The average annual growth rate of OTE was 0.69%28. The increase in OTE
appears to be in line with the development of the Wood sector in the same period due to the effective
implementation of the National Forestry Strategy since 2006, with the main target being application of
technological advancement and innovation to promote export activities. To meet the demand of wood
products export to developed countries, and to meet the requirements of large customers and clients,
all equipment, a large number of production lines, and machines for wood processing were imported
from Germany, Italy and Japan. This contributed most to the technical efficiency changes in the Wood
sector.
27It should be noted here that this result only implies the productivity change but it does not imply that Wood sector had
low or high levels of productivity.
28Author’s calculations by taking an average of the percentage of TFP change every year.
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Figure 5.50 – Estimates of TFP and efficiency change in the Wood sector from 2002 to 2011
Figures 5.51, 5.52, 5.53 and 5.54 plot estimates of TFP change and components of TFP change in
the Wood sector by unweighted, revenue-weighted and employment-weighted methods, respectively.
In general, the results of weighted methods appeared to be consistent over time and opposite to
the results calculated by the unweighted method. Figure 5.51 shows that average estimates of TFP
changes using the unweighted method experienced a significant reduction throughout the sample
period. The unweighted productivity level reduced by -28.19% on average, compared with 2.12%
by the revenue-weighted method and -0.62% by the employment-weighted method. It is interesting
to note that productivity of Wood SOEs improved significantly at the end of the given period e.g.
by 21.5% when using revenue as weight, and by 13.12% when using employment as weight, in the
computation procedure. Results in Figure 5.54 show that scale-mix efficiency was the driving force
of the TFP change in Wood SOEs. Estimates of unweighted OSMEI declined at the rate of -13.18%
per annum, while estimates of weighted OSMEI reduced by -1.18% (calculated using revenue as
the weight) and-2.11% (calculated using employment as the weight). OSME clearly shows signs of
deterioration at the end of the sample period. The average increase in unweighted OETI is 0.18% per
year, which is in opposition to the reduction of OETI measured by weighted methods (-8.56% (by
revenue-weighted method) and -7.94% (by employment-weighted-method)). In the case of the OTE
component, the average weighted estimates increased slightly throughout the sample period (by 0.69%
by revenue-weighted method and 0.709% by employment-weighted method), and unweighted OTE
estimates increased at 5.6% per annum. However, the increase in technical efficiency appears to have
had a limited impact on the increase in TFP in general. These results could reflect the fact that the
output-oriented technical efficiency of the larger SOEs (in terms of revenue and employment) went up
more significantly than that of the smaller SOEs in the sample period and this made the trend lines go
up when measuring by the weighted method.
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Figure 5.51 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted TFPI in the Wood sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.52 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OETI in the Wood sector from 2002 to 2011
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Figure 5.53 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OTEI in the Wood sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.54 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OSMEI in the Wood sector from 2002 to 2011
According to the estimates plotted in Figure 5.55, the average TFP growth rate across private firms
(D7) over the full sample was highest compared to other categories of firms and was at 4.47% per
annum. Especially, productivity growth of private firms peaked in the period of 2010-2011 and reached
29.45% in 2011 (compared with 2002). The lowest productivity growth rate was of local SOEs (D2) at
-0.21% annually, followed by the joint ventures between Wood SOEs and foreign partners at -0.16%
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per annum. TFP of central SOEs in the Wood sector increased at approximately 2.29% from 2002-2009
(after 2009, all central SOEs were transformed into private firms). These results indicate that SOE
reforms appeared to have a positive impact on the privatization of Wood SOEs. On average, private
firms had a much higher TFP growth rate than that of other types of ownership and showed significant
productivity improvement over the sample period.
Figure 5.55 – Average TFP change by ownership types in the Wood sector from 2002 to 2011
Note: D1-D6 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. D7 refers to private firms. Details can be found in
Table 3.2.
5.9.5 Manufacture of Beverage
The Vietnamese Beverage sector has a very long history, but has only had fast development over the
last decade. The development of the sector was motivated by the economic renovation policy of the
government and fast economic growth, which then led to an improvement in people’s demands and
living standards. Many new beverage production facilities were built with modern equipment and
advanced technology to produce a rich variety of products of high quality. The sector contributed
significantly to the state budget and gradually met the demand of consumers. The target of the
Vietnamese government is to build the Beverage sector into an important economic sector to produce
more products to meet domestic demand and exports and contribute more to the state budget. Table
5.6 presents the production value and growth rates of the Beverage sector from 2001 to 2011. The
production value of the Beverage sector increased nearly three times, from 8 thousand billion VND to
23 thousand billion VND in the period of 2000-2011. While the growth rate of the sector was estimated
at 6.64% in the period of 2001-2005, it doubled in 2006-2011 to 13.1%.
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Table 5.6 – Production value and growth rate of the Beverage sector from 2001 to 2011
Products
Production value (thousand billion VND) Average annual growth rate
2000 2005 2011 2001-2005 2006-2011
All manufacturing sectors 198 516 920 15.96% 14.16%
Beverage sector 8 (4.04%) 11 (2.13%) 23 (2.5%) 6.64% 13.1%
Source: Compilation from Ministry of Trade and General Statistics Office reports
The sub-sectoral structure of the Beverage sector has not changed significantly over the last decade.
The products with the highest production value in the sector are beer and soft drink. Spirits accounted
for only a small proportion. In 2000, while alcohol production accounted for only 7%, beer and soft
drink production accounted for approximately 72% and 21% of the production output, respectively. In
2011, beer production still had the highest proportion of production value at 67.3%. The production of
soft drink and spirits was far lower in the same year and the production value of those products was at
27% and 5.7%, respectively. An increase of 6% can be seen in the soft drink production value in 2011
which can be explained by the increasing number of soft drink manufacturers in recent years 29. The
period of 2000-2011 saw dramatic increases in the number of beverage enterprises, which is depicted
in Table 5.7. The number of beverage firms went up almost three times from 560 in 2000 to 1,741 in
2011. The soft drink sub-sector had the highest increase from 410 in 2000 to 1,435 in 2011 due to
the rise in demand for soft drink in the market of more than 90 million people. Beer enterprises rose
from 122 to 210 and the number of alcohol firms tripled in the same period. In 2011, 82.4% of firms in
the beverage sector produced soft drink. Only 12.1% and 5.5% of the firms were producing beer and
alcohol, respectively. With regard to ownership structure, in 2002, SOEs stood at 32.7% while private
and foreign-invested firms were at 67.3%. In 2011, SOEs decreased dramatically to only 8.7% and
private and foreign-invested firms were at 91.3%.
Table 5.7 – Number of beverage enterprises from 2000 to 2011
Sector and sub-sector
Number Percentage
2000 2005 2011 2000 2005 2011
Beverage sector 560 762 1,741 100% 100% 100%
Beer 122 163 210 21.8% 21.4% 12.1%
Alcohol 28 47 96 5% 6.2% 5.5%
Soft drink 410 552 1,435 73.2% 72.4% 82.4%
Source: Vietnamese Beverage Association
Figures 5.56, 5.57 and 5.58 compare the distribution of beverage SOEs by revenue, employment and
ownership types in the three years of 2002, 2007 and 2011. 80% to 90% of SOEs in the sample
employed from 0-500 employees and only 10% employed from 500 to 2,000 employees in the sample
period. In terms of revenue distribution, in 2002, more than 76% of the firms had less than 100,000
million VND in revenue. By 2011, this number had dropped to 57%. The number of beverage firms
with revenue from 100,000 to 500,000 million VND increased from 19% in 2002 to more than 28% in
29Data collected from annual reports of the Vietnamese Beverage Association.
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the same period. It is noticeable that the big beverage SOEs (with more than 500,000 million VND in
revenue) had nearly tripled from 4.8% in 2002 to 14.3% in 2011. This fact coincides with the growth
of the Beverage sector over the last few years. To meet the increasing demand of the domestic market,
the beverage producers raised production output and thus created more revenue.
Figure 5.56 – Distribution of SOE size by number of employees in the Beverage sector
Figure 5.57 – Distribution of SOE size by revenue in the Beverage sector
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Figure 5.58 – Distribution of SOE size by ownership category in the Beverage sector
Note: D1-D7 refer to SOEs with different types of ownership. Details can be found in Table 3.2.
Figure 5.59 presents the average of the Geometric Young TFP index defined by Equation 3.29 across
all beverage SOEs. It also presents the output-oriented environmental change, technical efficiency
change, scale-mix efficiency change and statistical noise change components of TFP change. The
average rate of TFP growth over the full sample was 80.89% (2002 as the base period). Productivity
growth can be divided into two sub-periods, from 2002 to 2006 and from 2007 to 2011. Rates of
productivity growth were much higher in the first sub-period than in the second sub-period. In the first
sub-period, the productivity of the beverage SOEs experienced a steady increase from 2003 to 2006
(reaching 8.05% in 2006). In the second sub-period from 2007-2011, however, productivity scores
increased impressively from 14.13% in 2007 to 602.82% in 2011. The main driver of productivity
improvement over the sample period was unknown and the main driver of TFP deterioration has been
environmental change and technical efficiency change. The average annual rate of environmental
efficiency and technical efficiency change across all beverage SOEs in the full sample was -5.02%
and -2.42%, respectively. Output-oriented scale-mix efficiency was at 17.97% annually. In 2011, the
output-oriented scale-mix efficiency of beverage SOEs was 114.12% higher than it had been in 2002.
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Figure 5.59 – Estimates of TFP and efficiency change in the Beverage sector from 2002 to 2011
Figures 5.60, 5.61, 5.62 and 5.63, which follow, compare estimates of TFP change and components
of TFP change by the Geometric-Young index without using any weight, and using revenue and
employment as the weights. Average productivity growth rates varied significantly according to three
methods (5.11% by unweighted, 80.89% by revenue-weighted and 217.73% by employment-weighted
methods). The main difference lies in the TFP change in 2011. The TFP change was only 4.57%
by the unweighted method, while it was 80.89% using revenue-weighted and 1984.12% using the
employment-weighted method. The dramatic increase in TFP using the employment-weighted method
is attributed to the fact that some firms in the sample had a dramatic increase in the ratio of revenue
to employment in 2011 (when all the SOEs were fully privatized). This increase in the revenue-
employment ratio induced the increase in the corresponding weights of these firms in the sub-sample
of manufacturing SOEs in the Beverage sector. These firms also experienced a rapid rise in TFP in
2011 and this is the main reason why the average productivity growth rates of the whole sample goes
up very rapidly by the end of the sample period. In terms of OETI, Figure 5.61 shows the same trend
of OETI change among the three methods. The annual average OETI growth rate by the unweighted
method is at 1.6%, compared with the decrease of -5.02% by the revenue-weighted method and -6.13%
by the employment method. The OETI reduction by the employment method can be attributed to the
increase in employment in some firms in 2011. The increase in employment in these firms also made
the employment share of them increase. At the same time, these firms experienced a decrease in OETI
and this decrease made the average OETI of the whole sub-sample of beverage SOEs decrease as well.
The same explanation can be used for the decrease in OTEI. The annual average OTEI growth across
all beverage SOEs in the sample is very different between the unweighted and weighted methods
(-0.82% compared with -2.42% (revenue-weighted) and -3.18% (employment-weighted)). OSME
growth rates are also different when measured by the three methods. The unweighted annual average
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growth rate of OSME is 5.22%, while the weighted growth rate are 17.97% (revenue-weighted) and
27.21% (employment-weighted). Based on the weighted method, it is clear in the graph that the main
drivers of productivity growth are OSME. Figure 5.64 presents the average productivity growth across
ownership types of beverage SOEs. Private firms (D7) had the highest average productivity growth rate
of 92.74% per year, while central beverage SOEs (D1) maintained the slowest rate at -0.03%. Local
beverage SOEs and joint-ventures with foreign partners had positive average productivity growth of
0.11% and 1.41%, respectively. Since all the SOEs in the sample were fully privatized in 2011 with an
average productivity growth rate of 92.74% (2003 as the base year), a significant finding is that SOE
reforms were successful in accelerating productivity in the Beverage sector. It is also interesting to
note that 2010 and 2011 were the two years with a tremendous increase in the TFP of the privatized
beverage SOEs at 103.26% and 638.51%, respectively (relative to the productivity level in 2003). This
timing coincides with the booming of the sector itself to meet the increasing domestic demand.
Figure 5.60 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted TFPI in the Beverage sector from 2002 to 2011
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Figure 5.61 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OETI in the Beverage sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.62 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OTEI in the Beverage sector from 2002 to 2011
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Figure 5.63 – Comparison of weighted and unweighted OSMEI in the Beverage sector from 2002 to 2011
Figure 5.64 – Average TFP change by ownership types in the Beverage sector from 2002 to 2011
Note: D1-D6 refers to SOEs with different types of ownership. D7 refers to private firms. Details can be found
in Table 3.2.
To conclude, this chapter examined the productivity performance of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs
from 2002 to 2011. The annual average TFP changes among the selected groups of sectors were
calculated on the basis of the Geometric Young TFP index, as defined by Equation 3.29. In most
groups, productivity of the Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs increased from 2002 to 2007 but started to
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deteriorate in 2008-2009. Four components of TFP change (OETI, OTEI, OSMEI and SNI) were also
decomposed. The empirical results show a large variation in components of productivity change across
different groups of sectors. An in-depth productivity analysis of SOEs in major manufacturing sectors
(e.g., wearing apparel, computer, leather, wood and beverage) was also conducted. The results reveal
that productivity of the manufacturing SOEs in these important sectors showed signs of improvement
after the privatisation process, but at different paces.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
The Vietnam National Assembly ratified the SOE Law in 1995. Over the last 21 years, the SOEs
have made a significant contribution to the economic development of Vietnam but have also been
exposed to some potential problems. By 2012, the collapse of some leading Vietnamese SOEs such as
Vinashin (Vietnam Shipbuilding Industry Group) and Vinalines (Vietnam National Shipping Lines)
and severe losses and huge outstanding debts suffered by a number of other SOEs, had raised alarm
about the efficiency of the badly indebted SOE system, which was once regarded as the ’iron fists’ of
the economy.
Over the last few decades, SOE reform has been one of the most important aspects of economic
renovation in Vietnam. It is widely agreed that productivity improvement is excellent evidence of
successful SOE reform. Productivity improvement is also important for the development of any SOE
in particular and of the manufacturing sector in general. The benefits of increased productivity may
outweigh the benefit of increased profit in a firm in the long term. Therefore, decision-makers are often
interested in how the productivity of SOEs in general and of manufacturing SOEs in particular, has
changed since the reforms in order to put forward proper economic policies for promoting the reform
process. If after being privatized, the productivity of manufacturing SOEs had improved, it would have
been proven that the reforms were on the right and positive track.
Different computation methods of TFP change and decomposition will result in different productivity
estimates. Recently, O’Donnell (2012a), O’Donnell (2012b), O’Donnell (2014b) and O’Donnell
(2016) showed how TFP can be decomposed in various measures of efficiency and technical change
within an aggregate-output, aggregate-input framework and introduced a new class of proper TFP
indexes which can be applied to an empirical study of productivity analysis. In this thesis, I argued
that the Geometric-Young TFP index, as defined in O’Donnell (2012c) and O’Donnell (2016) is the
most appropriate index for the context of computing and decomposing the productivity of Vietnamese
manufacturing SOEs. This is because this TFP index does not require any assumptions on market
competition or profit optimization of firms. Most importantly, the distinguishing feature of this
index compared with other commonly-used indexes, is that it satisfies the important axioms from
index number theory such as identity, circularity and transitivity, and most importantly, it can be
decomposed into meaningful components. For example, the well-known Malmquist TFP index of
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Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982) cannot be used to measure TFP change since it is not proper
and therefore cannot be decomposed into economically meaningful components.
The application of the Geometric Young TFP index has two main advantages. Firstly, because the
Geometric Young TFP index is transitive, it allows us to make accurate comparisons of TFP change
among Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs over time, as well as to compare levels of TFP between
different manufacturing sectors. This is the first time in the literature that the TFP index has been used in
this context. There have been no previous studies involving the use of the TFP index for measuring and
decomposing the productivity performance of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. Secondly, effective
manufacturing SOE reform requires identification of the trend in productivity changes and also of the
main sources of productivity change for each sector and each SOE. Exhaustive decomposition of TFP
change may be helpful in identifying different areas for productivity improvement in the performance
of each manufacturing SOE and of the whole sector. It is always useful to know whether productivity
can be improved by shifting the production possibilities frontier (environmental and technical change)
or by moving towards or away from the production possibilities frontier (technical efficiency change)
or moving around the frontier (scale-mix efficiency change). Under the new theoretical framework
developed by O’Donnell (2016), the Geometric Young TFP index as a ratio of an aggregate output to
an aggregate input can be decomposed into meaningful efficiency measures. This decomposition is
undertaken in association with estimating a functional representation of the metatechnology which
is brought into the empirical context of the Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs’ productivity analysis.
Besides the components of technical change and of technical efficiency change which have been
widely used in the literature of firm productivity analysis, the thesis has applied the new concepts of
environmental efficiency and scale-mix efficiency in the context of Vietnamese manufacturing SOE.
These are still relatively new but important concepts which have been ignored in the literature of
productivity analysis of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs.
After identifying the Geometric Young TFP index as the preferred index for the context of Vietnamese
manufacturing SOEs, this thesis uses a parametric method of SFA to compute and decompose relevant
and meaningful efficiency measures. After undertaking a unit root test and panel cointegration tests, the
ordinary least squares estimator is shown to be inconsistent and biased due to an endogeneity problem.
To overcome this problem, two-stage ML is applied to estimate the slope parameters of the Vietnamese
manufacturing production possibilities frontier. Results are then used to identify output-oriented
environmental and technical change, output-oriented technical efficiency, output-oriented scale-mix
efficiency and statistical noise components of TFP change. It can be noted that these efficiency
measures can also be measured in a non-parametric framework using DEA methods. However, the
limitation of the DEA methods is that the random errors cannot be accounted for. It should be noted
that error-handling is always very important at firm-level study with a large number of firms and
a large quantity of measurement errors. The SFA technique may help to solve this by including a
random error term in the analysis. This explains why SFA is utilized in the context of the thesis to
overcome the limitation of the DEA method. The application of the SFA method for productivity
analysis of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs has the major advantage of statistical inference, which is
impossible using the non-parametric method. Under the theoretical framework of O’Donnell (2016),
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a Geometric Young TFP index in the case of one output and multi-input has been constructed to
estimate and decompose TFP change in Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. Components of TFP change
comprise output-oriented environmental and technical change (OETI) measuring the movement of
the frontier, output-oriented technical efficiency change (OTEI) measuring the distance to the frontier
and output-oriented scale and mix efficiency change (OSMEI) measuring the movement around the
frontier.
One of the contributions of this thesis lies in the unique dataset of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs
over a 10-year period, which has not been used in any research before. The dataset applied in this thesis
is not readily available. Raw data from the annual census of the General Statistics Office of Vietnam
were processed to create a one-output and three-input data set involving 684 manufacturing SOEs over
a 10-year period. All the firms in the dataset were SOEs in 2002 and were fully privatized between
2003 and 2011 (having had changes in their ownership type). In 2011, all the firms were private firms.
Output and input quantity were derived by deflating the nominal value by relevant deflators, including
the price index of the industrial producer’s output and the basic annual interest rates.
Empirical results show a large variation in productivity and efficiency measures across different sectors
and groups of sectors. In general, TFP and efficiency estimates indicate that the productivity of
Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs increased from 2002-2008 but started to decline after 2008 up until
2011. The period of 2008-2009 was also when the Asian financial crisis broke out and negatively
impacted most Asian countries, including Vietnam. However, some positive signals were indicated
when the productivity of manufacturing SOEs in some sectors (Wood, Beverage, Machinery and
Furniture) improved tremendously for the whole period. In terms of productivity levels, “Manufacturing
of refined petroleum products” was found to be the OTE-maximizing sector (at 94.08% technically
efficient on average). The lowest technical efficiency levels were found in the ’Manufacture of leather
and related products’ sector, the ’Manufacture of wearing apparel’ sector and the ’Manufacture of
beverage’ sector at 90.41%, 90.49% and 90.79% respectively. Average OTE across firms in the sample
reached the maximum level in 2008 and then started to go down until 2011. Comparison of the average
OTE between SOEs and private firms reveals almost similar results of approximately 91.3%. In the
medium and long-term, changes in scale-mix efficiency, and changes in environmental conditions, had
the strongest effects and became the driver of productivity changes in various sectors of Vietnamese
SOEs, whose ownership type was changed into private firms.
The purpose of this thesis is not only to explore the productivity growth and components of Vietnamese
manufacturing SOEs, but to investigate the trend of productivity and efficiency change after the
privatization process. A second stage regression model is also introduced to explore the correlation
between relevant economic quantity interests (TFPI, OTEI and OSMEI) with seven SOE category
dummy variables, and the length of time after the manufacturing SOEs were fully privatized. The
objective of this section is to provide a complete picture of the productivity of the manufacturing
SOEs after full privatization. The empirical results have yielded interesting findings. Considerable
improvement was found in the productivity of private firms. In general, there were increasing trends
in the productivity of the private firms after they were fully privatized. Taking central SOEs as
reference, private firms were 4.26% more productive than central SOEs on average, but only 0.51%
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more technically efficient and 0.81% more scale-mix efficient than central SOEs. Empirical results
show that private firms, after being fully privatized, continue to experience productivity growth of
0.81% annually.
In the second part of the empirical analysis, we further investigate the productivity performance of
Vietnamese SOEs in five important manufacturing sectors which include: ’Manufacture of wearing
apparel’, ’Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products’, ’Manufacture of leather and
related products’; ’Manufacture of wood and products of wood and cork’ and ’Manufacture of
beverages’. These sectors have played an important role in Vietnam’s export-oriented economy. TFP
change and its associated components in these sectors are computed based on the revenue-weighted
method to take into account firm size in terms of revenue. Evidence of the productivity growth of
privatized firms is found in all of these five sectors.
Recommendations for manufacturing SOEs’ reform
Improvement in productivity plays an essential role in the success of SOE reform. The signals of
productivity improvement after the SOEs were privatized, help to prove that the SOE reform was
on the right track. Empirical results show evidence of productivity improvement in a wide range of
sectors. These findings have important policy implications for future policy making.
For example, privatization of manufacturing SOEs in the Wood sector helped to increase the produc-
tivity of the wood firms. Therefore, it may be useful for the government to speed up privatization in
this particular sector. More importantly, identification of different drivers of TFP change helps policy
makers to understand the best way to achieve improvement. For example, from the estimates of TFP
and efficiency change in the Leather sector from 2002 to 2011 (Figure 5.40), it can be understood that
OSME is one important driver of TFP change in this sector. Thus, it is very important for managers
in the Leather sector to make proper production decisions, such as changing input mix (e.g., capital,
labour and material) to improve productivity of leather SOEs.
From the results of the productivity levels estimation in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5, the least (output-
oriented) technically-efficient sectors in the sample period (2002-2011) are ‘Manufacture of beverage’,
‘Manufacture of leather and related products’, ‘Manufacture of wearing apparel’ and ‘Manufacture of
other transport equipment’. This fact indicates that SOEs in these four sectors were producing output
below their potential, given the inputs available. In other words, they were below the frontier in the
sample period. These findings make intuitive sense in the policy making process. The policy target of
the government needs to be the improvement of efficiency of the manufacturing SOEs in these sectors
so that those SOEs can approach the feasible production frontier and achieve potential production
output. Given the different characteristics of each sector, different policy options can be made for
different sectors. These four sectors can be categorized into two groups. The first group consists of
export-oriented sectors including ‘Manufacture of leather and related products’ and ‘Manufacture of
wearing apparel’. These two sectors used domestic workers and capital but imported raw materials.
The amount of imported material input often contributed to a very large extent in the production
process. It is very important for the government to have privileged policy to encourage the application
of advanced technology in the Leather and Wearing Apparel sectors to optimize utilization of material
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input and further increase the profit from export activities. Besides, the government can allocate
resources to establish a network of technical schools (such as the model of Technical and Further
Education Institutions (TAFE) in Australia) to further educate leather and wearing apparel’s workers
and thus increase technical efficiency. The second group consists of ‘Manufacture of beverage’ and
‘Manufacture of other transport equipment’. The output of these two sectors was produced primarily
to meet the demand of the domestic market. If manufacturers in these two sectors can produce more
beer, soft drink, ships, boats and rail locomotives and railing stock using the same amount of capital,
labor and material, it would not be only meaningful for improving technical efficiency of these sectors,
but also help to raise the supply of the products to meet the increasing demands of the domestic
market. R&D and raising the qualifications of the workers are two main areas which the government
needs to promote to improve output-oriented technical efficiency in the Beverage and Other Transport
Equipment sectors.
From the results of second stage regression in Chapter 5, Section 5.8, some useful policy options can be
chosen by the government for the productivity improvement of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs. All
types of SOEs (other than central state-owned enterprises) and privately owned enterprises (after being
converted from SOEs) have experienced an increase in OTE when compared with central state-owned
enterprises. This fact indicates that central state-owned firms are the least technically efficient. Central
state-owned firms are among the largest firms in the economy and from the empirical results; these
firms need to be at the top of the government’s priority list for equitization and privatization annually.
The output-oriented scale-mix efficiency of private firms and joint ventures between SOEs and foreign
partners were both higher than those for central state-owned enterprises at 1% and 5% significance
levels. As defined in Chapter 3, Section 3.4, scale-mix efficiency is a new efficiency measure defined
by O’Donnell (2016). It measures the TFP ratio of the output-oriented technical efficient point with
the point of maximum productivity where all the constraints on output mix are relaxed. Therefore, if
the Vietnamese government accelerates the privatization process of central state-owned enterprises and
then puts forward policies for adoption of innovative technologies through R&D and incentives for
altering input and output mixes (for instance, capital, labor and material) for the privatized firms, this
action can significantly enhance productivity potentials for private firms in the years to come. Results
of second-stage regression also indicate that the productivity of privatized firms increased 2.99%
per year after privatization. This means that the longer post-privatization periods are, the higher the
productivity levels of the privatized SOEs will be. Therefore, the best way to improve the productivity
of SOEs in general and of technical efficiency in particular, is to privatize them as soon as possible.
There are possibly some reasons why privately-owned firms might be more technically efficient. Firstly,
private owners might be more proactive and flexible because their objectives are profit-maximization
and cost-minimization. They are not directed by the State. Hence, private owners can select the best
technologies available. Secondly, private owners normally have more managerial experience of firms
in the market economy under harsh competitive pressure. Therefore, they are better than the state
owners at implementing selected technologies. Lastly, private owners have more financial autonomy
than SOEs, and thus they can get access to technologies that are protected by patent.
Sectoral productivity analysis in major manufacturing sectors (wearing apparel; computer, electronic
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and optical products; leather and related products; wood and beverage) implies some important points.
Firstly, there is a strong relationship between productivity and exports. Export appears to have positive
impact on the productivity growth of sectors with the export advantages of Vietnam (i.e., wearing
apparel; computer, electronic and optical products; leather and related products). Or the other way
around, more productive firms can be competitive and therefore have higher exports. The reasons for
the rapid productivity improvement in these sectors might come from the privileged policies of the
government that encourage owners of firms in these sectors (mostly foreign investors) to bring in and
adopt advanced technology. This is shown up in the empirical results, as environmental efficiency
becomes the main driver in the productivity improvement of the export-oriented sectors. Based on these
results, it is recommended that the government promote the implementation of preferential policies to
attract foreign investors in manufacturing SOEs of those sectors in which Vietnam has export induced
advantages, to improve productivity in these SOEs. Secondly, for sectors producing products to meet
domestic demand such as beverage, SOE reforms were successful in enhancing productivity. With
increasingly high revenue and high profit from domestic sales, firms in these sectors should have more
financial funding to gain access to best technologies and be in the best position to implement them.
The owners of these firms could be better educated by attending training courses. For example, from
the empirical output, it can be seen that output-oriented scale-mix efficiency was the main driver of
TFP growth in the Beverage sector. This improvement in scale mix efficiency can be attributed to the
adoption of better technologies for better allocation of resources. Therefore, the government needs to
place priority on privatizing manufacturing SOEs in such sectors.
From the results of the productivity analysis of five major sectors, there is an apparent link between
productivity improvements in the export-oriented sectors. This outcome suggests the government
should implement policies to advocate privatization of these sectors. For instance, Vietnam has
advantages in the export of wooden furniture and the government could prioritize the privatization of
manufacturing SOEs in this sector. Empirical results from second stage regression show that overtime,
privately owned exporters are generally more productive than state-owned exporters.
Limitation of the thesis
Most research studies have their own limitation and this thesis is not an exception. The first limitation
regarding implementation of the model in this thesis, is that the data was over the period of 2002-2011,
which is out of date. The most recent survey of the General Statistics Office (GSO) of Vietnam was in
2012 and the results were only released internally. Therefore, it was difficult to get access to the most
updated dataset in 2012. Additionally, one of the important assumptions made in the thesis is that, the
Cobb-Douglas function is used to approximate the unknown production function and then estimate
and decompose different productivity measures. The Cobb-Douglas functional form is regarded as a
restrictive technology in comparison with second-order functional forms such as constant elasticity of
substitution (CES) production function or translog production function, etc.
Future research
The main objective of this thesis is to apply a new and proper Geometric Young TFP index to estimate
the firm-level productivity and associated efficiency measures of Vietnamese manufacturing SOEs.
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The topic can be further explored in various ways. Firstly, some other types of aggregator functions can
be used to construct proper TFP indexes. Fare Primont and Lowe TFP indexes by O’Donnell (2012c)
are good examples of proper TFP indexes. Secondly, application from the angle of input-oriented
efficiency measures is also a potential direction for further exploration. Thirdly, the assumption of the
Cobb-Douglas function for metatechnology can be relaxed and replaced by a less restrictive functional
form such as translog. Fourthly, tests for statistically significant differences in the empirical results can
be a good direction for future research.
Privatization of manufacturing SOEs is the most important pillar of SOE reform in particular, and
of liberalization in general, in Vietnam, which explains the focus of this thesis on the deep analysis
of these aspects of Vietnam’s economy. Additionally, privatization is the key aspect of liberalization
in the specific context of Vietnamese economy. The Vietnamese economy is a transitional economy,
moving from a centrally-planned economy to a market economy, in which SOEs are the biggest, albeit
poorly-operating players. Other aspects of liberalization such as trade or industry regulatory reforms,
can point to new directions for the future research.
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Appendix
Table 6.1 – VSIC 2007/ISIC 4.0 one-digit classification
VSIC
2007/ISIC 4.0
1-digit
classification
Sectors
1 Agriculture
2 Forestry and other forestry activities
3 Fishing and aquaculture
4 Mining and quarrying
5 Manufacturing
6 Electric power generation and distribution, gas, steam and
air conditioning
7 Water supply, sewage, waste management and remediation
activities
8 Construction
9 Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
10 Transportation and storage
11 Accommodation and food service activities
12 Information and communication
13 Financial and insurance activities
14 Real estate activities
15 Professional, scientific and technical activities
16 Administrative and support service activities
17 Public administration and defence, compulsory social
security
18 Education
19 Human health and social work activities
20 Arts, entertainment and recreation
21 Other service activities
22 Activities of households as employers, undifferentiated
goods and services producing activities of households for
own use
23 Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies
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Table 6.2 – The components of TFP growth across 24 sectors
Sector Average annual rage of growth (%)TFP OET OTE OSME
Manufacture of basic metals 3.72 -8.1 -0.49 1.44
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipments 3.19 -4.09 -0.49 1.23
Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparation 3.56 -2.58 0.05 1.49
Manufacture of chemical and chemical products 7.99 -4.6 0.11 1.93
Manufacture of beverage 13.98 4.76 0.56 1.61
Manufacture of food products 3.19 1.56 -0.24 1.46
Manufacture of leather and related products 7.7 -3.76 -0.23 0.48
Manufacture of textiles 5.79 -0.2 0.03 2.05
Manufacture of tobacco products 0.81 1.7 0.03 0.57
Manufacture of wearing apparels 8.66 15.05 -1.9 -0.48
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 5.33 2.98 -0.08 1.5
Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 0.13 2.33 0.15 -1.65
Manufacture of electrical equipments 0.6 -6.74 -0.3 1.81
Manufacture of machinery and equipments 5.18 13.51 -0.77 2.08
Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 0.15 -21.47 0.29 1.22
Manufacture of other transport equipments -0.09 -18.55 0.19 0.7
Manufacture of furniture 3.12 -6.86 -0.7 1.78
Manufacture of wood and products of wood and cork, except furniture 11.06 3.73 0.1 0.88
Manufacture of paper and paper products 3.45 -11.23 -0.48 1.87
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 5.37 3.61 -0.47 0.85
Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 10.68 37.5 0.45 2.06
Other manufacturing 4.7 21.18 -0.34 -1.03
Printing and reproduction of recorded media 4.49 -1.34 0.12 0.79
Repair and installation of machinery and equipments 9.71 -19.61 0.74 1.37
Full sample 5.1 -0.05 -0.15 1.08
Source-author’s calculations.
Notes- TFP, OET, OTE and OSME-annual growth rates of total factor productivity, output-oriented
environmental and technical change, output-oriented technical efficiency and output-oriented scale-mix
efficiency, respectively.
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